FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
| For this department brief' suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
farmers and

gardeners.
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fanners’

Gardens.

lew words in relation to the garden
may not come amiss, for generally no
part of the farm is so much neglected:
lull, when properly cared for, there is
nothing which will yield a greater profit,
or he more conducive to the health and
happiness of the family, than a well-kept
garden. It will be surprising, to those
who have not tried it, how much may be
obtained from a well-cultivated garden
toward supplying the table all through
the summer and autumn months with
fresh, nutritious and palatable food -the
A
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sleigh ride,

a

and of all the vehicles to ride in that
the turnouts here beat them all. 1

I

ever

supposed having always lived in a land of snow
myself, that 1 knew something about sleigh riding,
but in Maine wo consider it
quite essential to
either have a sleigh, pung, or sled, on which to
ride. They had a few of these here, but once
you
step outside of those customary articles of transit,

NUMBER !).

himself.
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and there is
lashed to

j

■

no place to
stop. A crockery crate,
couple of poles, the poles answering

a

the double purpose of thills and runners, makes a
striking team, especially when it strikes deep
snow.
A box on a common sled, clears the law,

very

and answers the purpose unless you turn a corner
rapidly. But as I said, all Washington was

too

sleigh riding, and 1 saw au estimate in one of
the papers, that not less than $40,000 was
spent on
the day 1 mentioned, in sleigh
riding. Think what
that means. It means how many hundred
girls

out

sitting

that night before a fire with their feet in a
hot water, with just enough mustard in it
to give the water a tone!
It means, how many
thousand men ranged ulong side of bars,

pail

ot

calling

tor “hot whiskey !"
It meaus how many hos iers
rubb.ng down how many sweatiug horses, and
swearing them dry ! These are a few of the things
that good sleighing meaus in a big city, where

they

are

ours

moderately,

unaccustomed to it

only once
cated

but when

in two

three

or

We at home, take

they get a snow storm
years, they get intoxi

it

over

Any one who has ever cruised around this
country of ours, by land, and then comes to Washington. and is not proud of the seat of government,
proud that he is a citizen of this land of the free,
and the home ot the Washington pie, ought to be
made to emigrate
remember that at

by the first steamer. When we
Niagara, Long Branch. Newport,

md Saratoga, one pays for every breath he draws,
to do his own
drawing too, but can come

and has

and

ere

galleries,

through

visit all the government buildings, art
Ac
and be politely shown
them, and fee no one. have nothing to
museums

pay. he cannot believe out some money lias been
pulled out of him some how, till lit* makes up his
cash account at night.
When 1 first started out. I
a Sodd.OO bill
changed into quarters and halves,
fee witn. and pay admission to the various
places, and lugged it about all day, till at night I
felt as if 1 had an anvil m each pocket, but when
I figured up at night, I had all ra\ change and the

-ot
to

I went into the

morning

next

Treasury department

and got bills for it again.
1 read
the war department this notice,
remember the words.
Notice.

on

the door of
1

as near as

can

Strangers

and

visitors, desirous of going through the buildings,
need not employ so called guides, as any messon
ger will direct, or give all the desired information.
I do not know
Signed, Alex. Ramsey. Set War
Alec, knows anything about war. but he knows
that the humblest citizen of the U S has as good

as

a right
greatest

knows

go over the public buildings,
in the land, and where a man

to

thing,

one

he

us

the

as

really
something

man

liable to know

else.
Like the common laborer, the President lives in
house which is called the “White House." tor no

—

■

Travels.

Washington 1). C.
I found about nine inches of snow on the ground
when i arrived here, and all Washington
enjoying
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All the hills were melting in the opal
during
into discouraged little pools. On changes
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wrath upon him.
She had taken but a dripped
It is proper to state that all the powders exam
every fourth year thereafter in the same manner,
garden, which as a rule is not lialdwin, in this State, is reported to he dimness of the soft < >ctober haze, through
the roll-tops the darning spears of morn- ined were
from the open market, and that the
a full and complete
few steps when she met old Jett' Sands, a
inventory of the polls and es
A good piece of land
■veil iiian g.*d.
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of he case.
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fearful uneasiness, am therefore not surprised to find adventurers in to transmit to said Hoard in the mont "f Autre-c
vengeance, women
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Mrs. Kent's hearing.
For, licit known, all
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A great savthe cheering and cheerless phases of the business anxious to assume their preparations annually, nr hefoio, a summary statement, unde
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thought
.). C. Hoagland,
oath, of each and every kind of prope ty liable t<.
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leaving the slices in a semi-circular shape. earlier than usual this year on account of walked on sanctified thereby, and she, life on the border.
President Royal Baking Powder Company
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oh,
h\
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to
for
possible by horse-power;
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and subjected to nearly three hundred
ing to their horses were startled by the
every fourth year thereafter, when they shall
unconscious of the fact.
means a great deal of band-labor
Oar there
transmit the original inventory, or an exact and
of a mounted crowd which
may be degn cs of heat, becoming evaporated in her only daughter's wedding.
to shake that apparition
if
1
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full copy of the same, with a .summary stating
“Bang.”
M-nsed with, ami the work be much about three hours.
weddings do not occur every day, nor fellow nut of his skin !” he muttered sav- they at first took for Indians, then for
each kind of property and its value; that said
n
are they generally of great importance
-eas'.iy ami cheaply done. After the
but soon
lu Mrs. Burnett's "A fair Barbarian," the here
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Hoard have the po wer to send for persons aud pa
lli.s hearer had no call to reprove desperadoes,
when they do. This, however, was a agely.
garden s planted. and has got well to
more terrible than either, the frontiersiue, a bright girl from Nevada, is ret down for a pers, and to compel the attendance of and to ex
U os£ berries and Currants
his profanity.
She was in that state of
i
grown,., y
in_ it some daily attention
special affair. Mrs. Kent, having been mind when a woman needs some man to men in anger.
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II n
-1111:_.
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for
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and
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i,
do much toward
of this occupation and the personality of the
to be enforced for nou compliance ; that
antly in very garden. They are no man, had opened a stopping-place on she exclaimed.
parties
joung men. Lucia, a quiet little English girl
s
lie
aggrieved at the determination of said Hoard have
family and allbrding a trouble to raise. they grow readily from the road to the mines, and made it with
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hearers.
“Cuss words” came readier
year Mandy’s help,
cuttings.
and go for the red devils as tight as we |
one day as follows:
i
(Wo quote from the March regulations as the Legislature shall deem proper:
:.oi. and dating the winter months un- from six to ten im lies in
then explanations, weapons were cocked:
length, prepare popular that she was in a fair way to be- can lick. It's queer
that said Board held its first meeting on the—day
in
ain’t
j
number
of
sight
they
a
Scribner.)
spring again. Many family that has the bed or place where they are to stand come a capitalist. Slio owned on claims
of
one unguarded movement
would have
1881. to organize and transact any business
lie
1
rellected.
"11111,
already."
'spose been the
•There is something—1 think I would do if—if that may come before it and that it*have full [
g“"d garden, and understands how to
for a bloody contest. The
permanently, ioice them into the ground named more or less openly after herself oi- like as not
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I
to
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in
were
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stammered
A very
they're trying
your place,"
power to make such personal inspection as may be
igi in s enabled to live well, that
lier daughter; she had more than one
not less than four inches, press the ground
women looked down trom the windows,
little thing indeed."
1 wish we’d a
on your oyster soil]).
necessary aud proper m the prosecution of its du
".he
.so would liud it
exceedingly hard firmly around them, mulch them and let present by which to remember grateful
» e11
some of them sending up silent prayers.
remarKcu ueiaviH, anxiously.
ties, and to hold a session Annually, so long&s muv
to put strychnine in it."
t
in ike anything like a good living.
Lucia lost her breath, caught it again, ami prothem alone.
i> a bush is desired let the guests; she had her regular prolits, and thought
be necessary to prepare, revise and complete the
One of the campers stepped forward
Poor Mrs. Kent was quite beyond
ceeded cautiously, and with blushes at her own
Mechanics, and others having but lim- buds on the cutting remain : hut if a tree her regular
valuation ; and that every valuation fixed by the
The softest spoken, quietest man
position.
calmly.
or taking interest in plans.
She
assessors of any city, town or plantation shall be
daring.
b'd areas of land, give the subject a or
It could not be expected that such a making
m the party, he greeted the grizzled and
single stem is preferred, remove all the
•It I were iu j our place/' she said, “1 think— signed by the Boaid or a
majority of them, to
great deal of attention, and are much buds that would go beneath the surface. state of things would long endure without went away, leaving to dell'Sands such a
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perhaps—only perhaps,
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same in their judgment is a full enumeration
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my
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ol wiping even Vrapahoe, man, woman precating
forehead.
nnieii better facilities for excelling in gar- row. and if there is more than one
of all the property liable to b taxed, with the full,
both were adored with that general atfee“Sir,” lie apologized, “we are willing
row,
Octavia sprang from her seat, and ran to the pieror child, oft the face of the earth.
He
fair cash value of the same. By order of the com
den ;:i; are.
Who has not been surprised let the rows he four feet
tion which is not very dangerous in its
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mantel
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at
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mission.
glass
glanced
8 T Hinks, Chairman
went to the posf-otlice and set forth in a
to s... till-; irge amount of produce raised
In the spring the dead wood of both the results.
“Go to blank with your dashed money. of her own startled, pretty face, and then, putting I
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n
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a
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started
and
should
be
cut
life,
cur'rants
up
“bang’
don’t want it.
Where’s the girl ?”
young
gooseberries
.1
\V
of nu n to go to Mainly Kent’s rescue.
her brows, turned to Lucia
Lang closes his interesting historical
iml thorough cultivation, by people liv- out, and the new growth should be thin- but no
■•The girl ?” repeated the puzzled mild
great favorite of Mrs. Kent.
sketches ot tlr- town of Brooks, in the Maine
1 -n i it becoming r she asked, breathlessly.
were on lire.
were ready to
m
They
They
town,
who
would
seem
to labor
ing
ned where there are too many, as it will She would not have welcomed Prince
“I assure you we would never
as
man.
Farmer,
follows—
Lucia
answered. “Very
Octavia j
“Oh, yes’"
follow
Sands to the north pole, or a
andi
ei.
unfavorable circumstances? interfere vith the
The product and lumber for sale sought a mar
have intruded but for the fact that a lady ! started.
product, flic best red Arthur if he had come to take away her hotter l'apt. if
the
ab
"
ket at Belfast, our seaport. It had to bo transport
1 irmers are too apt to neglect the gar- currant is the I Hitch : and the best goosenecessary. Only
“Then why wouldn’t \ou wear it
she cried.
with us had a sick child and,
right hand, hut, seeing there was no help sence ofplace
ed thither by oxen or louses on wagons in sum
men of his stamp, willing to take
“What do you mean t"
den and
'iisidei ;t of little consequence, berries aio 1
“What's that to us !
Where’s Miss
lowning's I’roliiic and Hough- for it, she determined to give, in honor the burden and the blame of
Lucia felt her position truly a delicate one. She i mer, and sleds in wintei. a distance often miles it
leadership, Kent I
preferring to occupy their attention with ton's Seedling.
ol the occasion, the grand “spread" of
sold and delivered at the “Head of the Tide." or
locked her bauds and braced herself; but she
say!’’
in
of
the
wild
the
frontier
the mure laborious and less remunerative
danger
•The Point" or twelve miles if delivered at. "The
which only such a housekeeper was ca- \ keeps
“Lxcuse me, sir, but there was no blushed vividly.
tribes.
It is the saddest thing about that
Beach
The routes from Dixmont. Jackson, Troy,
labors f tile held, and in this way de•It may sound rather silly when 1 tell you why.
here when we came.
Was there,
The Agricultural Department
pable.
person
Thorndike. Unity, and a portion of Knox, lay
that calling fertile greatOctavia,” she said ; "but 1 really do think it is a
prive themselves of much comfort and
The poor, hearty, generous miners! border warfare
?”
sort of reason. You know, in those absurd pictures
through Brooks, and the long striugs ot teams
It is tin practice of the agricultural All the delicacies of Delmouico’s cannot est courage, decision and endurance, it boys
good living which they might just as well
“Not a living thing I" was the answer. of actresses, bangs always seem to be the principal from each place mentioned, together with those
in tin* town, formed often, processions
eu|oy, and which would do much to make press in this country to offer only critic- so please the cloyed appetites of its pa- i gives no promise of glory or pension, no Some of the
belonging
feature.
1
saw
some
in
the shop windows, when 1
party inclined to the belief
reward but the consciousness of saving
from rods to miles m length, and was a
the farm attractive and render the family ism and that s 'i,. times pretty sharp, in irons as the
that the opposite forces were .Mormons on went to Uarriford with grandmamma And they varying
prospect of a wholesome civilized
lively and inspiriting sight
were such dreadful women—some of them
and had
S.
contented and better satislied with euun- regard to the management of the l
people from ghastly and un- track of a
“square meal” does them.
They were
In the earlier times when the roads were newer
runaway.
so very few clothes on that l can t help thinking 1
t:
iife, which is so desirable for the pros- iH-partmeiit ot Agriculture. Mr. Clare invited cordially,--where indeed, would utterable tortures.
and
Sands looked up at the windows, down shouldn't like to look like them, and-"
rougher, and the oxen the chief beasts of bur
» iiimi, im\\e\er, mere is a
nuuiiui m
den.
and kept in large numbers, ox teams were
perity of all rural communities. Aside j s. Head, om oftlic Knglish commissioners, Mrs. Kent have been without them'! \
“Does it make me look like them !"
at the ground, over the white tops of the
the case a kind of wild romance illumisent to this country to learn something she had her two hired
Irom the protit. a well-kept garden is a
“<Mi, very little!" answered Lucia; very little about the only ones used upon the road. It was
to the
WIlLOlllS.
girls
tidy
no light task io drive a four ox team loaded with
ilii : Indeed they'd go,
nates the
indeed, of course; but-"
source ol pridt to the family
and has an in regard to our agricultural methods and utmost, the tidy
•■Look licit* I" he said "this thing's
dining-room that had and didn'tperi!.
lumber or bark, or produce to the "Beach" and
“But it’s the same thing, after all,", put iu Octa
to take a universal ;
le ’ating inti iciiee on all concerned. [ Ex- prospects, cxpn s.-cd admiration for the welcomed such various
they
long
from
back in a day
the
It nec« s dated starting long before
figures
enough to make a man sweat his salvation via. “That's what you mean
the sun was up even in the longer days, and the
change.
efiineucy oi the I s i lepartment of “tony" capitalist and his tonier hireling, philanthropist with them, was the general ; away. We heard the Indians was com“It is so very little." faltered Lucia, "that—that
Sands, unanimously elected
being out till late the following eve. But then
it isn’t a reason.
Agriculture. He said: ••Another ad- to the last dead-broke adventurer. I'nder murmur.
ing an' cleared. Miss Kent, somehow, perhaps
those were the days ot creature comforts and lnjuid
| W'rtu-n fur the Republican Journal J
Octavia looked at herself in the glass again.
vantage the American farmer has, and her direction caldrons of oysters, stacks captain, would not wait a moment. So i
got missed and was left behind. Here
delight Located along the road at convenient
“It isn’t a very good reason," she remarked, “but
Agricultural News and Notes.
one of considerable importance in a newly
of ham, bountiful cakes and coffee were they all started out, not, 1 fear, in the ; we come under the constitution of the I
distances were places where the ardent was retail
suppose it will do."
but
strictest
a government departorder,
j
military
military
ed. and it only cost about forty cents per gallon
developed
country,
AA
aii- indebted to John M.
She paused, and looked Lucia in the face.
prepared to invigorate the guests who. ordet has not ever
I'nited States, to send them redskins to
Bailey, of ment of
then, and a gallon would go as far in a family as a
“I don’t think that’s a little thing." she said.
proved appalling to eternal blazes and fetch back the
agriculture. It is surprising the mostly masculine, might In* depressed by
AA iiining Farm, Billerica. Mass., author
girl. “To be told you look like an opera
bushel of corn.
How this was we never could see
soon came upon them,
amount ot benefit which results from the
actress
Night
savages.
the
'■l The Books of Fnsilage, for a
We find white men using other folks’
coming ceremony.
unless it would keep them drunk as long as tiecopy of
“I did not mean to say so. cried Lucia, filled
and rain drove across their
sleet
of
a very small sum of money.
blinding
expenditure
At
tne
l'.ssax "ii Kii.silage.
Mr. Bailey is an
very moment, liowever, when
with the most poignant (list;ess. “I beg your bushel .*f corn would, otherwise, have lasted for
’cmselves at home, and
and
were
under things, making
The T. s. 1 'epartment of agriculture has the minister was
How -ver. every place where the critter
e r.hu-iast mi the
pardon, indeed—l—oh dear! I was afraid’you bread.
ready to unite George track, of they their obliged
not so much as a trace of Miss Kent.
subject of silos and enwas kept along the road was
to
in
list the place to
tlfeeted
much
for
our
1 felt that 1 was taking a great
losing
way
wouldn’t like it
camp
good
Dickerson and Amanda Kent in holy penalty
It is a subject which is attract- undoubtedly
Now
Your story's queer, to say the least.
bail" the team and go in to warm, restand drink
the stockyard of a deserted ranche. Chill,
-much
more than it is genliberty."
agriculture
the
her
a
womaning
bonds,
good deal ol attention just now.
we ain't to la* bought, nor yet scared oil’.
young lady proved
Latei a.- the farmers began to get smoother,
“1 don’t like it." answered Octavia; “but that
and piercing blew the wind front
Its annual reports
roads in l>< iter condition, and as horses increased
and mte upon which our farmers would erally credited with.
ly qualities by an engaging tit of hesita- damp
Tell us where the girl is or give up your can’t be helped 1 didn’t exactly suppose 1 should
the
tires
to
have
refused
All
been
the
hills;
means of widely
gray
light.
diffusing tion. She didn't know as she wanted to
they gradual!;.’ took the place of oxen on both
But 1 wasn’t going to say any thing about j/on, hair
do well to inform themselves.
shootin’-irons and go with us to town.
farms and road, until oxen now arc the exception,
a large amount of useful information."
the romance of the thing oozed away
when 1 began," glancing at pour Lucia’s rohjo,'-,
married
at
all.
In
vain
her
get
girlThat settles it.’’
D. M. Ferry \ Co., of Detroit, and Joand horses the rule.
We remember the long pm
though l suppose 1 might
friends soothed the sobbing bride-elect, through the shifting straw of their ini
“(Jo to-, old man,” shouted a voice,
“You might say a thousand things about it !’’ cessions ot horse teams that used to pass mi the
eph Harris, Moreton Farm, Rochester,
Still
more
cheerCattle
Market.
provised
counterpanes.
Brighton
"l nity road." the ‘Thorndike road," and tlie "Bel
urged her not to disappoint every one. less
V Y
1 toth otter a new variety of potacontemptuously. “What do you take us cried Lucia, piteously. ’1 know that miue is not fast
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the dawn,
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l- 1). 2.',.
road" when we were a hov. for long bef re
breaking feebly for
She only retorted half-augrily, ".lust wait
only in bad taste, but is ug v and unbe-cimiiig."
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ioe- f a sale this spring, called the “MamAmount >1 -lock at market
< attic, 22>2, sheep
clav
the creak of the sled, the rumble of the teams
“Yes," cried Octavia. cruelly “it is
till you go to get married and see if it through omni-present clouds and bringThe women turned white, there was an
moth Pearl."
and
the voices of the drivers would be heard until
From what they sa\ we ami lamb-. >luu; -wine, 10,297; veal, *2; number of
“And yours is neither the one nor the other."
with
it
an extremely scanty and unwestern cattle, 222- ea-lern cattle, 14.2: uiilcli e«*wing
isn't serious.” Finding that they could
instant <■; breathless silence. Neither protested Lucia “You know i told you it was noon. On fair days almost an unbroken stream
onclmle that it wouldnot take many po- ami northern cattle. 172.
of
desirable
article
breakfast.
would tl »w toward Belfast, loade l with everything
neither reason nor joke her out of her
wanted to give up, neither cared to pretty. Octavia
Price -«i beef P luu ll» live weight, extra quality,
tatm-- to till a bushel.
The ••White
It was with dismay that their leader party
the farm produced, or he forest ielded. moving
82 22 .Jt; i’>2;
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lir-t, *2 27 _.*j2 20; -econd, 8 4 221. <i2
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whim,
they
and
his
each
believed
lire,
is
another
of
the
open
opponent
varieties
on
to the market
Ihephant"
About two o'clock the tide,
72: third. 84 12 -< 4 .20; poorest grade of eoar-e
Dig
stood Miss Belinda’s work basket, and took there
whose protestations linally induced her to perceived that his men were getting into to be a villain.
a little girl at
winch had lulled fur two or three hours, would set
tii.it the seedsmen are talking about.
oxen, hulls, etc., s2.2u«i 4 no.
Suddenly
from
a small and gleaming pair of scissors, return
the
humor
and
if
he
did
not
soon
lighting
Hide-, »• p It*. Brighton'Fallow, 2e p il»; dry her tears and consent to their union.
the
other
wa\. and the road would be full of re
Brighton
window
the
and
a
gave
pointed. ing to the mantle glass with them
cry
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( ountry Tallow, 4<j2e
ountry Hide-, 7«7 <*.
The patient preacher had just opened show them Indians to light would prob- There was
turning teams. « ach carrying back something for
How short shall 1 cut it T she demanded.
Mainly Kent running toward
Ci- ’.ge
1.. Brackett, of this city, says: P1 If: Calf skin-. Iu«jl2e. p tl>: *heep skins, *1 22 j
end by lighting him.
Some of the
whieh i's m ruing load was bartered
A barrel ol
ably
“Oh !" exclaimed Lucia “don’t—don’t !"
in
the
orthodox
when
oo each; Lamb skin-. 81 22a 2 00 each.
proceedings
manner,
her
hair
her
whole
face
‘j2
them,
Hying,
flour, lime blaster, pork, beet, or molasses, cloth
"N w. there’s Brown over at the Corner,
rear members of the undisciplined
For answer, Octavia raised the scissors, and
brig- radiant. Near the crowd she
a galloping horse, the western
Working (Ken- We quote -ales in ull
of dissign
hardware.
<a
all
had
faltered, gave a snip It was a savage snip, and halt the
something
ckmy. groceries,
lie’s been making No. I Jersey butter for l pair girth 2 ft., In inches, live weight 2*00 It*. 8120;
ade quietly deserted at convenient points
aster, was heard without. A moment
till she got a good view of t'apt. Sands. length and width of her love locks fell on the man- even if nothing nn-ru than a little money in tin1 pair girth 2 t!.. 2 inelies. live weight 22on 11*. 8Un;
ten c ars, but has given it
up and gone 1 pair girth 2 ft., J< inelies, 1 i\« weight 2700 H>, 8122; after a red-headed youth burst in the while the rest rode sulkily over mud and
loads
of
and
Huge
pocket
hay
potatoes moved
She ran
beside his horse and caught tel : then she gave another snip, and the other half
t running a milk cart into the
in day after day by the same teams, the proceed**
city. He 11 pair girth 7 It.. 22 inches, live weight 2000 II*. 8122; door, but no one resented his want of stone. A westerner, unless absolutely her old up
fell.
“1
hand.
friend’s
I!..
rough
live
large,
inches,
pair girlh
id it was killing his w ft- to attend to
weight 1S00 11*, 872;
going to help lift the mortgage from the farm m
destitute, neter walks.
imcia scarcely uareu io oreaino.
manners as the new arrival gasped :
1 pair girth 2 ft., 10 inches, Ihv weight 2*.'H) lt», 8112;
am so glad to see you !” she cried, “so
which they grew. Ship timber to be built iut
tin- butter-making and it was impossible
For a moment Oetavia stood gazing at herself,
Mileh ( i*w:—K
>'22,i72: ordinary, 820<j42:
m.
“The Arapahoes is
is a coinin'. Hunvessels of symmetry and beauty to plough tin* r!is
with pale face and dilated eyes. Then suddenly
glad. Wh<*re is mamma ?”
t • net help to do it."
“Brown" bears a springer-. 81-,*2m P in ad. Wc iplote'sales of 2 dreds of'em.
taut seas; gram to fee f tin* .stalled horses or cows
I saw ’em and run.”
cows and calve- at 802: 2 milch
at *22 each,
The women craned their necks, the the folly of the deed she had done seemed to reIt was now time to return to the forstriking resemblance to a well-known -4 milch cow> at 82" to *2.2 each: cows
of cities: timber and boards to build the hamlet
I new mileh cow,
veal itself to her.
‘•Where?
How fast? How many
men
over
the
forward
or
leaned
saken mansion.
At the very moment
ai d the town
edged
All went over the road to the
842. 1 springer, '42; | -pringers at 822 each; 1 exdairyman of this eit>.
“Oh !” she cried out.
"Oh, how diabolical it
were the questions hailed on the unretra cow and caIf. *72: 2 cow> and calve-lor *12o
their
tin;
mules
measured tread of nimble feet and the merry mu
that Jell' Sands was addressing an excited fence,
very
projected
looks!’’
Joseph Harris of Moreton Farm. Roch- the lot.
sic
of
the
bells
himself
sponding herald, who, pitching
She turned upon Lucia
crowd, that Mandy Kent was shivering enormous ears, and the true situation
>heep and l.amii—Those I'rmn tin- West cud, on horseback, was out of
ester. New York, sends us his new seed
n
required nerve, muscie ami endurance in n-*
sight in a twink- in mortal dread and wondering if she Hashed upon every mind. Simultaneous“Why did you make me do it T she exclaimed
i.mdcd at Brighton, from 2 to 7-' P It*, live weight.
!'
for
1--I.
Mr.
Ilarris
was for“It's all your fault—every bit of it!" and flinging at three o’clock each winter morn, take care
atal'igue
NoneoHcred in the market for -ale; all for slaughter.
ling.
an
immense
of
awoke
chorus
would have strength enough to strike ly
laughter
the team, get the load ready, harness go to tin
the scissors to the other end of the room, she threw
Swine—Prices of fat hogs have advanced, those
i if course it was a line chance to make
merly editor of the Cenesee Farmer and
when the time came,—a party of white the echoes. The mules brayed emulouslv, herself into a chair and burst into tears
city with the mercury perhaps ’JO deg b. low z-r<>
for this week’
market costing the butchers from
one ol the editors ol the American
a piece of border
do the marketing. f< < d the ’earn, eat the June.:
Agri- 21, to 2 c. P tt>, live weight.
history, to die in de- people within were indeed testing the and even the ponies whinnyed a little as
Lucia’s anguish of mind was almost more than
culturist.
cold
He.is well known as the auand with only a wash of niter for drink, pick
fence of the ladies, and the dinner,—but
she could bear. For at least three minutes, she
almost
rolled
the
more
excitable
riders
soup and discussing the roast chickens
thor of “Harris on the Pig." “Talks on
up the things, load the guodsthat were to be taken
felt herself a criminal of the deepest dye ; after the
no one happened to see it in that
of
from
backs
in
merrilight.
their
with the hearty enjoyment only possible
hack, return facing perhaps a biting wind, and
transports
Because composed of malt and hops, without
three minutes had
Maimi e. N'tand especially as the writer
however, she began to
Miners, so far front loving bloodshed, are, to a disturbed state of society.
The worse the scare had been reason, and called elapsed,
ment.
nearly always a growing c-Ulimss as nigh* cannfermentation. Mult Bitters are popular.
to mind the fact that she wa*
J “Walks mid
Falks on the Farm," in
in their daily lives the most order-loving
on. getting home about dark, the chores to dj..
I fa timid voice protested at the free and the greater the revulsion of feeling, and failing as usual under her crisis.
te-un to be cared tor. and another load looked oct
You never tiud a baggage smasher fooling with ;
the American Agriculturist.
In his new
“This is being a coward again, she said to herpeople in the world. Danger does not easy banquet, some one instantly vowed Mainly laughed with the rest.
The railroad has changed all this by opening a
'eed catalogue he gives very full direc- an elephant's trunk.
It is worse than to have said uotniug
self.
It
frighten them, but many had no tirearms, to set it all right. Hadn't
(J
Weil, in the laughter of chivalry, lory is true that she will look more refined, now one market at the doer ot evoiy town. where all tvthey money to
V. S. Karll. .h'N
tion.- for the cultivation of garden and
M. 1). Kx Mayor ol St. John
had
little
ones
in
back
the
Fast
to
many
for w hat they took f What business laid aside his helmet and Peace took the can see a little of her forehead, and ii is cowardly lanners have to sell brings nearly or quite as mud
1 have no hesitation in stating
Tiw'er seeds, which embody the results of N. B. writes
at Belfast, ami all tin* tanner needs to bin s sold
be left helpless. The house was a wood- pay
i to be afraid to stand firm when I really think so. as
had people to leave the house open and tloor.
his long experience anti intimate acquaint- that Fellows’ Syrup of II vpophosphites ranks lore- en
there quite as cheap and ot quite as good quality
I will say something to her."
most amongst the remedies used in the treatment
one, ten miles from town, unfit for the table set if
1—yes,
v nine in aiiu lane uieuiuasi a nil us,
they didn’t want to he
1’erhaps in nothing else is the march of improve
ance with the subject, and we advise all
of Incipient Phthisis. Chronic Bronchitis, and other
“Oetavia,'’ she began, aloud, “I am sure you are
lack of ammunition to stand a siege at all.
1
They had come to the said the most defiant camper. “We'll makiug a mistake again.” This as decidedly as incut seen to greater advantage than i:i this one
our readers w ho are interested in the subaffections of the chest.
So to the immense relief of the women, hospitable!
The first settlers bringing
place, a large body of campers, driving give you what’s left!” The invitation possible, which was not very decidedly. “You— athing—transportation
icet. to avail themselves of his otter to
few groceries from B -iiast upon their shoulder."
The ordinary life of a locomotive is thirty years
they resolved to evacuate the premises, before them a herd of
was accepted, and,
ovei
coffee, fried you look very much—nicer
to seek
ponies,
Next
the
back
of
a
horse which was *d i-v
'end a catalogue to any reader of the Possibly it would live longer if it didn't smoke.
upon
or to use old Sand’s
expression determined shelter during the coming storm for a bacon and hot biscuit the late warriors i “1 look (jiiatthj /” said Oetavia, who began to a bridle
Next on a rude litter or jumper
path
Journal who will semi his or her name
feel rather absurd.
“to get out of this as quick as the Ford'll
The Peruvian Syrup lias cured thousands who
woman with a weakly child.
along a blazed" or spotted” path. Then by oxen,
Finding a exchanged friendly explanations. The
“You do not
Your forehead—you have the
and post office address to him on a poslet you.”
were sutTeriug from Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver
deserted feast, the bolder spirits guessed women questioned Mandy curiously, and prettiest forehead 1 ever saw. Oetavia,”said Lucia, next by horses, then lastly by the railroad and
tal card.
iron horse.
Complaint, ing from*umors. Female Complaints,
Uelter, skelter, not without a heree the truth,
eagerly,'’ “aud your eyebrows are perfect. 1—wish
and, treating the matter as a mentally criticised the fashion of her cal
The query rises will the next fifty years behold
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W. regret for the lost provisions, they mountAll the discomfort was smoothed you would look at yourselt. gain.”
lings.
Starting Early Vegetables.
as
inFowle A Sons. Boston.
huge
great a march in improvement in transportation
joke,
coolly helped themselves,
Rather to her surprise, Oetavia began to laugh
ed and rode oil. Mrs. Kent’s light
The scare, it seems, had arisen undercover of her
and in other things as has the past fifty
wagon viting all to participate in the fun.
Looking
In away.
handkerchief: reaction had set
The butcher complacently smacks his chops as
Window boxes answer nearly all the
was tilled, George and
Mandy were to
of considerable hesitation, they did from a silly youth’s excitement at sight in. and, though the laugh was a trifle hysterical, it back, then forward, even with the wonderful past
he meats the demands of his customers.
to support us, who dare predict that there will la*,
ride behind, when the girl suddenly re- spite
purposes of a hot bed for a garden in
was
still
a
herd
of
Next
she
her
a
of
the
when
his
ears
final
were
laugh.
gave
eyes
ponies
so, unable to resist the temptations of
and stake his reputation upon itWe will only
4«»E4T* All! < 4 4 4 AMIERN
which flic number of plants required is
little dab. and rose to go to the glass again. She
quested him to wait a moment. George, stolen fruit.
moment the nervous full of Indian rumors.
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods fur
Kvery
say in the interests of humanity we sincerely and
looked
at herself, touched up the short waving
small.
\ kitchen window is
white
as
but
she was women
ashes, demurred,
preferable !•'. (>■ HI I>E< M T ,V ( o.jii Barclay street,New York.
The
troubles
the
border
so.
decreasdevoutly
hope
to
see
the
along
expected
rightful ownfringe left on her forehead, and turned to Lucia
to any other as
Send for their < .'alalogue and terms.
lyr.‘>4
resolute, declaring she should go back ers put in an
ed with the cold weather, but Mrs. j with a resigned
s^lh- air is usually more
CI.AlKVoYANi !•: IN MM>H INK.
expression.
appearance ; every moment
moist. Sow seeds in window boxes, and
alone if he did not wait.
While she ran
“Do you think that any one who was used to
To habituate yourself to dotting the loiter i the
Kent
1 beg your pardon, ma’am, 1
It appears that by the laws of Maine any person
raised fresh scruples, finally starting
they
when the plants iqx* up, turn the boxes New York News advises
it the other way would—would think 1
up stairs, he remained by the gate, shak- a cheerful
you to practice on the
having a certificate of good moral character from
theory of poison, as if they had mean the lute Mrs. Kent—no longer I seeing
looked horrid !" she inquired, anxiously.
word “initiation.'
the authorities at his place of residence may re
every day. to bring tbe opposite side to
ing in every limb as he looked at tne low- some occult
a
she
has
knowledge of Jeff Sand's keeps stopping place, though
“They would think you prettier—a great deal.'' cover compensation for services of a medical na
the light and keep them from growing to
hills of the East. The last of the fugiFa< is auk siLimoKN ihinds; but the fact that
not
lost
that
amiable regret. This suspicion vanished
kindly feeling toward the Lucia answered, earnestly. “Don’t you know, ture with the certainty attending a suit brought by
one side.
When the seedlings get two or Dr BTBLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY. NEPH
tives had disappeared, still she did not
when not indorsed by any fearful signs miners noticable in most of mountain j Oetavia. that nothing could be really unbecoming the most skilful physician. The certificate may
three ••rough" leaves, those beyond the RETICUM. always accomplishes what is claimed come.
to you ?
He pushed hack his crisp black
You have that kind of face.”
come from the
quack’s friends, a matter of a moof internal convulsion on the part of the women. < me, however, is all she makes
tor
is so well established that every sufferer
For a few seconds, Oetavia seemed to lose herment, but in court, as determining the right to sue
seed-leaves, they should be “pricked out” withit,
locks
Mandce,”
impatiently.
“Mandy,
for
in
the
course
of
disease
or
troubles, can feel
it did not leave these provision
Kidney
hut
ordinary
self
Urinary
in
of
a speculative nature.
revelers,
and
that
bit of paper has equal merit with
thought
recover,
or planted in other similar
boxes, setting that in its use he has a tact completely substan- he called rather faintly, then turned, and, western Cassandras silent. When the her domestic arrangements.
“.lack always said so,” she remarked at length
the parchment given by the first medical school
them an inch or more apart,
it it needing such a medicine, and add
tiated
in a veritable
to
of
Try
r
“Jack
terror, drop- big tires bait sunk to coals, and the men
according
paroxysm
in the country.
repeated Lucia, timidly.
“Cap’' Sands has been heard to defend ! 4h*tavia
kind.
The young plants may grow in another to the large number who have been bene
roused herself and smiled with candid
The Maine reports record a decision, which
ped her pony’s rein and hurried away were exiled to find
even the red-haired author of the scare
promiscuous
restingsweetness.
overruled
the decision of a lower court, to the ef
these until time to put them in the open fitted by its use.
toward town.
from the unmerciful jeers of his comm sheds, under
“He
or where
is
some one I knew in Nevada,*' she ex
places
feet
that a clairvoyant, who expressly disclaimed
wagons,
“What is fame!" asks the Philadelphia American.
In five minutes Mandy Kent came
ground. Set the box out doors in the
any medical or surgical knowledge, was entitled
they listed, they formed in doubtful panions, but, on that subject be is con- plained, “lie worked in father's mine once.”
middle of every mild day, or open the Fame is the result of being civil to'the newspaper down, a dark cloak thrown over her
“You must have known him very well,” suggest- to recover for “medical services,’’ because she has
light conclave.
sidered an unfair judge. As to Mandy,
man.
in
order
harden
ed
to
the
awed.
dress.
visited aud examined the sick person and pre
windows,
Lucia, somewhat
Nothing living was to be seen
plants.
1 can only state that her interrupted
“I did,” she replied, calmly. “Very well."
March Winds! The sudden changes and high
scribed. The certificate of good moral character
The kinds usually sown in hotbeds, ‘rallies
Perhaps the people of the house were
except her pony and the chickens, who
was never completed.
She did
wedding
winds which prevail in March make a bo tie of
She
tucked
handkerchief
her
in
the
away
was produced when the case was tried, and the
robbers
who
had
pocket
enticed them all into
and window boxes are cabbages, eaulipecked away as trampiilly as if chicken
not want to see George again, nor did jaunty pocket at the back of er basque, and re
Downs Elixir
woman, whoso unscientific and
necessary to have at hand.
their power. They had read of such
strange perform
Howersand others of that family; lettuce, It is a sure curealways
was
to
for sudden colds and all lung
deadly poison savages. Long gray
that gentleman show any desire for her turned to her chair. Then she turned again to ances in the sick room may be the tit subject of
omatoes, peppers and egg plants; the diseases.
ridicule, goes out of court with the amount of her
clouds, coming up from the west, had al- things. What if they were already hope- society. The matter was dropped by Lucia
“Well, she said, “I th;uk you have found out charges secured to her by the decision of the highlast two will do a month later. Cucumentangled in some border mystery.
ready covered halfthe sky. With a feel- lessly
Baxter's M andrake Bitters will cure all bilIt was too like an enchanted house for mutual consent, and before a great while that you were mistaken, haven’t you, dear ! Sup- est tribunal
of
bitter
bers, melons and early squashes may be ious Diseases. Sold
and
indignant disappoint- these
she married one of the very party that pose you tell me of something else.”
There is no question that the statute was fairly
everywhere at 2b ets. per bot- ing
simple-minded folk to feel quite had
started later, a few seeds to give plants tle. Try it.
Lucia colored
ment, she tried to catch her pony. The
her such a night of terror as
represented in the opinion of the court, but what
given
in
it.
II
its
owners
had
lied
from
easy
skittish beast retreated up a steep gulch;
must ho thought of a law which opens wide the
“No,” she answered, “that is enough for to day.
enough for a bill, in a small box or fourshe hoped never to be called on to live
Indians was the danger not as great for
The best remedy for strains and galls on horses ■she followed it
door to the operations of any who think they can
inch pot. The roots of these are large
a little distance, then
over again.
is Henry & Johnson’s Arnica and On. Lini[Springfield
Republican.
make
a living more easily by dealing with disease,
t
and do not succeed in a small pot.
looked back and her heart sickened as them Oh ! these men, these men, they
ment.
Good for man and beast.
than by going out to service, or by driving a truck
President Hayes Administration
she saw, coming up the plain a swam of never would take anything seriously.
or a peddler’s cart !
If so be morality is certified i
Let a
The man who boasts that lie never loses his
What a marvelous story is that of finances of the to. it matters not that the man or woman cannot
paragraph appear which seems to discredit
Indian ponies. She ran up the ravine to With their travel-stained garments, their
The high price of eggs which are sell|
in Maine, and it will be copied and
prohibition
memory may never have Lad any memory to lose.
United
States
last
the
four
weather-beaten faces and weary eyes
during
years! Specie read, write, count, see. hear, or ho able to do any
a little cabin,
put there, long ago, for
commented on from one end of the country to the
ing in this village for twenty-five cents a
have
been
restored:
to
the
of
the
payments
that
a
doctor ought to do The most
up
these women gathered around the dying other. But
beginning
A Boy Again.
things
calves, drew out and examined the cause
any correction of such criticism, or
of this month the capital of the public debt has
dozen, raises the question" Why don't
impudent impostor, his certificate secured may put
Pain and sickness bring on old age with fearful
of her delay, a handsome dagger she had embers Looking into one another’s dim- any arrav of statistics bearing the other way, is been decreased during the present administration out his
more men and women likewise
and practice upon the fear or shame
in
sign,
engage
studiously avoided. Recently a paragraph was by 197 millions, and tho final record will bo up- of those weak enough to
They make an incessant drain on the played with as a child, and crouched in seen faces, they told ghost-stories till set
a business that
patronize him, charge
afloat to the effect that crime had quadrupled
promises such large and rapidity.
wards ot two hundred millions; the annual interneither dared glance behind her, told of
vital forces, and the weary steps and faded cheeks
heavily for his undesirable services, and, the law
the
darkest
of
corner
her
in
her
Maine under enforced prohibition. It was sent
retreat,
quick returns? It requires but little
est upou the debt as it stood in March, 1877, was
in
full or he may make you discharge
Indians till their hair stiffened
says, pay
the country and is still traveling. But a concapital, and the ready market and such of age often comes when the enjoyment of life heart beating till she was almost blind, and in every corner the shadows upward, over
894,700,000, and it is now $70,900,000, so that the the debt to him, and the court costs beside
tradiction of the statement, showing by statistics
capered that
saving
If any quack tinds the atmosphere of another
every year hereafter is $17,841,188; the
fabulous prices as at present quoted- should be at its highest. Dr. David Kennedy's her nerves strung to the highest pitch of
under enforced prohibition since the close of credit of the
through fantastic war-dances.
government has been placed on such State oppressive, if the statutes fail to shield him
the war, (for it uTas not until the war closed that
fifty cents in Hostou and seventy-five in “Favorite Remedy" turns //<#* kind of old age into excitement and terror.
a footing that the government can borrow on as
What pen can do justice to the nights enforced
at the expense of those who are his victims, let him
in
the
New York —should cause those
became a settled fact,) crime
limbs,
prohibition
ii.
favorable
as can any country on tho globe ; I take
terms
having fa- youth again. Headache, pains
that women have spent on the frontier. has decreased in
courage. Maine offers him a shelter. Her
Maine,—is studiously avoided by we havo a vast surplus, which can be remitted statute
cilities for poultry raising to give the sub- troubles of the liver, bowels or kidneys vanish beIf you do not know what an Indian Lven
provides for his well being He need bring
most
of
the
tired
that
seized
on
and
the
first
item
papers
armies,
from tho taxes without detriment to the public no
proven brave,
ject seriousconsideration. With thesame fore it, and feeble men and women become like scare is, it is useless to describe it. No
knowledge, no outfit, no pill or potion If there
have yielded to panic in silent watches; with such avidity. [Lewiston .Journal
interests. If the administration of Mr Hayes is
be with him the certificate required, the law ranks
amount of outlay and attention, there is
rolicking school boys and girls once more. One civilized understanding can conceive the how much more terrible are
noted for nothing else, it will be remembered for him with the wise and noble of a
to
profession which
no branch of domestic
A Pennsylvania music teacher fell from a third financial
as wonderful and as powerful for
industry that will Dollar a bottle, either at your druggists or from horror of dealing with a foe apparently creatures often delicately trained they
deserves
the high repute it has attained The sub
exploits
in youth story window, and found the
as any ever performed by
yield larger profits.
in
pitch
good
is
well
uncomfortably
of
attention
government
at
the Doctor at Rondout, N. Y.
any
[ Houlton Pioneer.
jeet
2w!t
as subtle and as cruel as the evil one
worthy
Augusta, f Bos
and brave only for love’s sake.
Senti- high.
ton Advertiser.
any country. [Boston Advertiser.
■
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on

LETTER NUMBER TEN.

a

"ther reason than because tis painted a very light
shade of white. It is an old style looking affair,
and presents about the same appearance that
well dressed gentleman would, wearing about

a
a

silk hat of the vintage of 1830. I believe it is the
correct thing to admire this house, and I lay myself liable to a heavy tiue when l say that as I am

feeling

now, l cannot gush over it. The house has
stories besides the conservatories. You go
into it as you do into any gentleman’s house, ex
eept that you do not stop to ring. Several of the
two

l believe arc

rooms

The Hast room,

always open to the public.
called because it is from these

so

windows that the Piesident is said to look out,
when Mrs Hayes nudges him. and remarks, “Ruth-

erford, you better run into the East room and see
sun is not rising, for if it is. you ought to be
up weeding out my ilower bed,'' and the executive

if the

arrayed

halt dozen

some

m

Wamsutta muslin,

leaps

yards,

out

more

or

of bed. and

less, of
into

runs

the room, and shuts his eyes and looks out the
window, aud comes back and tells his better half
that he did not see any .v^w, and his. wife says he’d
O'lt/fttt r. and then he tumbles back into bed again,
and snoozes till half past eight. Great men will
pjebians, when they can gain

deceive like common
little

a

it

sleep by

There

were no

visitors at the White House the

1 called, and I wandered about with the same
•'Cnso of cheerfulness that I have experienced when
I have gone into au empty church, when a boy. in

day

search of

dime novel that I had hidden under

a

the pew cushion tin* Sunday previous.
I believe
that 1 saw all there was to see. but I cannot now
remember

anything particular, except

stray thought, that spun
when I
the

curred to

me

across

cheerful moment 1
what

little

one

my inind
I remember it. because it was

there.

was

ouly real

web

a

might be

enjoyed

theeff'ect if at

It

one

oc-

of the

President's receptions, when the louse was tilled
with the beauty and fashion <>t Washington, a real

strong, healthy, down East skunk,

in full bloom,
should crawl up the drain into the cellar and proceed to open his samples. Talk about Cromwell

lissolving the English Parliament! Where would
Cromwell be beside the gentleman l have named !
I

Vs

was

coming

mansion, the polite

out of tin*

guard at the door asked if I did not wish
-lairs'

I asked him if there

to

go up

anything partic-

was

ular up there to see. He said, nothing only I
'•ould shako hands with the President. I thanked
him and added ilia*, if he thought the President
would not insist an ir, that I would not go up, and
no gave me a smile, such a «me as
only a man on a
•a.ary of thirteen dollars a mouth '■>.> give, an i

'aid, while his voice flickered like

a tallow candle.
don't think he will insist." in which >*ase,"said
T will be going
l honest y t; nk t at man

1

-'

1
w

inted to laugh, but I cannot imagine what 1 said
was remarkably tunnv.
1 made a pilgrimage to tlie remap.: of Wash:;

that

on’s monument.
first

Dear old

peace-’ aud last

in

to

"First in war.

man

have

The

monument.

a

»nly man whoever was the lather-fa country, ami
by the way. that was the only child he ever was a
father of. and his dill l is not the

put up

never

o.d

mac

the

It

only

didn't leave any wiP. 1 meandered

snow

to

gaze

at

t

uncompleted

lie

who

one

father, when the

monument to his

a

through

structure.

sad sight to i—k at. but it was a sadder
was loctccd.
P seems to me that in
arm. mellow days of summer, that the air in

wa> a

where it

site

the

v.

that vicinity will be
will only be aide to use
his other will be

rnell

*w.

that the visit.-r

mind to

one

busily engaged

in

see

with,

holding

as

his

with

a death like grip.
The base of the mon
is about bO feel square. I should judge, and
it must be erected now to the height of over 100

nose

umont

feet

It is built of

that looks

plaint.

it

as

it

jaundiced looking marble,

a

were

sick with the liver

com

accident got up to the top
of the monument, and when she took a look at
the scenery she immediately leaped over the side
A cat

by

Romo

the ground below anil was—killed .' Not a bit
Shaking the sand out from between her toes,
she leisurely walked around the corner of the mon
onto

of :t

umont.

just

in time to have

dog grab her by the

a

back and shake the eternal

daylight

out
f her.
How true it is, that in the midst of life somebody
is liable to die. who owes us a bill. I saw the hide
that encased that cat in the Smithsonian Institute.
1 heard, while here, a little anecdote of Wash-

ington, when he was a little boy, which l had
before heard, and it was so pleasing a tale

never

of the childhood of the father of our country, that I
cannot help relating it.
It shows the -stuff” he
was made of, to use an
expressive word, and it is
lesson and example to othor boys, to be truthful.
a wonder to me that this
story has never be
fore got into print. I will call it
a

It is

ubUlui b

TRUTH,

IN

Old Mr.
cherries

AM) THE CHERRY TREE.
OR
MOV, IS STRANCKR THAN FICTION.

A

Washington

wore

sourer

had

than

a
an

cherry tree, whose
unhappy marriage.

It stood

right iu the middle of a walk that led up
the house, and the old man had run agaiust it
in the dark more than a hundred times, lie often
remarked iu his expressive way. that he would be
to

“dodrabited if he didn't

wish

somebody

round

the ranch

would cut that condemned old tree
One Christmas he said to George. “You

down.

have often axed

me for a present, and l
have
you a little hatchet; and if so be you
should cut that cherry tree down, you dou’t know

bought

what I'll give you.” About this time, in George's
he was learning to smoke, and some boy

history,

told him that

a

cherry

tree root

hot
on

pipe, and that when it
a gun, cherry laid over

would make

a

red-

putting a stock
any wood in Virginia.

come

to

That idea struck George very favorably and his
immediately reverted to that old cherry tree,

mind
and

knowing how badly his father wanted it out
the way he said. “I’ll kill three birds with one
stone
Til cut the tree down, get a root for a pipe
and

a

hunk of wood for

a

gun stock.”

So one day

the next summer, when the old gentleman had
gone into town with a load of garden truck. George
tackled that tree, and cut it down, and chopped it
into stove lengths, and piled it all up in a pile, and
down

sat

Pretty

soon

he

came

ly

stood,

ami he

a

cart

he

saw

as

wheel,"

his father

he

along by the place where the
a

1'URMSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

expressed it.
coming, and when

as

tree

REPU BL1CAN JOURNAL PDBLISHING CO.

former

look of

said.

glad surprise went over his face
“Doddie" (he always called him

‘•Doddie*) “who has been
cherry tree"? and George
with blushes said.

and cut down that

CHARLES A. P1LSBCRY.Editor.
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with his face suffused
Father, 1 cannot tell a lie. 1

did it with my little hatchet
Then his father
dismounted from his cart, a look of incredulity
aud pain spreading over his face, and in a husky
voice he said, “my son" (he always called him my
sou when he was
displeased) “my son, if //<«** can't
tell a lie. your old father
ami he has just heard a

following

The

nal

when he hears one,
whopper. 1 am an old
can

are

authorized agents for the Jour-

:

s.

U.

T.

<

Niles, No. G, Tremont St.. Boston.
Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A s, Tremont Temple,

Boston.

but 1 never, never, in all my life, knew of a
boy doing anything in the shape of work that
amounted to a row of pins, and here is a good day's

M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Boston.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington s
<;eo. p. Rowell & Co., 10 spruce St.. New York.
J. it. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

man.

s.

I
job, and you never did it in this wide world
could forgive a medium sized lie, but this is rub
buiir it on too thick." ami seizing George by the
collar, he took a switch from the pile, and history

comes

si BSC hi BE Its remitting money or desiring to
have tin* address of papers changed, must state the
Po.-t Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
a- the office to whieli it is to go.

that lie made George howl so, that the apple blossoms in that vicinity all blighted.
Our Georue

lose

states
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meeting of the

be sustained

British

or

Ships?

bond

First, the Advertiser wants
ships did not stop

answering.

ship-building, why should the
policy injure American ship buildTo this we reply -that the policy

f

ers

unlike.

built

ships

minished

before he goes to the

Monday

British

Washington with the
usual forms and ceremonies, hut with

inaugurated

ship yards

good

Had she

sards

Tsne would bas

the

on
e

Mersey

at

than the usual evidences of

more

have been

have been idle.

ours

has di-

ours

will.

The

and

the

been deserted. But she

are on

she has built her

will

ships

a

and

public

popular

grand scale.

President (iarlield

the office

with

Representatives' Had,

Augusta. Friday evening,

MAINE REPCIILD

AN

y

Her

at home.

in

annum

for the purpose ot effecting an organization which
shall restore the shipping interest of our State to
its old time importance.
The meeting was called
to order by lion A A Strout ot Portland.
I'pou
motion. Judge Hall of Rockland took the chair
G C Goss. Lsii
of Bath, stated the object of the
conference
He suggested that the initiatory
>teps be taken to incorporate an association for
the protection and promotion of the interests of
the shipbuilders and shipowners of Maine
There
is a similar organization in Massachusetts
Goss
of Bath. Hill of Bucksporf. and Strout of Portland
were appointed a committee to draft a charter for
the Association, which will he presented to the
present Legi.-iature. There are B1 charter mcm
It was voted to cat! the society Vie
bers.
Maine
Ship Owners* and Ship Masters' Assoc iatioii.

of

su

isidies for the conveyance
A compar-

foreign

by the

It

do their business.

ship-owners

ran

given

says—
Take a:i American and Eugiish line : the outfit
each is £7.OOP,(HMi
The tax on the American
property would be xii per cent. On similar ."hips
the English company would pay one per cent, on
the earnings. This is the result:
Net Earn
Capital In
Lines
vested.
Taxation.
mgs.
American >7.<mmuhhi
sAiJO.noO
>!7At00<>
000
7.000
AOO.OOO
.'>,000
English

of

Ll/L.

Discrimination in tax against Ameri
can line. -i?Hid.400

Nor is this all.

In

notice of

a

a

monograph by Mr. Charles S. Hill,
entitled, ■■American or Foreign Ships.
Washington Capital

says:

■■The combination of the British

Lloyd
and other foreign insurance companies in
giving preference to foreign ships in insurance r; tes, to destroy our shipping, is
something
ling, when

in argument, and start-

new
we

alone

monopoly

one

see

(the Lloyd) using two hundred million
annually against us. Will the
Finance Committee investigate the directors of foreign insurance companies
NO'I A MIRACLE. AFTER ALL
who are writing beautiful letters in tavor
A short time ago the Camden Herald published
of free ships, and declaring Americans
a
long and circumstantial account about a Mrs.
Thurston who had injured her loot.
that it bent cannot build iron ships, when, in fact, as
out of position, the broken leg discolored and use
Mr Hill shows, we have outstripped Engless, etc and had been cured in one night, entire
ly through the elln acy of prayer. Last week Mr. land and ail nations proportionately in
H B Eaton
a letter in tLc Camden Her
dollars

>«>

published

GENERAL.

both

1

j

public library

ooo.

The Portland Smelting Works are rapidly ap
and expect to he in condition to commence smelting and treating ores by
the middle of March, if the weather is favorable.
Bridgton had reduced its town debt from 1*>.800
in 1 800 to 81,833 in 187G. according to the census
tables.
A Denmark man, whom we will eall
Smith, although that is not his name, is curiously situated
iu regard to Ins family
relationship. Smith's wife's
father married Smith’s wife's mother’s sister, and
they have one child—a daughter. Oonumdrum,
what relation is the daughter to Smith's wile !
The Sandy River railroad was blocked with snowdrifts, Thursday, and the trains failed to make
connections w ith trains from and to Lewiston.
A successful meeting of flood
Templars was h<dd
Fell 23d iu Augusta
lion T. 1{ Simonton ad
dressed the meeting in the evening
Hon \\ llham Rice, lor many years mayor of
Bath, died Feb 23d aged 1)7 years
Miss Mary P. Stinson, a highly respected and
virtuous young lady in Bath, drowned herself Feb.
23d
She was missed from her home aud upon
following her tracks to the river her body was
found under the ice
Her age was 22
The cause
is supposed to have been religious depression.
The annual camp tire of the Grand Army of the
Republic for the Department of Maine, was held
with Edwin Libby Post, in Rockland, on Tuesday,
the 22d of February
The arrangements were ex
cellent, the hospitality of the entertaining Post
unbounded, ami the occasion ill all respects a
A supper with music, recitations
pleasant one
and speeches formed part of the programme.
A man abou'. 15 ) ears of age, who registered as
L. \V Finney of Portland, has been
btatiug Rock
land lritels aud boarding houses. He is said to he
well fitted lor the role of dead beating
While in
Rockland he visited the public schools and reviewed the classes in chemistry aud to somo parties he
represented that lie was the inventor of a new process for burning lime
At the recent Grand Army fair iu Brunswick,
the total receipts were $.550 24, leaving to the Post
the net sum of $352 83 to be devoted to a relief
fund, to go in aid of widows, children and soldiers
in distress, belonging to the Post.
Brunswick is moving for a corn canning factory
Loiges of Odd Fellows have been instituted at
Fort Fairfield and Boulton
F. X Harris of West Farmington slaughtered
last season -I.GOO sheep.
The Lewiston Gazette has discovered that “the
Maine thing in marriage is divorce
Capt Allen Moore, a native of Gouldsboro, Me.,
died at Yokohouia, recently, aged 37. He served
in the gunboat at theseige of
Vicksburg and other
battles on the Mississippi.
At Portland, about 9 o’clock Saturday evening
whut appeared to be a meteor, falling from the
zenith, lighted up the heavens
Roaduiaster Wagg of the Maine Central railroad
is rapidly recovering from a severe illness.

proaching completion

annals.

prompts the Portland Advertiser
-and

fully

we

It

to ask

endorse its remarks

Will tlie Legislature, now in session, go quietly
home and all«w this epidemic of crime to rage unchecked toi two years longer
Capital punishment is not abolished. Charles Merrill is not lobe
hanged ; but his gray haired mother has be«jn conmr humane law, without
demned to death to
Is it not time to protect the vicjudge or in: \
tims instead of the nnmlerers {

There

11

W

Captain

Waldron,

seni

r

editor

<

f

was

and

i\

to

may
nicipal elections,

m

Boston

was

one

of

duty
privileges: are un>ubsidized and heavily taxed. These disadvantages they must labor under whetlihave

ships

no

built abroad

cr

such

or

at borne.

[Tuler these circumstances it is hardly
surprising that free ships did not stop
British snip building, and it is equally
evident to ns that free ships must injure
American ship builders.
The free ship
measure is but an opening wedge for the

practical extinction of American com1’he first result would he the
i merer.
i transfer from British to American owner
of

surplus
J shiii
mainly of the elass which has

steam

some

tonnage,

figured

so

of late, under the head of
disasters, in the marine report—liirasily

extensively

obsolete in model; but

built,

This

cheap.

step secured, the present advocates of free
ships will naturally advocate subsidies
and a reduction of the taxes on shipping.
Then, when it is
vantage

to their

to do so, British

the American colors.

liy
will

pecuniary
shipowners

adwill

The transfers

lie

That result is inevitable and it is

one

of

the ends the free

ship lobby at WashingThe leading spirits in
this movement are Englishmen and their
The few followers they
paid agents.

ton lias in view.

have who, like our esteemed contemporary of the Advertiser, are not in either of
these classes,

are

who

by the Greenback craze.
deplore, as we do, the un-

were

see and

They

as

misguided

fortunate condition of

they
they

as

those

led off

our

a

We

are

firm believers in American in-

dustry, ingenuity

and

enterprise.

We

confident that if permitted to enter
the competition upon anything like equal
terms, our ship builders could pay their

are

workmen better wages than are paid to
those on the Clyde, Shannon and Tyne ;

produce better ships; and that we should,
at no distant day, regain our
supremacy
upon the ocean. Hut handicapped as they
are now by taxation and subsidized rivals, and with the free ship Gill hauging
over them, the situation is almost
hopeless.

We have coal and iron in abund-

; we have naval architects, skilled
workmen and capital; but our
shipping

ance

now

afloat is being taxed out of existence,

while the country is paying between $50,000,000 and $100,000,000 a year to for-

eign ship owners. It needs only free
ships to deal a death blow to American
ship building.
Almost

making.
this week

everybody

has tried his hand at Cabinet-

It is President (Jarfield's turn now, and
we shall see what be will do in that line.

o’clock.

hm may

mudanger
be putting a cudgel

ithout

at

The

proposition

t>■ take

from

a recess

then

in the

be

j

glad

have the recess granted. But the “back scats”
won’t listen to it. They came here to get through,
tained an interest until 1*57, when he sold out to
I and want to hurry up their business and go home,
Mr Waldi m also founded the
Mr Dingley
.'should there be no hitch in the Congressional apBrunswick Telegraph and was (or a time publisher
portionment, with the present industry on the part
of the Poll laud Advertiser
He started the Ga
of the legislature, an adjournment can easily be
zette, with which he was connected it the lime of reached by the loth. Never a more industrious leg-

|
j

his death, in
His death is supposed to have
resulted from the clTects of a wound received the
1 *7J.

day before Gettysburg,

when

Captain

to

islature

but

He leaves a widow, one sou,
pany 1 DOli Maine
and a daughter, the wife of Charles E. (Advert, of
the Gazette
He was a good citizen and his loss

assembled beneath the dome of the
The committee work has been immense

ever

Capitol.
and most

of Com

xaeting, requiring

only

not

afternoon

evening sessions; and those who have been

pressed

investigating committees
have had their hands full. The great hulk of the
work lias been ground out, leaving the dockets of
the committees comparatively clear, some of tin*
committees having reported Anally and been dis
charged.

will be geuerallv felt.

into service

Mayor Vickery,
with

a

carbine le

and will

on

on

who

lias

hi-

neck,

been dangerously ill
is

iiiipi ov ing rapidly,

able to attend to his large publishI
ing business. He has live houses planned to bo built.
in packing, and m the wholesale fish business.
1 have no doubt of the mayor’s r< -election... .SenuThe mackerel actually packed in Portland last year ! t<>r Sherman oi
your county, has been granted
are estimated at a market value of $500,Odd. and
| leave of absence for the rest of the session, lie
competent persons place the value ot the codfish, has not made a single speech, but nas been a faithful worker; and although I difl’er in politics from
mackerel, herring and fresh fish handled in 1**0 at
rising $J odd,000. These lish are brought to Port- both, can cheerfully say as much of his colleague,
Mr. Ail tor... .The hotels and hoarding houses have
land by some live hundred sail, of which about one
tor several day s been tilling up with the wives of
hundred are owned in that city and the remainder
members who have come with their “tine toggery"
chi oily along the coast. These vessels represent
to attend the grand legislative
party. It w LI be the
an invested capital
of over $1,000,000, and arc
most brilliant assembly' for years; ai d unless I be
manned by more than twenty live hundred sturdy come
completely dazed I shall have to tell your
men.
Half a dozen firms are engaged in fitting readers something about it next week. (.Kotoit;.
'"on

l»e

!

fisherm

this branch of the business amount
ing to not less than *500.000 a year. Substantially
ail the mackerel brought into Portlaud are taken
with seines, and the proposed prohibition of sein-

out

ing would,

*n.

contended, destroy this

it is

u

Oenerallties.

11 anlan has arrived iD New York

important

Senator 10 hounds has been slightly 11 but is

industry.

covering.

Congrcs.siiuu Mureh has been making some big
strikes for notoriety of late. First, lie attacked
tile Washington, !> C.. Gas Company and called

There has been another severe
Iowa and Wisconsin.

tor

an

cern.

investigation

iuto the affairs of that con
Ills next move is thus described in a Wash

inglon despatch

of

the -JIth ult.—

The House Committee oil Public Buildings held
ing to day to consider an allegation made
by Mureh Unit he bad been corruptly approached
in the matter of his vote on a bill to
enlarge a cer
tail; government building.
Mureh prefers the
charge against George Jones, of New York. Treasurer of the Greenback Executive Committee
a

meel

the passage of the funding bill, and thus curtail
ing their resources, in other words, only the
prompt action of Senator Sherman averted a panic
due to Democratic

legislation.

Some twenty or twenty live Democratic Con
gressmeu, all members of the next House, have
organized themselves into a 'Free Trade Congres
sioual Alliance," whatever that may mean
As
the organization was perfected at a dinner table,
and Hon. S S Cox was chosen president, wc ex-

pect there is

a

joke somewhere

That is -Why

we

Laugh.’’
Our

thing

to

Heading his letters is the next
visiting the National Capitol yourself.

Sudden

Deaths
Senator Matt Carpenter of
Wisconsin, died at Washington on Thursday morn
ing, from Bright's disease, lie called on the Pres
ident the preceding Friday. At Milwaukee, Car
pouters residence, Hags wore at half mast on near
all public buildings and many private residences,
in respect to the late Senator. Preparations are
making for the greatest memorial demonstration
ever witnessed in
Wisconsin, when the remains
are brought home
Senator Carpenter's life was
iusured for about $50.000_On the day of Senator
death.
Carpenter's
Henry D. Cooke died at his
residence in Georgetown, 1). C. lie was a native
of Ohio, at one time Governor of the District of
Columbia, and was engaged in the banking business with his brother, Jay Cooke, having charge
of their Washington bank. It is said he had never
been well after the failure of Jay Cooke <1- Co. in
1873-In one issue of the daily papers of last
week we find recorded the deaths of four journal
ists and the funeral of auother
The funeral was
that of Oliver M Bradstreet, (a native of Maine,
and for over t wenty years an able attache of the
New England Associated Press,) which took place
Thursday afternoon, in New York. There were
present representatives from every leading news
paper in the city and every department of the Associated Press.

jy

In reply tu some criticisms that have been made
because Dr Chapin left no public legacies, a friend
of his writes to the Cincinnati Commercial, "The
fact is, aside from his house, which was
partly
covered by a mortgage, and his library, he had no
The
doctor
bad
a
property.
large salary, but a
costly family and a generous hand.”
New York is to have

a

cremation society

storm

re

in

reduction of the

debt for

The President has issued an order
prohibiting
the sale of intoxicating liquors at
military [ osts.
to

February,

at

about

the head, killing her instantly. He
>vcn*d the body with hay and went to the

e

that time and account
b*r tin* absence of blood in the barn, cut
them up in small pieces, carried them into the
hou-c and burned the llesii oil’in the Hreplaee, e\erpt that a little wa- left on one leg; In* then hid
them a
before mentioned. Tuesday In* cut the
body into two piece.-, put them in the pung. wrapped in a sack, and went down to Wind-or hoping to
which

Princess Augusta Victoria was married Saturday
ilio eldest son of the Crown Prince of
Germany.

An earthquake is reported at St. Michael on the
Azure Islands, which threw down -,>00 houses, and
killed several persons.

w a-

dispose of it on
team- passing.

the

w

frozen .it

ay hut there

w ere

too many

He brought them home and deported in the barn once more. Wednesday In* took a
load of potatoes and went to Augu-ta to sell them,
taking the pieces on top of tin* load, wrapped up as
before. On the road about li\e miles from the
hou-e are what i- called the Harton woods, into
w liieh In* carried them about live rods, made a hole
in the snow, put them in and kicked some snow
"' or them.
He -aid hi- sister knew nothing of the
murder, but people in tin* neighborhood think she
•lid.

They

know

n

arc

against

very much

him and

hi-confession before he

of

had they

carried to

was

Augu-ta, Sunday afternoon, lie would doubtless
ha\ e been lynched.
Fanny who ha- a young child,
has been out very little this w inter, she
says-he
-u-peeied nothing of the murder until Friday
she
■'ftid there

wa- a

-Irong siycll
knew her lumber

very

Monday and

she

hou-e, but

ii tries

•*!

meat

was

burning

not

in the

alway- in the habit of steald In* bad brought something
home and wa-cooking it up to get rid of it. she
also-aw him carrying tin* two piece- of the bodv
ing and

*

into tin* I•arn

in*

u ;. *u

asked him ii

and

wa-

sin* suppo-,

it

came

wa-

home from

-omething

he

Wind-or,

had stolen

wanted lo hide before his mother got home.
He told her it w a- not but slm did not believe him.

and

Sin* is

msideraoly olde*- r ban ('baric- and

it

appeal
more about

-{range that -he should know no
it than she pretends. f**r Charles and his mother
had to go 1:
the window of her end of the house
ingoiagio the barn that Saturday night, and ( diaries
carried the head, arm- and leg- hack to the house
to burn them.
Charles i- a‘(met, modest appearing fellow, 2~>
years old hut looks younger, light eomplexioned,
about feet s inches tall, is not very stout and is a
little round shouldered; he does not drink, use tovery

v

bacco, nor swear, hut has always had a had name
for thievery,
lie. can probably keep as innocent
looking countenance as any man in the state; hardly
ever smiles or laughs and has not associated intimately with any person-. When the hones were
discovered Saturday night he looked .juiedy mi,
seemingly no more interested than any one of the
bystander.-, ami did not display any emotion what
II** has always had a mania for
ever.
stealing,
taking property from his relatives as ijuiekly as
from a perfect strange,
In May and June of l>7s
he purloined <|uite a number of articles, a set of
double harnesses of Dr. s.J. Newall. of China, a
ow of his brother in law Mr. Colburn ot
Windsor,
and goods belonging I » other- too numerous to
mention.

Tile National Bouse has killed tlie Burnside
Educational bill passed by the Senate.

The victims made it too

in the State

and he went

warm

for

him

Minnesota. While there
has hud a
roguer\
number of terms in jail beside.
Hi- father has settled a number of hi- mi-demeanors for him, co-ting the old man a
good deal
'd money. ( harles was very brazen in what he took,
and to illu-trale
lie once, while his uncle was
was

jailed

away from

one

year for

home,

-toll*

a

t*»

some

game fow l from

him, and

ters successor March
to havo a clear

had left the premise- lie met his uncle
coming 1 ome; not at all disconcerted, “uncle" said
he, “I've bought a game cock of one of your neighbor- mentioning his name haven’t
you got a box l

The obelisk
city, Feb dd
which was responded to by Mayor Grace.

could carry him in he makes such a terrible noise.”
The old gentleman thought he had, and hunted
up
one, hut just as they were nailing him in, C harles

The Wisconsin Legislature will elect Hr.
CarpenSth. Angus Cameron is said

majority.
was officially presented to New York j
Secretary Evarts made an address, j

j i-t

as

h«-

asked hi- uncle il he would not buy him, and sure
The Boers attacked anil cut to pieces General I
enough they made a trade and Charles went off
s command
tho
General
Saturday, killing
w ith the rash leaving hi- uncle with the worth of
himself. But few of the British escaped.

Colley

It appears now that the funding bill will fail
and that an extra session of Congress will be needed to provide for the f> and (1 per ceut. bonds.
The President has issued a proclamation convening the Senate in a special session al noon on
the 4th of March for the purpose ot considerin'- the
executive business.
The Fniled States grows 1*0,(100 mill bushels of
wheat, but this is not enough to furnish seed for
the 470,(11111,(10(1 acres of wheat lands within the
limits of the Fniled States This is a big

two rooster- in

dispatch

from Sioux Falls,
a
fuel famine

points, describes

alarming

extent.

for fuel.

suspended.

llak

and other

prevailing

to

an

Telegraph poles

Public schools

are

are cut down
closed and business

The Pennsylvania Legislature Wednesday, elected John Mitchell (rep.) U S Senator to till the
vacancy caused by the expiration of Wallace's
term.
Mitchell is a member of the Bouse, whoso
term expires on the 4th of March.
liev Henry Ward Beoeher surprised his congregation Friday night, by announcing that lie had
cancelled all his lecturing engagements and proposed to devote his energies to the development of
personal religion in the hearts of his people.
It is now settled that Senator Blaiuo who has re
covered from his illness, will not resign until the Ith
.,r 5th of March.
His illness prevented him from
going to .Mentor to see Gen. Gartiold, and conseSenator
B.
will not be able to confer with
quently
the president-elect until his arrival in Washingto'
If Senator Blaine should resign the last of this
week, tho Legislature would till the vacancy the
Second Tuesday after tho resignation which would
be March 15. It is thought that the Legislature
cannot complete its regular business before that
time.
A Demochatic Scheme Blocked. The Democratic oflicials ot the Senate, who have abandoned
all hopes tjf retaining their positions by the vote of
Gen. Mahone, undertook to concoct a little arrangement by which they might cancel a ltepubli
Gov PlaiBted of Maine, was to be their
eau vote
tool, and to delay furnishing a certificate of elec
tion on some pretext to Mr Frye, or whoever
might bo elected as the successor of Mr. Blaine.
This little game has been blocked by Mr. Blaine,
who has not resigned and will not resign, until the
Senate has been organized, even if the organization
be delayed till the arrival of a successor to Mr Carpenter.
[Washington Special to Boston Journal

one.

Hi- defense will

probably be insanity; nearly all
of our murderers are thought insane now
a-days.
Coroner Libby deemed an impiest unnecessary and
delivered the remains to the friends. This is the
first murder known to have been committed in
China, and it make-a great stir in our ipiiet comliked by those, who knew
her, and her sad death ha- east a gloom over the
whole neighborhood.

munity.

country.

A

George continues his sketches of Washing-

ton this week.
best

Treasury officials estimate the
February at £10,000,000.

snow

path of

Ho

body,

the

March 1st.

spring elections, would

the

l«ou.-e.
Sunday morning tin* neighbors, tieorge
Jack-on and others, -ay that h- went by their
house- dre—ed in hi- mother's clothe- and they
thought at t.h-e i!.n- it wa- I) 'lorah. Monday inlook an
and •■ti! oti' tlu* leg-, arm-ami head from

March 22d, meet- with but slight favorable rethough the members living on the line of
railroad, and active politicians who are anxious to

participate

Percival

better do. Mr.

struck heron

t"

pany with Dr Garcclon. he published the first
number of the Lewiston Journal, in which lie rc

ha! he had

wanted tin* team to use awhile and
went to tie* l*arn to lake it.
Mr-. Merrill came out
ami tried to -top him; he grabbed a hammer and

flairs.

sponse,

commerce ; but

fail to see, as we do, that the remedy
propose is worse than the disease.

>aturday night,

enemy's hands with which to knock out
lithe Republican party can be trusted
your brains,
on national concerns, it
certainly can with municipal

the

merely nominal; the ostensible
New Yolk nearly escaped a
simply an American agent
panic last week,
for tin real owners in England, who will caused by a stringency in the money market.
pocket the earnings. And how long will Secretary- Sherman relieved tiie pressure by order
the purchase at market rates of ten millions ol
it lie after the passage of a free ship hill ing
bonds
The trouble arose from the national banks
before the building of vessels for the coast
surrendering their circulation in anticipation of

and lake traffic will he taken from us?

snapped

w

w

Percival told him that if hr did it be had better
at once, which lie did.
Previou- to the
confession, however, the searchers had found more
hones,also -ome hairpins in the barnyard and the
bone of a leg minus the foot and ankle, w ith some
llesh adhering l<» tie* -nine, all blackened and cooked. Tlwy found ihi- in the manure pile back of the
barn, which i- situated about live rods to the north
°t the hou-e. < ha.-, -aid that lie and his mother
had hud trouble for some time that culminated on

into tin*

live compositors who started the Boston HerIu 1*1', in comald on the cooperative plan.

will be

owner

be

finally called Mr.

He

n

-i le and asked him

routes-

Democratic

lines

pan

the

seventeenth year He learned his trade as a printLI Enquire:-. and
er iu the office of the Dover. N

subsequently removing

the

up, and as there wa- little doubt that
tin- d. d, Mr. Libby urged him to confess,

came

one

a

guard was al-o place* 1 over the house.
II.airy Libby of Augusta ami oth-

has. did
but he would

deputies,

who want to lie his

in

some

■roller

<

<

are

they have a revelation that the mission of the Republican party has ended? I hope that the friend.'
of good government and good order vill watch
these citizen’s movements and analyze them before
becoming » .trapped by the specious reasoning that

Frida). He
5'J yrars of age. a native of New Hampshire,
had been connected with journalism since his

Lewiston Gazette, died at 11

er-

ble,
party become suddenly
transformed into the temperance party, and must
the Republican party take a place in history
die
I think I can see the lion’s teeth ami
rum party
sharp claws beneath the lamb's skin. Did y ou ever
notice that when some men lose olliee, ali ai once
b.as

is still another point in favor of the BritThe Union Chronicle has recently directed at
I
ish ship builder and owner. England al- tention to the lish business of Portlaud. which has
|
j lows a drawback upon all the articles attained a greater magnitude than wo had sup
that it ship requires for Iter outlit. They posed Over *0.000 barrels of mackerel were
in l**‘> and some dozen firms are engaged
are taken out of bond
free. < »ur packed

stock company is to build a new wharf' at
Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert.
A pier 110 feet in length is to he built at Peters
;
Point. Blue Hill.
1
Milbridge reports an excellent winter for busi
A larger amount ot wood than usual has
ness
been got out
Our exchanges all over the st. te report a good
deal of sickness, especially among old people
North Anson is to have a corn factory and
Sfeowhegan expects to have one also
The Advertiser prints statistics which show
that Portland has more capital invested in manufacturing than Auburn, and more operators.
“The State valuation :s a gratifying exhibit." j
siya the Gardiner Home Journal.
;
Bath i> talking about a >1. >0.000 cotton mill, and
The Katandin lion Co. have an order from Canada. They are constantly shipping to the Western
States
A five year oid. full blooded Durham steer, raised by T Lyon of Manchester, weighed when dress
ed ldJ’.' pounds
Gardiner is t», have a public library.
The Argus says that it is reported that Mr M
M. Hamilton ot Portland, has received a contract
to lay 30.000 tons ot rubble-stone as a foundation
for the breakwater that is to be built in Camden
harbor.
Rev Dr. Win. H Shailer, Baptist, one of the
• ldest
clergymen in Portland, died Feb "23d of
brain trouble, aged 73 years
Dr George W. Colby, ot Waldoboro. died sud
denly on Thursday last He was surgeon of the
First Maine Cavalry.
%
Bridgton has a railroad boom It wants a road
to
Portland.
through
The town ot Sydney was in debt some SI Coin or
Slh.ooo tive years ago. Now it has a balance on
the right side of the ledger.
The Granite N ational Bank of A ugusta proposes
to reduce its capital stock from *l">0.ooo to si 00-

”

criminal

the

ot

or more

followers

A

night.

Sunday.

the soreheads of both parties.
Behind this movement and wishing it all manner of
And \< it possisuccess, is the Democratic party.

||

A

a

iron and coal industries

or.r

i

horrible in

most

one

dozen

a

and the

are

re-

cent

Which?" the

in another column is

the

sure

up by

ditions under which British and Amen
'The murder of which the details

investigation so
unnecessarily dis-

indication that spring is not a great w ay
in the breaking out of the “citizens’
movement," to control local politics in several of
theritiesand larger towns. It has made its appear
ance in Biddeford as well a- in Augusta.
Here, it
pretends to the especial championship >f the temperance cause, but when we look behind the scenes
we tind that it' chief inspirer is a man who held a
lucrative city ofli«*e for a dozen years, and now
wants to lie reinstated. He is flanked and hacked
\

number of small human

a

watering tub and

An

i-

since.

-een

bones near the
barrel of ashes, look
inga-though the lle-h had been burned oil’them.
They then examined the large old-fashioned lire
place in the kitchen and found a very' disagreeable
odor of cooked meat. It was then too late to search
further that night, and as suspicion pointed very
strmigly to ( harle- he wa- taken into custody by
I)eputy sln ritV Frank Percival and kept under surveillance in Percival -tore at Week.-' Mills through

covered

ofl’is found

Washington Tuesday morning.

con-

feeling.

same

was

Lilly, “it’s no u-c to g<> i(,, ,vu there, she is murdered, and you had better get out a crew and search for
her.'
Hut he did not until Saturday, when scareh
was begun in earnest, and toward night
they 1 i-

man

to he—that the charges brought against the
Maine Insane Hospital are tm sustained bv the facts.

several

covers

a

ought

acres, and is admirably adapted for the
The President-elect arrived at
purpose.

Boston Commercial Bul-

letin further illustrates the different

Maine Republican Club, alter a sort of
supori lie existence during the la-t four ears. owing
to an
equivocal order known as Civil Service <>r
dor No. 1. met this week and reorganized, with
indications that a “powerful revival" will take
place when “the new minister" takes charge f
“this circuit
(I believe Garfield was a preacher
The officers elected were. Judge William li Sod,
President: Gen Lllis Spear. Vice President
B
T Hanley, Lsq Secretary : J W. Bauson, Cor
and
Freeman.
nsponding Secretary;
Benjamin
Treasurer: with an Lxecutive Committee repre
The Association pro
seating each Maine district
poses to prepare and present in a body resolutions
•<f respect and esteem for Senator Hamlin, upon
his retirement from the N-.i ite
Lx Governor
Connor, who is now here. wiP prcmibly be invited
to present them
The oeea.-<-: promises i<> be a
memorable and interesting cl.or
No doubt, if
convenient and applicable an immense assemblage,
which would comprise vast numbers outside of
Maine citizens here, would participate in the
events of such an occasion : but Senator Hamlin
would rather prefer this less demonstrative allair
[Wash Cor. Kennebec Journal.

IN

.Museum Building, which

and colonial mails.

ison made

The

aid in relation to the matter
lie denies many of
the statements.
He says the trouble was a bad
sprain, partly out of joint, set in a tew seconds and
has remained a perfect joint ever since
The leg
was not broken, the circulation wa* not
stopped,
the foot was not beni out of position, there wanever any danger of mortification, and
every b< e
was in il> natural position.

assume

w men

1 know not what the reaverage town iu Maine.
port of the commission will be, but I know what it

tin*

good
ship building interest has wishes of all whose good wishes arc worth
been protected and fostered, while her having, and with the general conviction
ships ailoat have not only been lightly that he will prove one of the best PresiEmery.
taxed in comparison with our own, but dents this country has ever had.
The
SUIT OWNERS AND MASTERS ORGANIZATION
have been given liberal subsidies, (treat inauguration hall, which takes place toA large and important meeting of the shipowners
Britain isnow paying about w l.uoo.omt per morrow evening, will lx* in the National
and shipmasters of the Legislature was held in
so ;

nan

last

alive by her neighbors
one week ago Friday last.
Sunday and every day
till Thursday, Mr. Mignauli, living one mile from
the bouse, called after her to go and help nurse his
wife, whi'*h she bad promised to do, but be found
her part of tlie house fastened each time.
Friday
Mr. How kind, the nearest neighbor, called into see
Me
asked her if he had not better go down
Fanny
to Augusta and see if Mr-. Merrill might not be
there with some relativi
“No.” answered Mrs.
Mr.-. Merrill

s

decorations

private

wuuene'i

what

was

quarreled frequently

have

wirked. because it
turbs the public confidence ill the institution. I
have attended every meeting of the committee and
p through the weary hours of the entire investigation; and the cases of abuse brought, forward by
discharged attendants which have not been absolutely refuted by the other .side, are less numerous
and flagrant than ought P< he expected in an institution that contains a larger population than the
causeless

exceed any demonstration of the kind
ever witnessed at the national capital,

and the

wim

.name,

confess to the

bids fair to

procession

;

of splendid judgment, who
weighs well the testimony-. The other members
are Sargent of Sedgwick, Marble of Paris and Dud
lev of Ar -ostook, intelligent, discerning men. Any
cause w on id be safe in the hands of such a committee
I have no doubt the committee are prejudiced
in favor of the hospital; and they ought to he.
I

week from

one

oi

Auburn, is

of

next.

he admitted to

run

has not done

de-

To-morrow 1‘resident (itiriiold will lx*

bought her ships abroad, it is obvious
that the

polls

What's

witness,

a

might he called a strong
minded woman; -lie liked, in the language of one
of our -electmen, “to rule the roost” and generally
succeeded, she was a large w oman weighing nearly 1**0 pounds and was about -V> years old. Charles
and hi- mother bad quarrelled as far back as the
sept, election, when he eamc home to vote, she not
wishing him to vole the (Greenback ticket, and they
Mrs. Merrill

him

case
a

foreign

that her

:

while

busy

increase instead of

It is not because

marine has increased while

lawyers of

in this

Repudiation

ay the breath of

an

terms.

i- a crown of honor, sits near the head of the
tabic, listening patiently to the testimony, occasionally asking a 'piestion that means a good deal. Dr.
Wentworth, although a big fellow, is conspicuous
l< his absence.
Dr. Linscott, the youngest mem
her of the committee, i- said to have more practice
than any other physician in Franklin county, idoss

a

cause an

aw

made

easy living had it not been
is, or has been this winter, at work
in a logging camp :>r> miles above the foot of MooseHis family consisted of his wife Debohead Lake.
rah, his son Charles, who has not been at home regularly until within the last six weeks, his daughter
Fanny and husband, Mr. Lilly, who have lived in
the northern end of tin* house by themselves. Mr.
Lilly has been at work in the Insane Hospital at
Augusta; this has left the two women much of the
time alone.
They have not lived very peaceably
together for long time and were not on speaking

of

cause

u"\minr

in taxation, and every tax-payer
should have this fact impressed upon him

registry that itreat Britain’s commercial

\>S« H 1 A 1 ION.

that

interpret

favoring repudia-

or

man, could have
for his son.
He

man, who can’t bear to see either side abused. Tin*
venerable Anson P. Morrill, the first temperance

crease

of the two countries with regard to their
shipping interests have been, and are,

totally

place

would

:>li

same

who

sustaining

have shown.

--It' free

:

as

sufficiency

a

of insanity? one i< almost tempted l<>
grasp thi- benignant doctor by the hand, with
“Hood morning, Mr. Pickwick, how’s your folk*-'
senator Hill i< a blunt, outspoken, kiml-hcartcd
the

wrong construction upon it.
But the creditors of the city need not go
to that length to obtain their dues, as we

questions
great pleasure in

shall take

we

to know

1-

tion

Those

case.

decision

receiving

are

almost took

apparently adverse

ruling upon this point by the I'nited
States Supreme Court in the Memphis

asks the Journal certain

which

at-

upon*individual

lien

a

the

property,despite

The Portland Advertiser, which we regret to lind among the advocates of free

ships,

promptly

Merrill.
On the direct road between Branch Mills and
Weeks Mills, about one mile from the latter and
four from the former place, are the farm and buildings of Abram Merrill. They are in good order and
repairs ami Abram, who is a hardworking, honest

evil doer upon whom those black eyes Hash with
lien indignation. If you don't like Patlangall, turn
round and look at the beaming, benevolent, beauteous face of Dr. Futon.
Hi* looks like one w ho be
lievcth all things and hopeth all things (against the
hospital.) Alter hearing his sudden question, which

by the city and they would
by the courts. They would

in addition have

due.

>ums

Slips,

American

Maine in Augusta
Fel
ir ass
ation was 1
tli>' following officers
President. Josiah 11 Drum
moiid: Vice Presidents. Lorenzo (lay. Oliver (i
Hall. Ttiomas W. Vose: Secretary and Treasurer,
C F Woodard: Lxecutive Committee, George F.
Holmes. A R Savage. s Clifford Belcher. Charles
II
Fisher: Committee on Law Reform, L. il
llutchiu-uii. George D Bisbee. A A Strout; Com
mitten on Legal Lducationand Membership. A R
Savage. 1* G Keegan. C F Libby. S C Belcher,
L A. Emery, Gardiner C. Vose. <» G Hall. C li.
Fisher, A il. Walker, C. T. Woodard, George A.
A’

1.. I!. It. held

KLAN1)

Tilt* annual encampment of tli Gran Army of
the Republic, held in Rockland IVb. Jdd was attended by 13< delegate?
It appeared from the re
port that there are now BJ posts with a membership
of l.'VU Light new posts have been organized the
past year. The total amount expended for charity
during the year was V-’.T's XJ. The next eucampliieni will be held at Togus
The following otli
eers were elected:
Department Commander, W
G Haskell, of Lewiston: Senior V ice Commander.
.John LI Raymond, <f Bath: Junior Vice Com
rounder \ I> Adams.of Wilton : Medical Director.
Be; ,a 1 ;n Williams, Jd, «>t Rockland: Chaplain.
Rev R L Howard. Bangor: Council ot Administration. C i' Wadsworth. Bangor. R K Galley,
Portland. Levi C Flint. .Mol- ii.
L Pierce. Ma
ehias. W / Clayt n. Bangor Del -gate at large to
the National Lneampment.'\ A Boutelle. Bangor.
Alternate. A D Stetson. Bath: Delegates to the
.National Li euuipment, S. W Lane. Augusta. Geo
K. Jenkins Togus: Alternates, Frank Adams.
Brunswick, W K. Ripley, Keuduskeag; Inspector.
S <i Rogers. Bath: Judge Advocate. H F Blauehard. Augusta; Acting Assistant Quartermaster
General, George li Abbott. Portland
S

forward the

to

would

they

excitement over one of the most horrible and
fiendish murders ever perpetrated, and which for
brutality, has, in this State, never been equaled—the
murder of Mrs. Deborah Merrill by her son Charles
of

a

News

TNVEM'1-FIVE YEARS OLD SON MURDERS HIS
MOTHER, MUTILATES AND BURNS HER BODY.
THE CONFESSION OF THE MURDERER.

[Special correspondence of the Journal.]
China, Feb. 28tli, 1881.
Our quiet little town has been thrown into a fever

punishment in
this world to relieve them from any responsibility
concerning the next, is a strong one. Captain Pattangnll, the black-haired gentleman, who sits at the
head of the table, is a type of the Stephen A. Douglass
style of men. He is a grand fellow, with abundant
resource^ of reasoning powers, who w ould go out into the wildest storm to help a friend; but woe to the
who

The bondholders would

for

nothing,

A

These law yers have often left their witnesses suspended in miii-air, while they have liberally indulged in tilts on legal points. These episodes
have served to keep the committee and large audience in attendance from ennui, and given illustrations of intellectual and legal combats. The committee before whom the investigation is held, and

tach the ”>,0110 shares of the B. \ M. II.

Subscribers
requested to take notice of the
attached to the paper. It
date mi tin* colored
i- tin' onlv form of receipt now used. For instance,
I.J May s*l, means that the subscription is i*aid to
lh.at date. When a new payment is made, the date
w ill be changed to correspond, and sl'BSCRIBERs
A1 IK 1:1-A il' F s TEI> T( > s E E Til AT Til FI R I > A T E S
ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are rcare

An Atrocious Murder in Kennebec County.

sharp young lawyer from Boston, lias
employed iu the interests of examination.

been

on

gation and loss.

Fall,

(I.

the present bonds as it bedue would involve the city in liti-

interest

Augusta.

of the Journal.]
Ai’GI'STA, March 1, 1881.
All material, temporal things must come to an
end, and so I have hope that the present generation
w ill live to see the termination of the Insane Hospital investigation. A large number of w itnesses
have been heard on both sides. Orville I). Baker
of Augusta, than whom the state has not produced a more clear-headed reasoner, has conducted
the examination for the Hospital; while Charles

rates of interest, while refusal to pay the

.,

from

[Special Correspondence

repudiation by the city of the interest on
its bonds, and who will offer themselves
as candidates at the coming municipal
election on that platform. The dishonesty
of this proposition is self evident; nor is
it necessary to point out now the evils
which would result from carrying it into
effect.
Many would perhaps fail to consider these things if they saw or thought
they saw a prospect of relief from taxation. They would hold that the end
justified the means. But no such result
would or could be attained by the means
proposed. The very agitation of such a
question will tend to increase the difficulty of refunding the city bonds at lower

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MARCH 3,1881.

it and awaited his father's return,

on

tired

“as

.Letter

It is said there are certain persons in
this community who are advocating the

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Mrs. Merrill

tin:

was

MCJtDKUKlt

A Kit All iN Kl).

Ai OI.XTA, l-'elt. gs. Charles Merrill, the murderer. was this morning arraigned befoi** Judge True
of the Augusta Municipal Court, and committed for
sentence at the March term of the Supreme Judicial
Court for Kennebec county.
The criminal manifested a stolid indifference to
the proceeding- and was not in the least affected hr
reminder- of the atrocious crime which he had
committed. He has been interviewed bv several
partie- since his incarceration and shows not the
-lightest feeling of sorrow for the deed. He has
had a had name for a long time and has several
times been before the police courts
charged with
stealing and manv minor offences.
There is a terrible excitement in the usually
quiet
little town of China and loud threats of lynching
have been made.
Additional particulars'will be
forthcoming, but nothing which can add to the hellishness of the facts already public.

The

Legislative Party

at

Augusta

ArtirsTA. March I. The Legislative party iu
Granite Hall, this evening, was a very brilliant affair. Fully l-'hil persons were present and the
tloor was crowded with dancers. The toilettes
were superb and indescribable.
The hall fairly
blossomed with flags and decorations. Gov. Plaisted received the gtiesla under a white satin pavilion. There were a large number of notabilities
present from Portland, Bangor and other cities.
The ball closes an unusually gay season in Augusta.

Clippings.
There's no particular reason why there should
There are I hit males to every
be any old maids
mil females in the 1'nited States. [Gardiner Home
Journal.
The New York Commercial Bulletin recently
commended Governor Plaisted, of Maine, for denouncing the usury laws of the State. The fact
is, Maine has no usury laws, and Governor Plaisted urged the Legislature to enact thorn. [Boston
Journal.

ol

Belfast

and

Several Hashes of lightning were observed in this
eitv on Saturday evening last.

Vicinity.

is now March, the first spring month.
bicycle club is to be formed in this city.

It

I

It is very sickly in Belfast. On Tuesday there
four persons lying dead in our city.

were

levee and ball came oH' Wednesday eve
too late for a detailed account in this

paper.

The l niversalist sociable, which was to have been
held in Hnyford Hall to-morrow evening, is postponed to the 11th Inst.

woodpecker lias kept up a vigorous hammering
all winter among some apple trees on Northport Ave.

for

Hazeltine & Co., are loading sell. Hattie with ice
Jacksonville... .Woods & Mathews have loaded
sell. Mary Eliza with hay for Boston.

Chandler's Hand, of Portland, h expected lo he
Belfast, about the loth, when another hall and
concert will take place.

The Journal is indebted to Hon. N. F. Houston,
a copy of the Valuation Commissioners’ report.
Mr. II. was a valuable member of the commission.

Whereabouts of Belfast Vessels. Bark
Sarah A. Staples, from Rio Janeiro, arrived at
Cicnfuegos, Feb. 1(5, having previously touched at

Parties from New Bedford, Mass., were in this
city last week seeking proposals for the building of

Barbadoes-Sch. Mazurka arrived at Boston Feb.
2J, from New York-Sch. Charley Bucki arrived
at Bath last week, and after discharging will come
to Belfast for a cargo-Sell. Lois V. Chaples arrived in Jacksonville on Feb. 21st, from Baltimore.
_Sell. Sarah L. Davis cleared from Mobile Feb.

John Smith, the young man hailing from Belfast,
recently convicted at Bangor for stealing, has gone
to the State prison for two years.

A

Yesterday

was

No. 2’s

ning, but

Ash Wednesday, the beginning of

Lent.
A

for

a

three masted schooner. We learn that
made figures on the proposed vessel.

Carter A

Co.

The bear sent to A. C. Burgess, as mentioned last
week, has been dressed and his carcass sent t<> Boston. O. U. White, who has had experience in bear-

skinning in California, superintended the job.
Mrs. Carters’ Opera Troupe, advertised last week
present in this city the opera ‘'Pirates of Penzance” will not appear, having cancelled all Maine

to

engagements.

The

reasons

for this

action

are

not

stated.
The lecture

on the Fact and Fraud of Spiritualism
Sunday night in Hayfnrd Opera Hall is endorsed by tin* pulpit, the press, and the public as
one of the most interesting and instructive lectures
on the American platform.

next

pee

ne

e

•»\

icsiguaie.!

of

ouai nan

1 iu* mi-'

i*.

v\

cn,

2">th, for Havana.Sell. (Jeo. B. Ferguson arrived
in New York, Feb. 26th.
We understand that the keel
Sanford steamer is laid at Fast Bo-

Steamer Notes.

the

for

new

Planet, formerly of Belfast, now of
Camden, will have a mast put in, and in addition
to steam will have* canvas. She is getting ready
for the coming season, being in the employ of tin*
Camden sardine factory... .steamer Cambridge got
ton-Steamer

searsport Monday afternoon, and did
Belfast until late in the evening. The
boat remained at her wharf in this eitv, until Tues-

aground

at

not reach

day morning-steamer L<wiston, hound west,
came into our harbor on Tuesday, on account of
the storm, and laid until Wednesday morning.

the ereetion of his |
Northport,
tomb, is understood to be on the wooded poiutown
Some of her passengers took the afternoon, train.
ed by him just above the (’amp (.round. It was 1 _Steamer Fverett, on Monday, came to Belfast
Used as a burial place a great many year- ago.
from Castine, for a lot of laths and material for tin:
( astine Packing < 'o.
The Belfast National Bank has
to the
in

his will

for

applied
incorporation under

the
Legislature lor aw act of
laws. Thi- is done that the bank may continue business in ease the National banking system

State

is abolished

its usefulness

or

b\ (ireeu-

destroyed

legislation.

baek

in

refund
or retire its bonded indebtedness has passed both
branches of the Legislature. The bill wa.-amended in the House by striking out. the w «»r I “pa>" in
the second line and inserting the word- “retire by

authorizing

The act

purchase

the

city

of Belfa-I

to

exchange."

or

Saturdav -dated that ou
that the ( imbridge
could not reach Belfa-I'’—but the good boat walked through the tldu ice a- though it had been blot
A

amden

(

despatch

account of ice ‘'it

ting paper.

In

of

was

the

1'eaivd

language

of

ooat, “tie- sender of the despatch

an

oilirer of the

was a

<1

l fool."

The Waterville Sentinel, referring to the subsenber to this paper w ho di-rontinied hi- cop\ of
the .Journal because hi- neighbors were -o per-i
tent in

borrowing it. say-

If the neighbor- referred to can't p >—ib!\ rai-<*
the money to subscribe, we don't iimii blame them
for either borrowing or stealing the paper, as tin*
.Journal is something, after being tie d once, no
family wislu*< to In* without.

Bros., of Belfast, have jit-t uade for a
gentleman in Massaehu.-**tl.-, a pair of front doors
The mat. rial is principally rosewhich cost
wood, aa l these are the lir-t door ever made from
that material at their factory. Tin* stock, '-t at the
Mathews

rate of $750 per thousand. They wen* heavily
moulded, ornamented with tile-, ami were excellent
samples of architectural skill and workiiiau-hip.
The doors w ere photographed by Kilgore.

historical sketches of the town of Brook-,

In his

Mr. «J. W.

ruing copies from the Bepubliean .Journal
(Jet., 1S.T), the full particulars ot tlu* terribh eouilagration of the lu»u-e ami family of .Jo^.-ph Ellis.

of

The house

stood

The Boston Herald says that the Penobscot River
has stopped doing business, and
that numerous linns in that city have lost money by
entrusting C. O. D. goods to the company. Parties

Fxpress company

near

wiiat i-

the

now

mill,

-aw

or

“upper miir of the Ellis e-tate in Sour a Brooks upon the uppt
portion ot the Bassagassawakeag
stream. Tlu account i- from tlu* pen of tin* lb*v.
Melveen, a well known clergyman of that
old.*n time of Belfast.
Brighton market report w ill
be found each week in our Farm and Harden de
partment on the first page, and the latest Boston
quotations, from the reliable commercial journal,
the Boston \dvertiser, and a ear* fully res ised local
market report on the third page. In addition, the
movements and prices of such staple articles as
hay and potatoes will be reported in our local
The

s.

columns. \\> -hall pay in. reasc 1 attention to these
matter.-, in order that our farmer readers may lie
thoroughly informed as to the ruling prices in the
markets.
h

w

eek mad-

i

c

across

Penobscot

Bay from Northport to lsle-boro, for
time this season, and if we remember e.»riv. ilv, Mu* lirst time -hue l>75.
I I».
ambridge on
•Saturday had much trouble in tlu* lower bav. Peing
nearly three hours in making her landing at ( 'am
den.
Belfast Bay from o.*l«»w -vint'ord wharf to
the lir-t

tlie monument

was

open water to be

clear of ice and

-ecu.

wa-

The steamer had

tlu*

no

only

trouble

in making landings here.
(Mi Sunday -teamer May
Queen made her way through it easily, going to
Northport and lowing up sell. Hattie. The northeast rain storm of Monday broke up the ice in tlu
bay.
A

caught in a -ingular manner in a
house in this city, one night la-t week.
(Mi tlu*
top of the Hour barrel had been placed the < ake
board and rolling piu. The nem-e in jumping ahmit
had set the pin in motion, and rolling upon the tail
of tlu* little animal it held him a prisoner until
When

morning.

the

captive

\a-

di-e .vercd

a

household council was held, and the nuni-e condemned to death. Bai-ing a heavy --ane the executioner brought it down with terrilie force upon-

rolling pin. The mouse, oh where wa- he/
Why he skipped oil', of cour-e, scot frwe, and -nugly stowed in his nest, made up for his long night
the

of unrest.
11 a\
1 la\ came ini
Notks.
town lively la.-t
week, owing to the good hauling, (.ood judge? estimate the quantity at one hundred tons daily.
I lay has been pouring into the market
rapidly of
late, and another glut i- anticipated, which will
cause a decline in price.
A portion of the hay now
coming to this city wa> sold la-t fall when the price
was high-The store houses in thi-eitv are well
tilled.\ hay dealer says that there will lie -hipped

Belfast this season, two thou-and tons more
was ever shipped in
a
season before.
He sets the amount at Id.nun tons.
With what ishipped from other ports in the eounlv and from

from

than

points along
hay will he
among

our

tin*

railroad, more than do.non tons of
sent from Waldo county, di.-trilmting
farmer- over
mi.ihio,

Miller returned home hist, week al'tei a
three weeks’ trip buying furs in northern Pen"',
sent and Aroostook eountie-.
He drove hi- own
team and found the roads pas-able.
He bought
Mr.

worth of fur, ron-isting of seventy fo\ skins,
twelve otter, six li.-her, twelve heaver, four black
bear, fifty mink, forty sable, one hundred and lifty
musk rat, forty skunk, two lynx, one loupeiveir,
several coon, and one -ilvergray fox. The last is
Probahlv there are not over a
very line and rare.
dozen .silver gray foxes killed in Maine in a year.
Mr. Miller paid g:»f» for the skin and think? he got

bargain. Mr. Miller stopped om* night with a
family named Sibley, whose wife informed him

a

company. This company was organized
year ago by James s. Little, of this city, and
operated on the Boston steamers. Mr. Little -avfrom the

above from the Boston Herald i- not correct,
has abandoned the express business bcause

tLie

that he

nothing,
warded all right. It
paid

it

him

and

self,

if

it is

agents,

name was Na-b, that -he w a-a naMontville, but had not been |«. her native
place for forty years, living the nio-j «»f the lime in
the wilds of Maine.

will be

a-

-hance to extricate

a

has

been

n-

ii-

lost

through
all will he made good.

in

seen

advertising

our

<

ourier

The

columns.

said to abound in humor and i- well
niendcd by the press. The Buffalo, N. "i
is

play

ive,,ni-

Dail>

“Nick Roberts’ II unipty Dumpty Troupe appeared
at th- >t. James last night before a large audience,
ami gave a good performance. Three clow u- kept
the spectators convulsed with laughter while they
were on the stage, and the characters in the pantomime were all well taken. The specialties were all
Added to these i- t" be mentioned the
first rate.
fact that the band accompanying the troupe is a ver\
good one, and then all may understand how good a
combination generally Nick Roberts has. It i the
best Ilumpty Dumpty party on the road this season.”

addition to the other attractions, will appear
an Fnglish school of bicycle equestrians, e.uisist.
ing of three ladies and two gentlemen. The\ will
perform on bicycles all the u-unl feats of the eircuIn

Onofri brother.', Furopcan
pantomine artists, and performers on musical in
struuients made of wood, straw, conch shells.\e.
also the

arena:

last week

lodges

1.'* to 20 miles away through the
i,
and with the mercury below zero.
Templar Simonton lectured in Brook- for the

from

snow

drifts

W.

Wald-* District Lodge
well attended, 'several delegations

was

came

(

order last Sabbath-The new lodge-;
and Swanville are mwv among the
M. •). Dow of
largest and best in this county
Brook-, state Deputy, returned from i*i- tour in
Somerset and Kranklin counties ha\ing in-tituted
twelve new lodges, mostly in Franklin.The
lodge at Thorndike station will soon be iv\ i\ed....
benetit of the

at

Sea report

—

The

lodge **Progressive”

new

sandy

at

Point i-

number,- but full of life and bound to

small in

sue

lodge passed a very plea-ant evenThursday Visitors from live lodges
The question l>o\ proved more than
wore present.
u-ually entertaining-Deo. L. Brackett Lodge No.

ing

session last

17,

-Laekson reports itself out of debt and tb

o'.

po.-e-sor of a new ball llni-hed and furnished,
which w ill probably bt dedicated at Ma\ se-sjon of

district Treasurer J. D. (Tehoiv. re
ported funds in the treisurv for missiouen w rk
Who will w >rk up a new lodge.... .Tin
in Waldo.
youngest Dood l emplar in alteudam e at the D. i
was Id years old and the oldest, Bn*. Cobbett ot
I.

D.

...The

Lodge, is over four.se,nv.... Annua 1
L. at Portland April 2(5-7.
Belfast
Lodge reports 1.7.) member' and i- entitled t" in

Dreenw ood
session

of D.

delegates.

The following are tile li-t of utlieerof South Branch (irange, Prospect,
recently in
stalled by Past Master William Wallace, of Jackson—Henry K. Clitl'ord, M.. ( lie-lev Bidley, ().;
Wm. II. (Jinn, L.; orriu B. Cray,
Wilson Par
trldge, A. s.: Abner K. Cray, ('.: Freeman Par-

tridge, Treas.: Wm. B. I lagan, -ee.; Benjamin M.
Fames, C.; Flinira Crant, Ceres; Susan Batehelder, Pomona; Zoway Bidley. Flora: Annette M.
Shiite, A. s. At the la-t meeting of the Crange
nine members were initiated and.six names proposed. The Crange i- in a very nourishing condition-'Idle State store at Portland
the best for trade it has

reports the past
had_The next

oumd! w ill he
regular meeting of Waldo Count;
with Comet (irange,Swum ilie,Tin--day, March
m.
loth, at ten o'clock
Programme- Fssavs by
Sisters Moody, Bowen and Nickerson
(Question
for discussion, same a.- at last regular meeting:

held

can w e

best educate ourselves

a-

Patron? of

Husbandry, and

as citizens tor general u-of'ninesBemark- for the good of the < >rder->tar »-f Progress Crange. Jackson, ha- taken in nine new mem
her--We should like to receive from tin-secre-

taries of (<range- in this county, items
concerning their respective organization-.

of

news

I,\im

m.i:

and Sliirlt*\

yards

'ottrell and

I*

harks c.

successfully

were

of ,1. Y.

The

iiim;.

Dixon

in

Ukai.

Brooks,
Cyrus E. Eelker, Monroe, .lames Bicknell, Belmont, to Nancy Wellman, same town.
Bridget V., Ellen and Peter Cuddy, of Portland,
and children of Patrick Cuddy, of Winterport, two
lots to Julia uddy, Winterport. Sarah A. Callerwood, Belfast, to Etta M. Thurlow, Belfast. Wilson
Coombs and al., Islesboro, to Eucendia 1). Sprague,
same town.
Estate A. J. Clements, Waldo, to
Frank H. Clements, same town. Alvin H. Ellis,
Swanville, to Win. Mugridge, Scarsport. Martha
•1. Fuller and al., Freedom, to David B. Johnson,
same town.
Riley Cilehrist, Freedom, to Nancy
Mason, same town. Delbert Higgins, Searsmont,
to Ora Higgins, same town. Heirs of Elisha John
son, Freedom, to David B. Johnson, same town.
Atwood Eennond, Appleton, Albert
Cunuingham,
Liberty, F. O Libby, Islesboro, to Lueenia D.
Sprague, same town. Win. Mugridge, Scarsport,
h> Alvin H. Ellis, Swanville.
Josephine and (ieorge
W. Oliver, Freedom, to Wm. Balcom, same town.
Josephine Oliver, Freedom, to same. Charles 1).
Reel, Winterport, to Luey C. West, Belfast. Simon
Staples, Monroe, to Albert O. York, same town.
Asbury B. Staples, Monroe, to Charles E. Staples,
same town.
Austin P. and Lucy C. West, Belfast,
to Charles 1>. Reed, Winterport. Dr. B. B.
Whitney,
l nity, to \A illiston Orennell,
Washington. Aimer
H. Young, Rockland, to Caroline J. Ha/.eltine,
to

Belfast.

I he

Bangor Commercial got out its biggest type
a great display of
Saturday's Associated
Press despatch concerning the
freezing over of the
Bay at Camden. FA' I do ally some one in the Com
mercial olliee is personally aggrieved because navi
gallon remains open at this place.
There shouhhI,er some oftichil in our city to look
made

ami

after hoys who are truant- from srhoni and growing up in virions idlene-s.
\ gentleman says that
at ten o’eloek

\\

edtie-day morning, a dozen "mall
upper landing of I layford Hall,
and -houtlng language tn\thing but

on

boy." were on
playing cards

the

decent.
A heavy north cast rain storm set in Monda1.
forenoon, eontinuing throughout the night, Tueday and the following day. The rainfall was very
large, the water running down our -treet.- in tor
rent-.
Large ipiamities of 1 h** -uri.iee snow wa-r
ed away leaving a glared ir,
\\ ,. |,.:iru ,,f
damage in this vicinity.
Mayor sw n ha
ty o| B
f.t'l.a emnplimentary ivp.n t ot the municipal <>lli
« fr- of San t
ranei-eo.
H is a h.md-<niely printed,
gilt edged volume, containing 1 lua j*.tge-. Tiie book
was sent by Mr Lra-tu- V
I »rr\.-»n ..f Hie Lit.
James Torry, of Belfast. Mr. r i- one t»r the >11
pervisors of s.in Fmnciseo.
Mr. W. C. Thompson write- roin New York that
Hiereare very flattering pr<--pe< t- !•>, 1J,,■ Wellman
Isupport for table .,1 -e\\ jpg machine |ea\ e-.
He say-that the Home -m w ire. •ieieidne
compar
will take su.nou per year, and the
-"inger and other
compaiue" have the matter under ad\ i-eineul. lie
arc to be manufactured b\
,me of the largest m
in the

cenis

country.
'Ciuler

f'U;
which

appeared

tin

.>1

in

'le-pateli

the

from

amde

pap<-r- ,,f Satuniav h.-t,

knew tile iee \\a> thicker here than at hi- point ••!
observation i- evidently one ..! tho»- thiiu n
b-|
i"W can find out. 111- progno-ti. ation.- «•■ uuvmiup
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Attention

a!i.-d

t‘u* famous

(.abriella eipar for -ale in this
Charles <H iinell. Tho-i who it-' the we.

they

superior t<> any other brand.
will convince all-The Hipli school at
• >!'
the l’ide, under the instruction of
I.nee, bepin- its spring term Monday.
are

said to be

Mr. Luce ia-k for his

to

l.v
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~,i-
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tie-
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arefnl
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Prim,
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Mareu

it.
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reading_No

the professional card of hr. d. P.
amden.
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excellent teacher, and

an

advertisement

Polk
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,.\vies,
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I i kms

k

Thomas irady'

seized at

bef-uv mention-

nan .a-

ed, was oei'niv thi Police t o.iri on M Mi*lay, and or
den-d destroyed a- no one appeared to e.aim it • in
'l ue-day state constable L.r- spilled tlie
•iquor b.

turning

it into his cellar,

l herewere -ix inehet
the cellar at the time, and if Mr. L ii- had
turned a barrel of supar into the mixture, there
would have been emuiph to have intoxicated the
■

water in

town-<

du-tii

jail

sent I*

Watervill.-, w a beinnfor diMiikeeiieand

of

on

lor ten

Tin; lli.i.i

I

\si

da.\
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Attention i-
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u in
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ela-s

stat«

.1. 1 Pill,

i'"ioliti*m.

I’he

e. m

..ii.

I

to

tin- lie I fa-t

of

a uni,

11 tin
bin; linp ha
been
and ha- been put in iir-l

machinery

ha- Ik-*

ranged and the t a-ilit i.\- for work

;,

r-.- ar-

not stirpa-Mr. Hall is determined

d in any -hop in the state
to make bn-ine-s in tin- lira-

»

an-

and l- already i wild
Lll-worth, and lias an
enpdin-in the-hop fnrrepa.r. On Monday Mr. Lot
know i’
: < amden, ai;
-xperienecI machinist,
t"ok eharpe of the Miaehine -hop 1r;• 1 wa-nitm-i: w ill
inp

circular

it

mill for

-aw

...

be added
tentioii

bn-ine-s may d• uand.
Particular at
be piven to m.ninp ma liiner..
Mr.

a-

will

adverti.-es

Hall al-o
'I’m:

<

d power to rent.

room ai

Methodic War-i. »k I
l"Sl Show * 11,«3»; itinerant mini-ter-, | J IT
preacher- and 1.7H. * •- member- in tin.nit
in

m

The

in.-.

*

with i-httreh

Th..
property valued al si;::.-;*,p;;
Metfiodi.-f-through mi; ihe w mid niiuthr ;|.7 .; 1 mi*,
i-ter-, ■. ho lo.-a! prea diet and I,»>:•*,-‘*u m*i!tbei

launched I't-Mu the

The eli.it, h ha--1

\V.

held*, 1 .Tin h"al preacher- and

ot.tr■•11, iu fidcif
on Monday last.
The day w as di-ogre* d h a
n -itheasi storm prevailing and the rain descending
in t or rents, w hieh reduced the usual crowd of spec.
I

t..

<

.,

at

I

i-.

<

in, and was
wa- launched

TlicC. 1‘. Dixon had her ma.-ts

partially rigged,
without masts.

while the

Shirlc\

\i about lu.lo

the Dixon -lid from

her ways where site ha- been for three year-, and
forty-live minutes later the shirlev wec.r oil' .piitc

gracefully'..

All present ^I'd they never witne-handsomer launches. The Dixon is iihout ><)o
Cottons, carpenter’s measurement, built bs .1.
trell, i- thoroughly constructed, hut in her model

as

cd

the builder designed her fora great carrier rather
than a fast sailer. 'I’he vessel is owned 1.v Bock
land parties and will hecammauded hv ( apt. Keene,
of that city. The hark towed to the >anford whart
here the

w

be taken

remainder of her -pars and rigging will
tons
hoard. The Shirley is nearly

on

carpenter’s measurement, of a very handsome
model, sharp, .and must he a fast sailer, >!ie w a1 milt by H. \Y. Cottrell and has been two year- and
a half in her construction.
The \ e.--el is owned by
New York parties and will be commanded by ( apt.
W. S. Hibson, of that oily. Thu Miirley wa towed
to Sibley’s wharf where she will be rigged.
TieCottrells will immediately comuien-• the building
masted schooners.

of three

ha-

I

a

vi..
Win. H. Sargent, of
a-tin ■. of the
Mr.
Sargent A >on, visited us la.-l week

l'laisiix
firm of
s. is

enterprising

of the most

one

Ca-tinc-(apt.

business

men

<»!

H.

Haskell, of Deer Isle. wa in
town last week. The captain will have a three
masted schooner built in Belfast the coming ea-on.
>.

I’he following gentlemen and their ladie- from this
city, were invited to attend the legislative reception
at Augusta, on Tuesday evening—W. B. sivaii, s.
I. M.
Milliken, W. H. M Li lian. W. H 1
Boardman. Heorge A. (Juimby, \Y il
'imp-on,
Win. M. Bust, Charles Baker, C. II. Field, Dr. D. I*.
L

..

Flnnder.-, Heorge 1.. Knight, Dr. -i n. Brooks, H
I.
Harriman, Huorgu I Ilarri
Kilgore, James
L.

Marshall, N. F. Keene, Dr. II. II. Joui;
Woodcock, \-a A Howis, >:innn I \

!.' I)
( ox, (
E. J. Mori,son, W. <
\\
b:
Bote. \\
Dinsmore, F. T. Chase, l
Holmes, W. H West, II I. \b l> nai l. Dr. 1
Small, J. I.. Sleep1,n J. D. Tucker, (,»•<.. I Waice

Howes,

■

iriiiMiiuii*
Sundav
and K

■

J*. Thompson,

II. Man

I.

h,

B. II.

M.'y

\\

McDonald .and P.ic Journal
_Vinos (' lenient > ha taken control of John S. ('a Idorison, I.

1\. M

F.

well's hook store

(»n

Main

The -tore

si

:~i

; .-mPalmer.

under the management of Dw ight
Caldwell is in feeble health ami i- coniine.I
his house.... Mi-- Lottie Colburn, Miss Maude
Milliken and Mi-- simontmi, of Camden, left on
Monday for Itostou, w here t!ic\ will e«mtiuuc iheir
musical studies.... A company consisting of '-.(..
Hills, A. L. Jones, J. L. Arnold, F A. Vlden. L. (
Hleason and A. J. Young, of Fnion. came to 11»• 1
last, on Tuesday, the four latter to receive the de
lias been
Mr.

grees in the

Lncampment,

1.

F.. for the pur
encampment at that place.

pose of

<>.(>.

instituting an
road was rough but the bo\

The

s

were

Asm

^kssion

Disruh r Loimji;
>r ( b T.
'Hie regular annual session of Waldo 1 >i~
irict Lodge of Hood Templars was held in thD city
last Thursday, Feb. 24, with Belfast Lodge. No. :{o.
Notwithstanding the intense cold there wa- :i large
attendance, and the session was a profitable and
pleasant one. Then? are 21 lodges in the eounty
ai.

or

Wai.do

w ere reported in their usual good condition.
About 12 A delegates were present from lA lodge*..
< h er 1TA (Iood
Templars sat down to the table and

partook of the dinner furnished by Belfast lodge
following are the elective ntli.-ers for the ensuing year who were duly installed by the (.rand >»*-

The

retary, <*. K. Brackett
District
(

.;

Templar;

-las.

\.
W.

(

Currier, of Merrill,
Knight. N<»rthporl, I).

Miss Ruth Carpenter, .Jackson, D.

Alfred

K.

Nickerson, Swanville,

1). Sec.

Vie

f

Frank I.

Wilson, Belmont. D. Treas.; sila- storer, Morrill,
I >. ('hap. The following nr# the appointed otih-ers;
Cross, Waldo, Marshal; Fllie L. Mansfield,
Belfast, Deputv M.; Mrs. storer. Morrill, and 1).
M Kimball of .Jackson, Cuards; Philo I Jersey, Past
D. T. The following were (deeted delegates to the
annual session of the Crand Dodge at Portland,
April 2«th: d. W. Knowlton, M. d. Dow, A K.

•L

C-

Nickerson,

d. 11.

Brackett.

It

.The

morning

Wentworth,

s. storer and («. L
voted to hold the next session
with (ieo. K. Brackett Lodge, No. 17, at .Jackson, in
May. The following presented by the(C sec'\ was
was

adopted;
Whereas,

A resolution favoring a license law
and unanimously voted down

/

was

discussed

the

1*»r

lie-

ot

.n-

p:,M

\eur

Mr.

|Jo-

will he ••Faith the 1 *r«••

sermon

t

ture of which will be a-I a
pane -i lea party. Further
particulars will he given next week....IP
Mr.
Merrill,..t *. ar-port, preacheil a \ery able -mmoi
at th» Methodi.-t ehurelt la.-l >abbath. Text l-aiah
*•' •»•
Preaching- lw the pastor next ^abbatli
Text
l-aiah, P.M F Fet the inhabitant-of the n*ek -ing.

N• ►MINI.!.*-
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tion

occur*

aide

manner

M

lit

v \

Monday,
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<»nt

i!: \i.i \

11th in-t.

the

.-tty -•!.
The \er;

-mi
city affair- ha\e i»een
admini-l rati* mi of M.t' or 'wan,

in wiiieh

manage- 1 under the

make- that gentleman lir-l thought of a- a iiuiiiiiit'c,
ut lie po-itively■ deelim*-.
I., y. Know iton, Alder
nan from ward two, ha- been mentioned.
Mr.
Know lton is a shrewd lnisine-s man. ha.- had ex
("•rienee in »• ij % affairs, and w ould make an exet-l.

May

I*1 tit

ami

I,

M. 1'. Wood. ,wk

ot

w

of

Mayor

ex

i.a-

hat ha- been -aid of M

w

apply

it It

equal

in.

H-omt-Mi i~ a!->»

Mr

II.

K

*w

m

Woo«ir,,rk

Mr

t

also !»een
r.

met.ft.

-poket

Iton,

w

ill

The

name

d in th;

n>t;-

wa*

and the city'- inlere-t could not he oetPcr ;uvd fur
titan in hi- hand*, ( ah in lien ey A. 15. Mathew
I>avid Piem* and in-o. F. .Johnson. have al-o been

suggested

for the po.-ition.
hither of the al»o\g
would honor the tli• •<•. 1'h. I >enioerai are
noncommittal on the subjeet. ami a- far a- talk ian imlieation. w ill not put a « a11 didab in ih
fn-ld.
• >i»i* of I hei r lea*lerI
IP
-fly
ruled the » it> for twt :b; yea*
h:tw
us into
name*l

■

•’

bad

me**, now

ones

all echo his

let them get

W

W

outami the

m

tile

urteranci
(

uuningham.

ntlemai.

g.

T

I

year- "f age. fell, >mi Ttie-day, from the beam- ot
hi- barn, ;•• the il"-u below a distance oj tifteeu
leet. Mi-taining -« sere brui-e-. but breaking m>
boue-.

VVlMKKI^IKI
17th

III tile Progressive \ge of Fe
head ot Police oiirt mhc is the
•••samuel Doe, hailing I ro m M in ter port,

under the

toll'

'w

ing

wa*

bejniv 1‘oliee

and

received

ourt

<

four

a

Monday

days

f<*r

drunkenne--,

-enteuee in

mil."

lam

able to -ay that said 1 n»e i- a t rami, w
by that name belonging in this town.
< e-orge II
Hal! F-q., one f <>ur -oli-l men, am 1
-ub-tnutial farmer-, i- seriously ill....Tsvo *ea
captain-ar looking for home-, having a desire to
Mr-. 1 kmicron Deane died in 15n-b»n
settle lien
la-t week. Her Hidden mum w.a- 'I
u.
she
nippy to lie
has*-no one
•

«

..

wa* brought to Winterport bn burial
They are
having measles in Uoslon of a very malignant type,
and it is said those who have Imd the ordinarv kind
are

not ,-afc from

ease

1

an

attack

that caused the death
i.KKMi

>

<T

th.

It

w

thi- di--

f M--. Dean*

I hen

*.

lKTt Turner elo-. d
hi, last week, with

ii.tli

Ii

Mr Iln
-.-Si*•>

a

a\«-r\

line ••Mleila

in «ii-tri«
iieni,

t

on.

sisting «*f re-nliiu-. de. lamalr-nand ii.i
logues. The reading in <■ 'iirern -1iallv. -bowed
that the pupil- l:a\e had a thorough training and
were willing to in prove I heir opportunities.
I he
large andi'-nee pre.-ont expressed themselves. Infrequent applause, a- highly intciv-ted-K\eret!
Mall, of China, i- ver\ siek with brain lever, re
-ulting from the overturning of out of the Augusta,
Liberty and Belfast stages, a shel time ago, uear
>outii China, in which he was riding
It is not expected he will recover. .The >I« of district V*.
■

meeting Thursday, the .'id.
to see it they shall gi\«*
the u-e of their school
house to Mr. I'. \\ Bridgliam, d this town, who
purposes to teach a free high .-ehool for the benelit
of that district and di-triet \o. u>, Palermo.

b,

China, hold

a

.1 wksox.

Tlie

wliich

w as

count

of

school

-ehool

in

the

village district,

di-coiitinncd sometime la-t week

the

oil ac

resignation of the teacher, Mr. Beni.
a-resumed again last
Monday, under

Kuowlton. u
the iustructii.il of Mr. Irving Kilgore. Mr. Kilgore
is a young teacher, having taught his tir-t school in
district \o. in this town during the present w inter.
in which lie gave general satisfaction_Many of
eiti/.en- attended the
temperance lecture, at
Brooks village last Sunday afternoon, by T IL
Sinionton, Ksp., of Camden.
Mr. Sinionton i- a
our

pleasant and agreeable speaker, and his mantreating the subject, “Wine and its Kvils,"
was quite original and
very entertaining, and well
merited the attention which was paid him by tinlarge audience in attendance....I >. A. lilinore lost
a horse by
getting cast in the stall-Tlie fanners
have been quite busy, until the recent
heavy rain,
marketing their potatoes at Brooks station, at prices
from 40 to b.l ets. per bush., according to the variety.
\ large portion of our hay has been sold t<*
parties living out of the state and they are having
it delii eivd at Winterport
ver>
uei

at the last session of this I>. I a vote of
censure on State Constable Fllis was passed for m
gleeting to perform Ids duties,
Resolved, That this 1). L. hereby expresses it>
satisfaction that the State Constable, assisted by
some of the Belfast police, has commenced to exc
cute the prohibitory liquor law in Belfast. We
trust he will continue the good work against the
rmnsellers and pledge him our earnest support in
his eft'orts to enforce tin* law and help suppress
rumselling in Waldo county.

Ii

l he total

.mil m

.-llbieet

-reign

1

in

tueinher-.

no vv

hall at Wl»itelioii.-e‘

<

nil--i.

t

ledge of [ n.-een thing-.' Mi--i>n:tr <mi
ert in the evening.... rite ladiet the l 'nitarian
-oeiet\ are preparing for a fair, tlie priueipal tea

-ati-lied

with their visit.

missionaries

an

denomination

the

..|

sll. t'i»,l4.i.

Were

B.

W

\»nei

-.Mill donie-ti

-•

neetion
(

which

Estate. The following are
the transfers in real estate, in Waldo county, for
the week ending March l-d—Moses B. Black, Palermo, to Horace E. Black, same town. <»eo. B. Briggs.
Tuanskkus

Hast week a number of potato buyers were on
Custom Mouse Square, meeting the ’earns as they
came hi.
It looked like old times, when this hu>ine>-; was
actively carried on and w hen buyers used
to meet teams several miles out of row u.

<

iMi

man, M. '1'.

vMiKS.

a

four

I'kmi’I.au Notks.

liiinii

Co., advertise for the next two
great closing out sale of .*10,000 worth of
dry and fancy goods. Bead their column and learn
their low prices.
T. \\. Pitcher A:

ty days

tin-

savs—

son, II.

How

anything
hoped that

Nick loberl-' new llmnpty
Hr.MiTY Di mity.
Dumpty and Furopean Specialty Troupe will pci
form at Hay ford < tpera I Ion -e in this * i t \ on F: iday
evening March 4th. Tickets for sale at Fred Foie'-,

tive of

as

that Frost's money wa- for
is wel before passing .illdg

give the company

men! to

that her maiden

year

Warren

one

1. V.

$000

Cu

complaint.

same

this

wa-

mouse

hay

by

SHI

ceeii_Belfast

cold snap of la-t

The

i;.

the

company on the 2*»th of
January, to Boston parties, which had not reached
Mr. Frost hold- a receipt
them up to latest advices.

silas

'I’m; M vukki

make

Belfast

Frost .sent

in

Waldo County Fanners’ Institute, un*
the secretary of the Hoard of
aIture, will meet in tlii" town on Tuesday.the

Maine

..

Legislature.

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE,

direction of

Atoitsta, Feb. vM* The committee on the in
vestigation of T. B Swan reported to the House
that the charges of swindling and defalcation
against him are fully sustained, and that lie be ex
polled from that body. Mr. Keegan of the committee, presented a minority report, to the effect
that the charges are proved, but that Swan ought
not to he expelled until he has been given actual
notice
[Inasmuch as Swan has lied and thus
avoided personal notice and the opportunity to

cow owned in this town is remilk giving qualities. In 1ST* she
milk up to the day she dropped her call. The
car -lie was dry one week before calving, the
\t
ear a fortnight, and this year (1 SSI) three
\t
,k-<* that in four year" there have been .but
weeks when she has not been milked,

\

M i.suiu:o.

ibIt-for her

The

wti'i.v

W'orld’sTomorrow.” There
and the lecture was a very

'ivTiltonon**The
ge attendance

ii

Thursday evening by

lecture

iv < curse was a

;

meet the charges, it is hardly reasonable to’say
that it is wrong to act until lie returns—especially
when the committee have been furnished with a
letter from him confessing a part of tile charges J
Mr. Talbot of Fast Machias, seemed toconcur with
Keegan, and deprecated the hasty expulsion of the
distinguished corn sheller statesman. The House,
however, gave these gentlemen a day to think
about it, and postponed the expulsion resolve till

closing entertainment in the star

and interesting one. though not generally sattory in sentiment-Mr. tialen Trilwui. our

i'

teacher, opened

private

school last
Last Saturday
the tied time this w inter our harbor was frozen
"othat the ambridge had some ditlicultv in
ugour after she had made her landing.< ‘wing
annual corporation meeting on Tuesday evethe tin a I spring meeting of the literary elub
"fhool

a

to-morrow.

Wednesday,

Feb

The special assignment
in th»‘ Senate was the bill to limit the appropriation for the use of the militia to >H>.()00 was called
for by Senator Mortland
Senator IMngley favored
its passage ; Senator Hill opposed it and proposed
an amendment reducing the sum to Sl'hono. Without further action the Senate adjourned.
In the House majority and miuoiity reports on
adjourned over one week.\t the annual resolve
expressive of sympathy with people of Ire
; mil
I t amdcii village corporation the follow
land, came from theSenate. that branch substitut
'timers were eh-ted l\-r the ensuing year:
iug the minority tor the majority report On motion (if Mr. Keegan of Van Buren, the House inl. i.
Trim; Assessors, J. II. Montgomery,
sisted on its former vote adhering to its vote adopt
( nrtis and -L I
Tobin. Treasurer, Judge L.
ing the majority report.
W( "llect..r. I
\
Porter: Fire Wardens,
The resolve expelling Swan received a unaniii Iti-lu
Speiise Mer-ve and W. Irish.
mous passage, IT) members voting hi favor.
Mr.
v" 11 n :
N-.j-ina! s.hool closed Wednesday,
Keegan ol Van Buren. ami Long of Palmyra, both
Fusiouists. at their ri*p:est. woe excused from
JVi. and mod of the students left town on
voting, the latter remarking to the House when he
"••me linger behind and are amusing
asked to he excused, that lie did : nt know of an\
iiy ii*»11liiiur e\ruing gatherings at their ! reason why he should vote to hang a dead man !
*.
."ar iinu places.
The spring term begins
After the resolve passed, the clerk was directed to
"if.
Mr W.lbury L constantly growing
notify at once tin* town ot Minot that the Seat of
its representative wa> vacant, with the view that
Mi P-.mher" aud pupil"-'I’he
.oil\ with
the vacancy can be tilled
incut :tt the <
ngregational ehurrh on
Thursday. Feb *J 1 1.. tin->t*natt the resolves
!ii_ lad. w as a decided success and
expressing sympathy tor the j ople of Ireland
in ;• it
'it on the manager*. The procame ba< k from the 11-mse, that nody insisting oil
n
•:;~i1•
-t
lings from Tennyson, its Firmer vote. 'rhe S -mt!<- insisted on Us vote
substituting the rcsolvu which accompanied the
:ie 1 1
tableaux. music, and an operetta.
miiioriiy report, ami refused to ask for a commit
fhe l ist va" particularly enjoy
tee of <'o::feivneo.
Parked to l-e engrossed Bill
W e ha\ e at least one busy plarc in our
quiet to incorporate t..<- Boothhay Telegraph Company!:
it we
t" juduo from the follow ing I to am*1:.! chap I1.*:; laws,a |". l relating to Clerks
of .Li lieial C *urts: 1
amend chap dS 1! S re
a "hop do.,
low n tow n
••Woi k
! sa
t
ltural pro
elm;! iaii- •■." There n no welcome there
duct ions
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1

(outing
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Falls, in

the sane* subject matter is now
pending in the t ongres' t..• l nited Slates Re
Petitions were presented and re
port accepted
terred tor a co: s-.ituf ional amendment forever for
arc and sale of intoxicating
th“
mauntact
bidding
!i<jiior> The minority r p it of the committee oil
tishei’i s. reporting bill regulating the mackerel
discussed and
fishery oii the coast < f Mu-no.
1 ■> t
Js
I accepted by t ."U*
This bill protects
tin* small bays and n
is tV an si tie.;'
Passed t
be cciirossad
An act t.. amend s*
einip f>M of
io
the R S. re i’
;ri'di-.*t ion "i Probate
t bmris
h: the Semite a 1 verse reports
Friday, F>*b.
I w«*re made
pt titi a f r be enlargement of the
< ommis'ioi.eis
Fish
poweis au<l on order relating
j
‘o weirs lor th• taking ■»' alew '- si:
Hauiariscotta
I’.i'scd t" !»•■ engrossed Rili relating to
j ;><*nd
tin.* :ransportatiin of passm.g-rs and freight by
railroads
In the ilo'i'e 'be ivm.ivc -*xpn s-ive ot sympathy
with the ] eoyle of Ir-\,i:;d came down from the
Senate. th:r uv.m
.-ring on its former action
The hoi.>e. "ii motion-d Mr K- .-gani f Vail Bun n
noncom-arreii and adhered t" t* former vote
So
the rcsolic ;< killed
Fas-eu to b engrossed—
! Resolve establishing a basis for the luturc general
valuation of tn«* S'ate: an ad
amend sec lid. of
1 King to the p >wcrs of an
i chap sg of tiie R S
ditors
an ad :«• im <u porato the Skowhegan A
j
j Athci Railn a IF..; .m act to amend chap. 140 of
tin* public laws of 1"'
lvlncug to the normal
schools: an act t an : ! sc lv chap lspofthe
public law> of IS* i. n ..nag to rai in-ad crossings;
an act to incorporate the Kennebec Railroad Co
an act regulating the mackerel
fishery on the coast
o: Maine
Saturdav. Feb hi. n;! motion of Mr Ivr.ery the
Senate noneurred wiili tin* House in adopting the
minority report ivhitii g to mackerel tisi*i ryou the
j coast
•-.! Mai'..'
an i V
in* sday u-.-xt was assigned
I1 for th.e ■asidi-ralion * f both reports A hill was
reported to amend -oiion II. chap ?dnf the pub
lie laws of i s; s relating to t he protection and propagation of !i>.b and which does away with prohib
lot ween Scpti mber and
n
iting the takn
the montii d Maf1 .i
Bdl rci.riug to jMinishinent
lor bribery and corruption at elections, was taken
from tin* land- ...d
its pas'Uge !o b.* ell*
gross.*!. Mi. F.mcn- moved that i* be indefinitely
at; I ‘uv-ired Us
postj)one*l M W a kci
passage Tie j, otion 'as lost and the bill given a
passage.
The House .incurred with the Senate iu mdeti
iiitelv postpon: g the bill relating to i. wholesome
Mr Hatch, of Bangor, pre
provisions and trunks
sen ted bill an ad t .> j. r
; ait lor the expenditures d govciin'■ jj■
\ppr..priates >FF».i;pJ sj
The biil autt ori/.ii ur th•* city *»: B« lfast to pay its
bonded indent.- .r,.
tn i
» ;c n*. w bonds for
that purpi s wa.- tab :. fr- m the table and amend
<*ii by striking out h
word
pay" iu the second
line, and inserting the words
retire by purchase
or exchange,
and passed to lu* engrossed.
The
I mil relating to dan ages f*.r land taken for Highways was taken from the table and at lemled so as
■"limit the f m
within which damages can he
claimed
The am. ndmeiil wa- nlered printed
The bill relating
tramps was taken tioin the
fanie and jiasst-d t.> he enciossed
The biil for the
speedy detection and punishment of ciime which
was indefinitely postponed was taken
up. and on
motion of Mr St rout, the House adhered to its
former vote and a committee of conference ap
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1 a tin* Senate adverse reports
made on the bill r< biting to t!.e Kuropean
and Norm Am-l can Rabroad
A bill was pre
sented to amend see d. cliap in?, R S relating
to depositions
An attempt was made to recon
sider the action which the Legislature had taken
on the report of tin
Valuation Fommittee.
In tb<* House an order was introduced, directing
«
the Valuation omnnttee ol the Legislature to obtain ot the Va nation Commission such statistics
as may be in their
possession, that they may deem

out
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troupe gave
mirth provoking entertainments at
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largely
*1«•• t and appreciative audience.
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altogether was a great sucee.-s_
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a* tir-t feared he would lose the
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levoted to buying a
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distre-t. Mr. Marrow, teacher of
'Bgu -''ho->1. deserves great credit for hi- ad.- management of
the-chool and his manifest
ii
welfare-The body of Mr. (ha-.
nc
boat Wednesday and was buried
'■■'-onic honor- same afternoon.
Mr. Field
-advillc. ojorado. while guarding a
wa-

The town of Bridgtou at

legal town meeting.
Monday, appropriated forty thousand dollars to
ward tile construction of a railroad from Bridgtou
to Portland.
The vote stood 3BA in favor to .’>3

left friendless with two

-h’.nngc country,-peaks
high
a-'
the Ma-onjc fraternity, who were uni" tlicir dtorts in bi*r behalf and rendered
"
.il! along the route of her sad jouruev
I*red Matthew- has arrived home from

—

ii-'li

Minn., where he

There are o. PJO factories and workshops. 7.111
and I.77b miscellaneous places where per
sons are employed in Chicago, employing I133
Of these 107..V>1 are
men. women and children
males and 17 ,.'iS I are females. There are o.7JJ boys
ami 1 130 girls under fifteen years of age.

again stricken
In- i- to be placed in the
Jio-pital at

iu::

i-The alarm of lire

wa-

Saturday night

tie- 'uirniug of <
Hamilton"- -hop
Hotel, occupied by A. I.. Fowler-*, harness

Vn essay upon Ensilage b\ the author of the
Book of Ensilage, giving in sixteen octavo pages
what has been accomplished by this new system.
It will be sent free on receipt of stamp.
Address
John M Bailey. "Winning Farm." Billerica. Mass.
3w7

Mev< ii—" shoe
shop; the tire was e\tinB> the i-romptne-s o| the department, with
damage-, mo.-tly by water.Cornelius

I

eney arrived Ih'iik-

t»y boat Saturday, after

an

ol

twenty-four years... Bev. Mr. Currish
'upied tin- ( oiigregationali-t pulpit >umla\_
1'■
nail route from Bangor to Belfa-t ha sheen bid
nee

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT

parties for jjr.HMl, and Mr. \ichois,
off his team in July
annot afford to
carry the mail at those iig.
-The sear-port lodge, J. < >. of C. T. \ isited
die lodge Saturday eve.... Mrs. Wormel, wlio
.arrived here with her husband from North
'•But, fell and broke her leg Sunday afternoon...

proprietor, will take
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Beef, Cornell,

# !b,
Butter, Salt, # box,
Corn # bush,

■

and

Corn Meal #

la-1 week, the husband
a magistrate, and obtained
irrant for the arrest of Kneelaml,on the charge

Monday,
complaint before
on

of

Cheese # tb,

iving
adultery w ith his w ife, and on
day and Wednesday a hearing was had before
sawyer. The main testimony against Knee
"vV:>- given by the wife of Henouf—the mother
ie child, wh«> must of herself have
been a prin
actor in the premises, and equally
guilty w ith
nsoever was the other actor.
She swore posito the man, the .*v*t, and to the
day, and alvery hour w hen the act occurred. For the
tee itWets showui
by tiie testimony of eompew itnesses, that at the time
alleged, when the

1
1

committed, the defendant w as at home
k his ow n w
ife, in Searsport, and that he passed
“ ght w ith
her, consequently he was deemed not
■fil!lt: and was discharged, (ieo. K. Johnson, of
’'■]r;,'B conducted the prosecution, and Win. C
':,1:ilB of Stockton, appeared for the defendant.
"

was

''

Senate of North Carolina has de;idid to
an
appropriation for troops to attend the

y"'
orktown

centennial.

1

he Rhode Island House of
Representatives has
a resolution
submitting to the electors the
■i-iitutional amendment esla'.lishinir school sufIraP> tor women

us

15yI7
5y<;

Boston

the

1

s

20
OS

Cranberries # «|t.,
0
Clover Seed, # tt., 10y23
Flour # bbl., $»; 75 y 9.75
IL G. Seed # bush, $.{.20
Lard # tb,
IP. yi:{
Lime # bbl.,
85

'•

1,1

bush,

Codfish, dry,# lt»,

committed

1

kjis.

•*

Benouf, of Stockton, after being awa\ at
fifteen or tw enty months,
recently returnt>- lind his wife in a condition as to w hich

pertinently

<

bu*di,
dried, #11.
¥

25y5ii Hav # ton,
#12,005 P>,00
4 y5 Hide., # tb.
f,,,u
Beans,pea,Mush 1.05 « l.so Lamb ¥ 11.,
ouO
Medium >1 55y 1.To Lamb skins,
s|.5o«2oo
Yellow-eyes 1.05y 180 Motion # lb,
Butter # tt.,
20y25 «>ats V bush,
47«5o
Beef # tb,
7yS Potatoes,
5<><ioo
00«05 Bound Hog # n.
Barley ¥ bush.
7«7'.,
Cheese# tb,
12y 1:1 Straw # ton,
#r..ooy~8.oo
Chicken # lb.
I2yl4 Turkey# lb,
I2«il4
12 Veal # tt),
Calf -Skins # tt.,
”o<i0
Duck# tt»,
I0yl2 Wool, washed, p jj,.
44
l> Wool, unwashed, # tb, :»:{
Eggs # do/.,
loa 12 Wood, hard,
Fowl # tb,
#4.00 y 5.00
io« 12 Wood, soft,
Geese # ft,
$2.50y:{.oo

Hutcliman’s impiirv.
pen gone?” Some few
k- ago matters culminated in the birth of
a
ic iug
baby. Then was done some tall swearmd a big oath was taken on the
Bible, b\ the
as to the
paternity of that baby. One I.indM- Kneelaml stood tirst with her in the
criminal

’A !'o

SALE!

causing

inv

skin to

assume a

I

A UK KT.

Oat Meal # tt.,
5y5‘2
(Miions # tt..
"5^1;
< Ml. Kerosene #
.0
gal.,
pollock # tt.,
:{y:?*a
Pork # tb,
Hyl2
Plaster # bbl.,
$1.00
Bye Meal, # tb,
21*
Shorts # cwL,
#i.:io
9«IOC
sugar # It.,
45
Salt, T. L, # bush,
s. [Potatoes # tt.,
u
Wheat Meal, # tt),
4a4 »2
~

Market.

Monday, Fell. 20, Is,si.
Fi.nri:—\\ i scon sin am! Minnesota patents, $ii 7a
as 2a tP lilil.; winter wheat patents, $0 a(ia7 7a; Illinois and St. Louis regular winter wheats, $7, s7‘. a
0 62’,; Indiana do., ij.i "xiuG 00; Ohio ami
Michigan
brands, #7 25-ha II21, ; Minnesota spriug wheat extras, including best bakers’ brands, 414 *7', ah I2J,;
Wisconsin extras, $4 aba.', .'171,; western common
extras, #4 25a4 75; suiiers, $4 00 a 4 12*...
CORN—Market steady, with a "fair demand from
the lunne trade and for export at 57aGlr. (p bush,
for all grades, including high mixed at .HP ,c.
Bitter—For large lots from receivers’ hands we
quote as follows: Choice and line fresh western
creameries, 33<f3nr. iP It,: fair to good do., 2«Vi32r.:
summer made, 24«27c.; New
York ami Vermont
fall dairy lots nominal ut2Ga2NCr.;
straight northern dairies, 20s'24c.; common to
good western ladle packed,lOalOc,; choice fresh made do.,22,,23’ .c.
Cheese—Market quiet at i:i1,al4c.tP It, forclioice
factories, and at 11 ‘.ai.Pjc. for fair to good cheese.
Elios—Steady and unchanged. Sales at 221, u23
',c. S' doz. for northern and eastern.
Beans—The demand continues good, and prices
are llrm at $2 10S 2 20 IP bush, for choice
pea ; $2ao
I2‘j for mediums, and $282 20 for yellow eyes.

-A

I Ml.

Offered to

the

Public for

20

Days Only,

PRINCE E. LUCE.
Tl IT ION

CUTICURA REMEDIES
‘For all Humors of the Blood,
Imnii.-ts
prepared by
and
Washington St., Boston. _’l Front
S
Out.,
and
Snow Hill, London, and
St., Toronto,
Tin n\,
are for sale by all I>ruggists.
Price of <
small 1 >oxes, JO cents; large boxes, containing wo
and one-half times the ijiuintity of small,-*!. Kesol< I TI< inv Ml.Ml I X \ ! Toi
VENT, .* 1 per bottle.
I.ET SOAP, *2J cents per rake
( t in 1 i:a Mem* Ix U. Sll.WINi; Soap, Uecnt< per i-ake; in bar- Mr
Barbers and large consumer-, Jo cents.
1 rU

COLLI N S

*

VOLTAIC

First-Ciass Mechanics & Tools,

<

I» I lie most ell'criiial Itenie(I) for all Diseases of the

kidneys, llladder, and I rinar) Organs. Female (uniplaints and General Dchility.snrli as painful.dragging
sensallnn in the Dark and
Loins. Suppressed or Incontinent Irlnation. with
whitish or brick-dust deDrops), (.ravel, Dinctes. Organic Weakness,
Ac.
N FI’II It FT 1(1 M lias no
for Lameness and
e (ill a I
Weakness peculiar to Females.
NEPHBETICIM I' tlie best
know n remedy lor Diabetes.
NEPIIItETK l M, as a Tonic
and Stimulant for aged persons, Is without a rival, lie
sure and ask for Dr. Ill lLOIR'S KIDNEI
IIFMHM.
For sale
NEPIIItETK I M.

Kosit.

Druggists.

Price, only $1.00 per Kollle.
C. s. ItOBEICTSON, Proprietor. Boston.
I.OODWIN A CO., (ien'l Agents,
HU A It' Hanover St.. Boston. Mass.

SATINS & VELVETS.
In every shade and

CASHMERES!
at

A7c., A0c., frJe. and 7Ac

SHAWLS
I N-

—

Brochet, India Stripes & Woolen,
Both long and fpiaiv

Beautiful

designs.

5,000 YARBSORESS PRINTS
(Not

r«

innants.) at A r.-nts.

i f/s.. I '.r/rft //nt rt/ <(• l ine.

SOO

44 Bleached Cotton
7e

and Ilk-

k-

3

CENTS.

\\i>

—

N APEI1TS1
Ml linen, from Ai»e. to ^l.n'A.

The Largest, Best and Most Complete Compaii)
ok<;ani/i;i>.

Imli*r the personal direction of
Mr. N. D. ROBERTS, Prop’r and Manager.

3

THREE

C L O W N S

TOWELS.
endless variety at i.x fhkm kly now chicks.
*
Don't fa 1 to sec the bath towel at 10c.

An

3

Tin* fireat
i
TheOnlv
The < 'omi« al
DUIMALDl.
DUOMIO.
1*LI>U<>.
|
|
1*01*1 LAB PRICES. SEATS SECIREI) AT F. W.POTK s
l\vt»
.1. 11. LAIN E, Business Agent.

200 Bed Spreads!
Extra

large

si/e. very

heavy,

00

at

THOMBS & OSBORNE

SAIL
DEAL.KRS

AND

IN

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS
Belfast, Mi*.
Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
Highest cash price paid tor old rags, junk
37
metals, bones, &c.
Swan &

500 Yis.
300 Blue
"

SPECIAL NOTICES.
STRIPED,

A CARD.
To all who arc suffering from the errors and indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

6

1-4 Cents.

will

WOOLENS 6 COTTONADES,

cure

you, FREE OF CHAU jE. This great remedy
discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Ukv. Josi.imi
T. Inman, Station 1), Xeic Y'ork
IvtiO
City.

FOB MEN A BOVS* WEAK.

was

W e haw about ooo yds. more of those double and
twist at
and a large assortment of Woolens
manufactured m this State.

manhood, &c.,

I

will send

a

recipe

that

HOSIERY !

Ill

Seal-sport, Feb. *J7th. Mr. Fred A. Nichols ol
Belfast, and Miss Marv E. Nickerson of swan\ ilie.
In Bangor, Fi b. 27th, bv licv. .1. K.
Ndanis, Mr
Harnnin .1 Stevens of
Bangor ami Mi-- Haiti.- ri
Higgins of Thorndike.
In IN aldo, dan. 2'dtli, In Samuel
Kiugshurv, Cso
Mr. dame- F. .-lieldon of Belfast, and Mi-'< Nellie
both M. Merriani of Morrill.
In Belmont, Fell. 2lith, by .'has M
('nnningliam,

Mr. (ieorge I.. Bryant and Mr-, dune Black,
Belmont.
Ill Palermo, Fell. 12th, Kalph M. Turner and
-Nbbie >. Burgess, liotli of . hiua.
In Liberty, Fell. Stli, Mr. Warren N. Towle ami
Nil-- Charity L. Dodge, both of
Liberty.
In Warren, Feb. lath, Mr. Alvin o. Clover of
Camden and Marv V. Blaekington of Cnion.
In Koeklaml, Feb. 22.1, Patrick W. Driscoll ol
Mass., and Mary K. Driscoll of Koeklaml.
(Juincy,
In Koeklaml, Teb. lnth, Herbert B. Messer ami
Mi.-s Nellie L. Thomas, both of Koeklaml.
in Koeklaml, Feb. I4th, David Owen- and MrLottie H. Crooker, Dotli of Koeklaml.
in Kden, Feb. lHth, Mr. diileon I’, drover of Ml.
Desert, and Miss Annie K. Dodge of Blueliill.

We have a large variety of new spring styles, purchased Jan. I. 1881 which we otter from l'J.'e. to
*1 00.
Examine our

Sifk ('fork UuUn iifijun at

C.

about 14 years.
In Belfast, Feb. 23d, Josiali II.
Banks, aged 35
> ears and 5 months.
In this city, Feb. 27tb, Thomas 1
laugh, a native
of Ireland, aged 70
years.
In Searsport, Feb. 15th,
.Joseph Moore, aged 00
years, jo months and 24 days.
In Liberty, Fell. 28th, Mrs. Almira
MeCurdv,
aged (ill years and 0 montlis.
In Islcsbnro, Fell. 25th, Charles J’. son of L. ||
and Maria X. Durgin, aged 4
years and » months.
In Islesboro, Fen. nth, Varnam F.,
aged 4 veers
child of Dea. .James F. and Theresa R. (irindal
111 Camden, Feb. 20th, Jessie II.,
daughter of
Charles M. and Hattie s. Barstow, aged 11 months
and 3 days.
In Camden, Feb. liltli, Miss Jane
Wilson, aged 35
years.
In Warren, Feb. !4th, Mrs. Hannah, wife of AIden
Copeland, aged 35 years and 2 months.
In South Warren, Feb. 17th,
Washington Peters,
aged 55 years, s montlis and pi days.
In Deer Isle, Feb. Pith, Jonathan Fat..
s4
years.

100 doz Handkerchiefs. -Je
E»o
all linen and hemmed... oc
‘*
hemstitched. 8c
!'>°.
.l*2c.

Gents’ White Shirts!
Every gentleman that wishes to he liappv should
wear our coat sleeve, perfect
titling and well

quality and vain** to $2.00 per yard ;

••

inst received

have

HEAVY

.f

P'‘,Md

2 1 l»OZF\ OF MU tm.N to he -old at a redueti.m of Ml itevoiit. We -oil for411 Si a Shawl
tormorly -old for 4.2.00 Look at them and convince yourselves.

SHOWN COTTON

$2.00, worth

for

yards

In remnants

from C yards to 20 yards, we sliall sell
the astonishing price of fl'.r.
per yard, worth
111c. per yard.

SAILED.
N.

York.

Bleached Cotton!

The reputation of tin* Towel ve sell for 253 rents is
well known—length l1, yards, width 22 in.—extra
hea\
loo. and
handsomely bordered —also our
121
Towels are very cheap.

A-

a
specialty we shall offer a BEUTIKCK
HI.KAi HKD COTTON for only 10c.
I r yard,
not eijualled by any house in Maine.

Felt Skirts.

N

A op

w

perfect satisfaction.
have

a

I.I A r Wot d>IU BY, Of Waldo, in said Connty, respectfully libels, and give- tbi- lion. Court
to be informed that she was marrried t SIL\s j.
WO<>1>IU'KY. of Belfast, on the :;oth day of March.
A. 1>. 1>7J.
Thai -ince her intermarriage site ha<
always conducted herself a-a faithful, chaste and
affectionate wife; and that -he has had bv Iter said
husband one child. Florence Fthcl Woodbury, born
January 11, A. I). ls7'J, now living, sin further
libels and say »that for four years past site ha> been
obliged to support herself and her child since it.-,
birth; that while -he lived with her said husband
he was indolent, lazy, and neglected to make anv
provision for your libellant or her child; that he
was violent, ugly and profane, in his treatn ent of
your libellant, and that be in a lit of anger, -truck
y our libellant, doing her great injury. That it consequence of such treatment tml the want of the
necessary articles of food a id cl. thing, she w:iobliged to abandon the said libcllee and go to live
with her own people until the birth of her child;
she further sav- that she abandoned said libellee in
May. ls7S, and since that time the said libellee has
wholly neglected to make any' pro\ .-ions for her.-elf
or her child, although able -o to d<
Wherefore your libellant pra vs, that divorce
from her .-aid husband may be decreed to hei
if the same may be louud reasonable and
proper, consistent with the peace and luoralitv of .socieand that
ty, and conducive to domestic,
-la* may have the care and custody of the child and
such allowance for the support of said child, from
the property or means ot the libellee as the I Ton.
Court deems prudent to allow.
Your libellant
further says that the residence of the libellee is out
of the state and unknown to her, ami cannot be as.

Jl

to

W \ l.ix) NS., < >ct.
and subscribed before me.
I'im.o 11 kijskv, Justice of the

Above

ire

at

II

e

only ash

an

Corsets,

Hi

7 •)

<7‘ac. ami $1.00.

from

Min

in

proportion.

Linen Damasks!

Dnft/

Remnant Dress Goads!

Per
One

lot

1.50

oar

rare

at

T.W. Pitcher & Co’s.,
BLUE STORE.

Tiie Sreatsst

2.00

•*

Carpet Room

at 2.V.

UNDERWEAR!
50

Dozen Ladies Vests, iinlj

35

Cotton Dress Goods!

••

••

>5

Cents

Asthi- sf'-'-k must positively i»e >.old weshalloflVra

Gf O O D

Knelt.

-O Fsi I.KSTIIII

\ Al

I..

A

One Ini Children's Vests, Medium size. I5e. Karli.
lients' Cndershlrls .toe.. sold everywhere at ti7e,

grand cleaning out of these goods will be made,
as the prices vary we cannot quote them. Suffice it to say that they will be cheap.

I

Tapestries for only $1 Per Yd.
Extras, 87 l-2c.

Lowell

CLOAKS!

ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

it "\n

Former Price,

$7,00 to $25.00,

Present

$5.00

!

$2 00, $2.50, $3 50 and $5.00 Each.

$ 1S.OO.

to

INGRAINS 55 CTS.

KID GLOVES.
Me

Wc have the I..VK<;B8T and MOST < OMl'I.KTK
stock in Belfast, and shall close out the entire lot,
amounting in value to $;»00. shall -ell
DOIBLK INDIA STRIPED FROM $7.00 TO $30.00.
FORMER PRICE,

Buy

one,

and

sure

remember these

prices.

We

sell

Doub'e Warps, 50 Cts.
a

ip»od Kid < »iuye 2 Mutton-, for 25e. one lot for :>7 i
1
**.
•» Button Kids 5(le., former
price $l.oo. t But
ton Kids $l.oo, old priee $1.5".
\\v -hall oft\ r a lot
of

Kid.-, sii.Lht.lv

-oiled. 1 *«•-1

.piality,

or

Hemp Carpeting 16c.,

at ie-- than

SOLD EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

one-half their value.

$10.00 TO $37.00.

perfect satisfaction warranted

LINE

50

••

and

••

BE FOLM) I\ OFU

WILL

price.
to ob-

Baps!

1.50

2.50

the

Oil Cloths &

money

Rugs

refunded.

LACE NECK TIES

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
Both
WM L

&

Single

MEET THE SAME

MARKED DOWN.
These

i;<)oiF you

have been marked (low

■•.••.ii sir

n

cts. per yard, and these prices are
a'liarantec! ••nl\ for the uoods on !iaml for 00 days.
from

/•; /-•><. to $/..-><>.

oti/i/

10 to !.'

TKKMs >TK1( TF > CASH.

Double,

SvCKIEICE

IN

»

COVENTRY YARN

KICKS.

'Or. I'ee Skein.
\s

SCOTCH YARN

From $3 00 to $6.00
Marked down from $.*1.00 and $8.00 per pair.

hand; look at the spreads

inU’iiti'Mt

others.

to make

>

Shall sell

will sutler
(

a

dean sweep of

the

our

fate of the

same

artaius for

~>0 Ft.*.. Former Frim

BED SPREADS!
on

our

slock, Ute.se goods

20c.. irort/i 2.~>c.

GO Cts.

Carpet Sweepers!

we

sell for

<

65 Conti*

One lot.

$1.25.

and

—buy

line

one

henmtitehed

ami show it. to

Hdkfs. Sr.,

WOOLENS!
-F

< >

It—-

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.

lor., 12

only 12**0., wortli 25c.
your friends. All l.incn
17c., splendid values.

BEST f»3AKE $2.50.

.

I

|
Our assortment to be closed out

regardless

of

un\

Our attention will lie

profit.

stork is not lar#e, but have about .">00 yards on
hand, to be soli 1 2f> percent, less than former prices.

This

HAMBURGS!

CIGAR!

lection

of

parties
diately,

indebted to

vices of

us

to the col-

will settle imme-

propose to

as we
an

given

all unsettled accounts, and

Attorney

secure the ser-

when it is

required.

Remnant Hamburg*

C.

O’CONNELL’S,

// ayfont Wort,,

One Lot of

Grey

1-2c. per

fidfa st.

Flannel at 12

<<

niJNGE ftp-JW

<<

a

yard.

22c.
*

MATHEWS,

Belfast,

Me-

-Meow!)

Buy the Flaonel

“

Appointment.

lit-lfasl, ill the County of Walilo ami State of
Maine, the loth ilav of Vvhrnarv, A. !>. ISM.
rP,IK nnili'rsigneil lierehy gives notice of his anJL
pnintmont as Assignee of AMOS F. BOWEN,
III Belfast, in saiil
County of Walilo, insolvent
Mini
Hehtoi,
ns

own

has been ileclaml

petition, hy

thi‘County

the

of Walilo.

<

Insolvent upon
mitt of Insolvency for
an

J.

P.

COWLES,

I'hysieian
CAMDEN,

M.

D.,

<1- Surgeon.
MAINE.

HOSIERY!

“

•

Nave opened a
Hosiery carried
at a bargain.

we

sell for 121-2 Cts.,

H The quotations
the fact that these

on

our

prices

goods and

may be relied

upon, should induce the trade far and

yard.

.Sold ever) where at ill ('ts.

Police of Assignee of His

on hand, together with a full
regular lengths. We make this stock
specially, the prices will .astonish all.

assortment of
a

One Lot at 18c. per

FF.INFECT BED.

At

inspection of

FORMER PRICE 81 50.

1.25

**

only SI.00.

sell at

we

lor $1.00

$1.25

t.oodto

Width.

-A T-

A. B.

offer.

Umbrella

!)<>zttt. .Iff Linen.

worth

2.00
have a large stock of short length Dress
in all qualities, from the highest cost goods
lowest. We shall close out the lot at any
(ioods worth $1.00 per yard shall di-pose of
ami 37c. per yard. A splendid opportunity
tain dresses for children at nominal prices.
We

Ejrtra

LOOK AT THE

NAPKINS !

ami IT'-.

-old for -Jo**

Cents Per Yard,

UMBRELLAS.

the i|iialit> we sell fur only 250. per yard,
advancing in prior- t<- $l.ou; former priee $.'.25

*2">e., former!}

REMNANTS,

sjtfi-ndid (Jit at it if <(

rents.

K".»k at

From lne. to

OF

Only 10

Shooflahs in Black & Colors,
67 l-2c. 46 in. Wide.

LOT

>7 1-2

•iiialities

r

JOB

35

$1.00
»

COTTON

enumerate blit fete of
ire

yard—marked down

A full assortment

I>1<

AttestWim.ia.m Bkhky, Clerk.

VERY LOW PRICKS

the great bargains which

per

Peace.

INK—WALDO s.s.

choice lino of

Ties & Corsets!
offering

One lot worth till cents, for

liliK7.1 Mom ic Cloths C,.~ic. <f S7 l-‘4c

5, 1SN0.

l \l. Cot in,
January Tt rut, A. I>. 1 ssI. s
the
libel.
Fpon
foregoing
Ordered, Flint the libel
hint give notice to the libellee of the
pendency
thereof, by publishing an attested copy of the same
and of this order thereon, three weeks
successively
in the Hopublyan Journal, a
newspaper printed at
Belfast, in the Countv of Waldo, the last publication to be not lc.-s thail tw
enty days before the next
term of thi- Court, to be holden :tt
Belfast, within
and tor the ( ountv of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday'
oi April next, that he
may then ami there appear
ami show cau-c if any he has,
why the praver of
the -aid libellant should not he
granted.
:{w!»
Attest —Wiu.iam Bkhky, Clerk.
A true copy of the libel and the order of the Court

thereon.

Dash

For

RIBBONS!

curtained by reasonable diligence.
J I’Ll A 1*. WOODIU BV.

IMPROVED

are

Doable

balance of the-e goods >old <*utateost.
we sell a -kin that ><>Id for *1 .S.V

*1,00

Kxtru dean silk embroidered, for 37 1 -2c.each.

harmony”,

■

we

Case of'

STATE OF MAINE-WALDO 88.
To the Hon. Justices of our Supreme Judicial
Eourt, next to be hidden u» Belfast. In the County <>l Waldo, on the lirst Tuesday of January, l.
IL 18M :

GRAVES’ PATENT

Which

/

A |.|M»

>1 I’KIvVIi: Jt I>I< I V1. ( Ol
in, IN \ V< VTION.
t lion till- foregoing libel it is ordered. That no
lice of the pendency thereof be given to the above
mimed libcllee by publication of an attested eopv
of -aid libel, together vv ith this order thereon, three
week- sueec-siwly in the Republican Journal, a
public newspaper published in Belfast, in -aid
County of Waldo, the la-t publication to be thirtv
days at least before tlie third Tuc-dav of April. \.
1>. 1 ss 1.
JOHN \. 1M-. TE.R’s. .J s. Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Attest:—William Bkruy, Clerk.

Sworn

The

"t; sn ai.i. open ns Tin: 20th,

-hall

We

n THIS!

mateoi Maine.
ss., Eeb. s, I SSI.
1 hen personally appeared tin above named Nettie
!'-• 1 "/ier and made oath that the residence of the
above named Frank Ik To/ier
not known to her:
that -he has made diligent search and that the-ame
cannot be aseertained by reasonable
(liligcnee. Be
tore nn
J. >. II Mini man. Justice of the Reaee.
( <»t

GABRIELLA

kid in black and colors at.id 00. (formi r
1 which we have sold for the
price id
past ten
years and never heard of a pair but what gave
we

groat sale.

this

n ri:n a sim.kni>ii> pi in. Cashmere for (57‘■»<'*.; 75e.
marked down fromH7l-4c.; sTCe. markeddown from
$1.00; $1.00 marked down from $1.25. Do not fail
to avail yourself of these bargains.

Belfast. .now-..-,id. regive- thi- honorable

informed that -lie wa- law full. married
t|( E RANK I.. 1 <)/. 1 E. R, a t Bel 1 a -1, a foreman 1, on
the lir-t day oi May, A. I*. Is7:>. and had le. him
.-inee their -aid iui.rmaniage, three eliildreii, now
living, to wit: Herbert El., aged-even war-; R-*-a
lb.aged live year.-: and Margie lb, aged two wars.
I hat -inee tlieir -aid intermarriage vour libellant
ho- conducted her-elf towards the -aid Frank Ek
'fo/ii r. a- a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife,
and lias resided with him a- hi- vv ife, at -aid Bella-t as aforesaid, but that the -aid Frank 1.. To/ier,
wholly regard Ic-.- ■>! hi- marriage covenant and
duly -inee their-aid intermarriage, to w it. «m the
-econd day ol >eptember. A ! >. !*7', lias committed
the crime <d adultery with a certain lewd
woman,
your libellant unknown, and ha on diver- other
day and time- committed the l’inip of adultcrv
with certain other lew d women, to vour libellant
unknown.
Wherefore, inasmuch as it would he reasonable
and proper, and conducive to dome.-tie
harmony
and cond-trnf w ith the peace ami moralitv of society, your libellant pray- that a divorce from the
bond- of matrimony existing bet ween herself and
the -aid frank L To/ier may be decreed to her;
• bat the care and ui-n»<iv ot her -aid minor chil
dren may b. deer.-cd to h.-r and that the ( ourt w ill
‘i' crce to her rea-onai.ie alimony out ol the e-tate
ot tin- -aid E’rank Ik To/ier, !ia\
iug a regard to hi
ability op instead tliereof, such sum a- tin* Court
may order and a- in duty bound vv ill ever prav.
And your libellant further allege- that tin- residence of the said E’rank 1. To/ier i- not known to
her and cannot be ascertained hv reasonable dilin i r ri i: e;. tozif.r.
Fr‘*ncc.

a

In addition to tho above

CORSETS.

lit;.

CEO. E. JOHNSON.

ARUIVKB.

complete; all shades in stock
subjected to the great mark-down. Fine qualities at
$1.00and $1.25 per yard.
Corduroy Velveteens at
>7k.c. per yard, striped Satins $1.00, sold for $1.25.
is

iictfast.

ToZIlvR.ot
t
>TE;TT1I:
speet fully libel- and
our! t" be

3 Bnlton, Splendid Quality, at 37 l-2c.

bargains trill be foil nil
Feb. 23il, schr. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Linmlnville.
2«th, schr. Hattie, Pool, Boston,

TOWELS!

THE FAMOUS

PORT OF BELFAST.

Jlltb, schr. Allen Green, Nickerson,

"

O’CONNELL’S,

finished shirt at 75c. and 85c

We have

CIGAR!

T-

SrcUH.MK Jl

HANDKERCHIEFS!

stork to convince everyone that

SHIP NEWS.

A

Utu/fonl Mock,

I-4c,

KID GLOVES!

Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age.,
residence, (fc., ofdeceasedpersons wit! be published
under this heading. J
In this
city, Fell. 2sth, Mrs. Caro King, aged 34
vrs.
Same day, Lottie Welch,
aged 15 vis. Same
dav, Caddv, daughter of George W. i>\er, and

FAMOUS

STAFF OK M \

■DIED.

Fell

worth

obtained. We have marked

‘-0 per cent. We sell a good silk for 75r.,
$1.00. For $1.00, worth .$1.25—increasing in

Bought expressly for

WALDO S>.

One lot each (all linen) \JUe., *JAc and 07c.
One
lot each, '1 urkey Reds, 07 c.. I Ac and Ao.

Dumpty

Ship Work

GARRIELLA

inches wide and all linen) To.

EUROPEAN SPECIALTY TROUPE!
KVKit

THE

(i\n

ROBERTS TABLE LINENS,
—

Splendid
down silks

lie

can

<

(

We have an immense slink of all tin new amide
siralil" sli ides for earlv >;>riiur wear, whieh we
i.UVr at \ 1 iliY 1.0W I’UII KS.

H-l-SKASON-l'So

NICK
New Humpty

&

as

POWKIt WITH ItOOM TO It KM.
C. J, HALL, .Leasee
Helfusi. Muivli 1, l-M. -!l

Ik

Friday Evening, March 4, 1881, 3000 YDS.
CRASH,
>

m“S' -

mm ( lotus!
vain*

The assortment

To the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to he holden at Belfast,
within and lor the C ount) of Waldo, on the third
Tuesdii) of April next :

SPECIALTY.

OUR

AT

\ \ I

oiTthe^prices tehreHiseSrttSS^^SSt^JSSIX"0*

"ill lie iiiii.lua specinltv.
1 >11,ilii-alo purls or full
t- .11' neiiiTy nil aei-irullunil iiupleiiie it- ill use in
llii- ieinii in shirk nr iniule to nriler.
I’rii e w ill
In- iniule Imv, line! we liope mul
merit uml
o\pe. i
oi .lain ;i lilieral p.'itrnna^e.

<jnuiity.

M VNAI.KBS,

Till. <»HI(i!\ \|

work prompt I v and iust

to do

direct.

--

Hayford Opera House 2000 Yds. Huckaback
l!l SKIN ( LI B,

Our Store to tie Marpl

..

We oiler 10 pieces at a great reduction in price.
We call particular attention to our silks at Toe.,
sI Ao s| 7A and sj oo
These grades
£1 00. si
VAIXH every
are the RK-'T
tiered, and every
a
want
of
silk
should
avail
in
themselves
person
<1 this grand opportunity.

tireal value

NEPHRETICUSW.

customers

Mining Machinery

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,

lye.',

Tlio Deinaiifl is Imperative.

MncejI.

m

BLACK

PLASTERS

prepared

wo are
our

Instanllv relieve Pain, Sorenes> an»l \Veakne--.

OKI. t

per Slock Most ]e

MainiWjT

Foundry k

w iicther inherited or contracted. ( r ri<
wa,
Medicinal Jelly, arrests external evidence of blood
disease-, eats aw ay dead -kin and lle.-h, heals sores,
ulcers and every specie- of itching and irritating
-kin and scalp di-cases, when the blood has been
purified with the Resolvent. ITtktua cures
humor- of the scalp, reproduces, softens and beautifies the hair beyond the possibility of any other
remedy. (TTicritA Soap, prep arc'd from Crri<
1; v Sit a vim; Soap is the lit -t medicinal soap prepared expressly for shaving, and i- extravagantly
praised b\ gentlemen.

I>ruggists,.»*fiO

:

Primary tirade.$1.50
I ontiiKiii English.•> AO

,i

l'OTTKR,

in *.IN

i.

rrHK liKI.FA's'r ForNDIM AND MACHINE:
1 shop is now fairly running, and being equipped
with

vitiated condition of the

WKKKS A

\\ H

If l in If 14. 1SS1.
aii-l «*"nthuu* ciulii u
unitor tin; instruction of

blood,

Are

ri;i;\i

si’kim.

at

l liis great blood purifier, liver stimulant and
vegetable invigorant idealises the stomach, bowelurinary organs, strengthen.-, vitalize- and electrifies every fluid of the body, and cure- all dis

originate

GEORGE I. BHRKRIT’S.

THE-

High English.5.50
Languages, each
1.00
Mr. Luce is a graduah
d' tin? Me. Wes. Sein..
;;u I lia
had several .years experience as a teacher
Phorough and practical instruction in all branches
usually taught in High Nlmol- and Academies,
•special attention given to those wishing to prepare
themselves for teachers
The school will he graded amt the lower grade placed in
charge of a competent teacher. Hood hoard and conveniences for
sell hoarding at very reasonable rates. For further
part ieulars, address the principal at Brooks, or consult either of the following parties,
•b\ .'
HENRY BAILEY or RH'HARB <•! RNKV.

-,> Y-

and

a

Hr/fast.

MO.XH.I r.

Meanses the Blood. Regulates the Stomach. Bowels and Irlnary Organs.

in

CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS & MATTINfiS!

Head of the Tide.

CUTICURA RESOLVENT

that

O’CONNELL’S,

-AT

make attidavit to the truth of this statement
S. (.. 1U\T<>\.
Jte.-peetfully,
Mii.an, .Mu it., July J, 1ST.'!.

case-

CIGAR!

I’-

HIGH SCHOOL

hue.

copper-colored

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

15 and 25 fls.

....

Hayford lilorh.

could be rubbed ott' like dandrufl', and at times
causing intolerable itching' and the most intense
-uttering. I have used blood purifiers, pill- and
other advertised remedies, but experienced no re
in a i: \
lief until I procured the (
Rememes,
which, although u-ed eatvle--l\ and irregul ally,
eureil me, allaying that terrible itching ami re-tor
ing my -kin to it- natural color. 1 am willing to
It

HERRMAN,

GABRIELI,A
C.

SKIN HUMOR.
Mes.-rs. Weeks a 1»otti-:u
(lentlemyn, I have
been attlieted w ith a troublesome skin disease. eov
•
ring almost completely the upper part of my body,

HARRY

BY

THE FAMOUS

$10,000 WORTH

“After three months’ use of thc< etieera Hemepies, and twelve years of as constant suffering
from humor of tlie l'aee, neck and scalp as was ever
endured, I can say that 1 am cured, and pronounce
my ea>e the most remarkable on record. I have
been s<i elated with my success that 1 have stopped
men on the street who were alllicted, and told them
to get the CiTIEEKA Heme PIES and they would
cure them.
This is why L am so grateful to you,
for I believe them to be the best and greatest dino erv of the age, and that they will cure all who
arc -littering with these diseases.”

Skin cop-

ASSISTED

Admission,

Hon. William Taylor, of Boston, state Senator of
Massachusetts, says of Ills case :

Covering Hie upper part of the Body.
per-colored.

REV. A. A. WAITE,
THE i YEARS OLD BOY “MEDIEM."

1-of

Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Bv (
il. >ak<;i;\ r. No. 8, Main Street.

New York

we.-ent

CLOSING OUT

married.

H.

1

SCROFULOUS HUMOR.

was

by

I

*he

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Centlemen,—1 luid
running sores on my left leg for seven years, which
reduced my limb to simple skin and bone, and unable to support my weight unless swathed in band
ages. A consultation of physicians at the City
Hospital of Boston, decided that it would have to
he amputated to save my life. Such was my condition when I began to use the Cctu i;ua Hemepies,
which have effectually cured me, iu gratitude for
which I make this public statement of mv ease.
JOSKPH A. PAl/MKK.
Ifrpsos, Mass.. July, 1870-
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Facl k Fraud of Spiritualism
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is reported that Peru lias asked England,
Franco and Italy to mediate in regard to conditions
of peace with Chili.
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uy : act t«» incorporate the Twin Lead and liecla
Minim:and Smelting Company of Bluebili act to
amend an act to im*..rporate the Ilalloweil Academy: act authorizing the city of Belfast to pay its
bonded debt; art to amend chap. S3, public laws
of Is; j relating to granting new trials: act to
amend sec 13 chap 73 R S relating to convey
ances in mortgage and conveyances in trust
In the House a bill wa* presented to incorporate
the Belfast Bank. The Militia bill, appropriateg
*lb,0db annually for ilie militia establishment, was
Passed
passed in concurrence with the Senate
to be engrossed—An act to incorporate the Booth
bay Railroad Company : act amendatory of chap
-17. of public laws :.f Kso; act to amend section
..chapter 1* of the Rev is.-d Statutes conaerniug
manufacturing, mining and 'parrying torpor it ions :
act to incorporate the Maim- State Line Railroad
Company: act to amend chapter f>. section 10 of
Revised Statutes
act relating to the compensa
lion of Jailers f.»r the
support of prisoners; act to
amend chap
the Revised Statutes, relating
to the inspection and sale of agricultural
produe
lions: act authorizing the extension of the Bucks
A
Bar_ror Railroad
port

'•

iialogue-

March I

loitering around railroads was passed Passed
engrossed An act to amend au act to incorporate the Palmer A Machiasport Railroad (’oinpa

'■
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AGENTS FOR DOMESTIC PAPER FASHIONS.
The addition to our Store and the
general enlargement of our Counter and Shelf Room, make
it necessary for us to limit this sale to
only 60 days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot quarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as
soon as sold.

GEO. W. BURKETT.

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

The

Wreck.

The

And
And

a
a

The man who comes about solely to kill time
should confine himself strictly to his own time.
The

By

the
Bv the

SARSAPARILLA.
The Great Blood Purifier, Kidney Remedy and Mild
Laxative.
umlrr-icncd. having

r !•.. tb

w-cd I»li.

(

him.

BKTT- <HAK Kit v\l!> \L \ llll.ii -YU
I'P in our practice, and having examined the formula by \\ in -l» it i- prepared,
-uld cheerfully recommend it t > the community a- the cheapest, safest
and mn-t etV: aci-ms of all tin* prepavati ms of >ai
aparilla in the market. It- highly .amx-ntrated
(there heinjr
jriven
<yrup
Vegetable Kvtract that any other
<•:.
contains tin* care, skill ami
it- vna:
.-inline-tifacture. arc -ure guarantees of it- purity and ei-tate

in

amount of

a

twice

the amount of

UOSBY. M. I*., W. I>. BPl K. M. I*.,
1)., J. m Kl.Llt >T, M. !>., J AMK>
.1
BAKB, M I).. Z. (Dl.m'RN. M. I).. M. C
L'K\YK>I»riiY. M. I).. \
FRKM’H. A1 D..J<»
VI All < H<>-I»Y. M. 1 >
V .C C VT !
M. !>.. J V M K>
T. H. (

lccf

IU NT( »N. M

A.CHF .C.M

Tlm-c who haw failed to
benctitcl by ..{her
>ar.-ap:iv i'i.t- should imt fail ’.«• make a >imrlc trial
of tlii- Rio. d P'.rif i11and Life Tm iir- r.;tinir < *om1"-and o! >h.iker >.ar~aparil!a, Dandelion. Yellow

Dock.

di »~Si, Canret. Indian
Mandrake, Din k
Hemp ..:id the Bern. of Juniper ami Cub. .. .-..mbinc i with Io.;i ie of pota-Mum made i-v tin- >ociet;..
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time
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David

deep
deep
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Mlntal
N.-rv..u-m-"-.

piiy>i<

\l

e\iiai'-th*n.

Hysteria. Ni^ht Sweats, Merp-

and Decline are at
_rn. I :.:i«-i;iti•»n
Icssne'-, (
This original
one, arre-ted b\ MAI.T PdTTK.lt''.
and incomparable k*« *i» Mr.DiriNt; i- rich in nourishment and st renal h. 1: feeds the body and the
rain
It reiruiate- the stomach and b< wels,
cleanses the liver and kidney', inrrea'es the appetlte and enriches tin- blood.
Health, strength and
peace of mind an 'tin- to follow it- <.ti 1 y use. Pre••

pared ly tieI'nfermentctl

COMPANY from
and Hops, and sold everywhere

MALT P. ITT Tit*
.\fa t

HAS NEVER FAILED

when used according t the printed directions
inclosing each bottle, end is perfectly safe even
in the most inexperienced hands.

PERRY DAVIS*
PAIN KILLER

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers.
by Mechanics, by Xarses in JJ .-pUals,
BY EVERYBODY.

PAIN
KILLER 'i 'SS.a'.’Jilirout, ('hills, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,

Cramps, Cholera,a USuieU Compiu.S..-.
We have Innuuiemhle testimonials f- n
parties in all parts of th< worldwhulu.vi used

PAIN RIIXEF

internally

with never-failing fu<of sickness of aim-i.-t every natiue.

PAIN KILLER
fur

to the World

in

cases

iLxS.Ti uV;:’T.

Sick

Headache,

Sickness,Pain in the Back. Pain in
Side, Rheumatism, and Kturaigia.
I'XQ,rEST!OYABI.Y THE

vm

the

BEST LINIMENT MADE
equal having
yet t
Its

never

PAIN KILLER;
uts,

(if <
Bruises,
Severe Burns, etc.

cases

en

Jouud.

r r tn ,pr
Sprains,

i
Scalds,

Planter, Sailor, Mechanic, and
in fact all classes wanting a sure and sale
medicine wliich will always he at hand,
and can be freely used internally or externally without fear of harm and with
certainty of relief.

PAIN KILLER ^“5^“
of
a

supply

WKINo

TOE

it.

PAIN Mill,
KILLER
>hop

and
on every Farm ai I Plantation,
and in every ll<*useh",d. ready
r immediate
use not only fir A vidents. rut-.
1 .rimes,
Mores, etc., but in case of Mudden Mickness oi'
any kind.
No family can safely be without this invaluable remedy in the house. Its price bring- it
within the reach < f all. and it will annually
save many times its ct*-t in doctor’s bills.
For sale by all druggists at >;5c., 50c., an 1
$1 per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Proprietors.

Vitalizes and Fnrichcp the? Rlonri, T(.ik.?
ti.-f Y.
,cyst<::i.
Strong, Ililiius up the |;roL*. r.dowu
Invigorates tlio

«.» tho

lirain, and

-C U R E S—
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Drcpsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IRON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and Now Life into all part f the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOI.. Its raerni:lng effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but arc permanent.
<

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, So
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

au

hour of

Kennedy.

Kondeut. N

and get the !»■.

<

;or's

©pinion/<>•

SNOW BJ.CM KA1»E

All

The great remedy for Dyspepsia, DIRcnisDis*
eases and Pnncticnal derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1»2 Ibt bottles,75 cents.' Six
bottles. £4. Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
supplied with net exceeding six bottles at one-haI £
the retail price, money to accompany order. Sold
by druggists and ly'JD. B. Djeyey & Co.. 4d
dey St,, ISewTork,
Toxic —‘^Increasing the strength % obviating the
fffects of debility and restoring health y functions;'
-Webster,

Inauguration.

rUOUSANl) MEN To TAKE I'AKT i
PARADE—THE KALI
ET<

\

TIM

\\ ashington despatch says
The interest 11:
ti e c lining inauguration ceremonies
grow apace
i :ic preparations are
rapidly advancing The
hotels now receive hundreds ot applications every
iuy for rooms in excess of their accommodation
tor inauguration week.
All the available private
<iuart* s are being rapidly engaged. There is some
tanlt indmg with the general order issued
by (ion.
Sherman relative to the grand military display, but
it doe.s not amount to
anything. "The committee.’
-.ml Gen. Sherman, "have all been consulted.
We can't march A'0.000 men from this end of the
avenue to the
capitol in the two hours which the
inaugural ceremonies at the capitol usually con
surne."
Therefore it was concluded to make the
procession after the inaugural address, so that
President Gartield could review it on his return
Kvery subdivision will march the whole length of
Pennsylvania avenue, as high up as Seventeenth
street, exactly the same distance that was marched
by the troops in the grand review iu May 18f»/j.
All arrangements for witnessing the procession
i>ave been made by the committee along the avenue. and no arrangements have been made for
viewing it from side streets. The first division,
which escorts Gen. Garfield to the capitol, must
not exceed 4000 men. because that is the
largest
number that can be grouped in the
space immediately east of the capitol without crowding out the
citizens who will be here to hear the inaugural
address. That division (the first) will lie composed
of representative men of all classes
There will be
regulars, the navy, volunteers aDd civilians in it.
The inauguration ball is going to be a magnificent thing.
Over £1300 worth of tickets were sold
in one day
The hall in which the inaugural ball
is *o he held, the main tloor of the National Museum building, is admirably
adapted to that purThere is contained in it 80,300 square feet
pose
of tloor space.
All of this is available for ball purposes
Allowing for the space that will be taken
the
up by
purely reception part of the evening and
fy the decorations and ornamentations, there will
remain plenty of room for every holder of the 8000
tickets, should that number be sold, to indulge in
the dance with pleasure and without the diseom
tort and bad words muttered under breath, which
iro hand in hand with an overcrowded room aud
eternal bumping together of whirling couples.
Those who do not want to dance can comfortably
look on, if they want to, but will also have the
pleasant alternative of walking around without in
terfering in the least with the dancers.
The tloor is divided into 17 halls. These
freely
communicate with each other by wide aud
lofty
archways. In these there will be the dancing and
promenading. It is a long walk to traverse them
all. The centre of the building is octagonal on the
tloor
This is called ‘-under the dome
The
gentlemen, coming from their room, will join the
ladies from theirs without any trouble.
They
will greet the President and Mrs Garfield, and
then pass on to the other pleasures of the
evening.
The building is so roomy and the hall so convenient
that there cannot even be a jam in the vicinity of
the President. The address of every person buy
ing tickets is taken and no disreputable person
will bo admitted, nor will any speculation in the
tickets be allowed.
A

■

The statement that has beeu going the rounds
of the press to the effect that President Hayes drew
his salary monthly in advance is declared to be
false, upon official authority.

&
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The following h the sworn statement (o the Insurance
Commissioner of 'Massachusetts of the
tinancial condition of the
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give long credit

FOR SALE.

F. H. FRANCIS & CO.,
S. A. Ilowes A Co.. Main St., Belfast. Me.
M e mean business, and If you will give us a call
you ean see for yourself that we are doing just
what we advertise, and selling belter goods than
Umvo
you ran buj elsewhere for the money.

Opposite

New

the :>|st of December, Isso.
ASSETS.
sleek and liond- at market valm-.sln.lol,Tot.
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paeitv. Well found in cables and anchors
Will make good lime carriers.
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England

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
of Boston,
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.1. S. ItANEETT,
Intelligence Olliee, Uockhintl.

BROWX CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.
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BOHAN

on

P.

FIELD,

Counsellor at
Oflice Hill, kcatlnK A Held.

,»\,t

Law,
Natlnnal Hank.

MAIN STREET. BELFAST.

W. C. FRYE,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Offit cover \.lt. ( base's stored u'tom House Square
:
BELFAST,
MAINE,

G. C.
Office

t-

D.,

KILGORE, !Vt.

over

Johnson A Co.’s store.

II. H.

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
NlKht calls ansnertd from the Oflice.

H. B.

>

M. O.

HUNTINGTON,

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
kidneys. Bladder, lrlnar> Organs
a Speelalt).

and VMhma

•••-••- Iia\e i»eetl lie-.e< IT" t’e"-e patient* %v t:
ed and heroine ehrouie, and |-r,•:»«*;11 m <•■ lie urabi,
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-einu-e. -kd'..
and *tlCt.V<*t'ul iv-lllt- <>t •! 1 1' 1
will e a!
their -rrvhv. t >ffire hour- !.:‘.o r. \t. i.> \ 1
m. e a."
: w
day "r nit:'.: nonptly att* a,,!■•,;,
—

_

Office and Residence

on

Northport \ve.,Belfast.Me

lb-lfa-t. within and for
tin* 'O'.'iid Tin -day -t

vp.kth h.iipahui
|a 1.1/
Jj W. KK A 1 dll’ Id late
(

ounty

petition

THE Cf HEAT

KIDNEY

.widow of m
>ear-nioiit, in -aid
of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
for an allowance out -t the p«-r-onal e-tate
\i\

klONF.HFY K hi^lilj m iiRimrnili il ami iiiimii'
uii'M'il lor WKAk »r FOIL KIOMVS. DROI’M,
RRII.lirs IMM IM-i, Ills. Hi h.MUl.l, MiHlOls
HKRIIITl. nr ail) OHM III I ION' arl-ina Iiiiiii
l.i; U FL or III IHHFIi HIM IM M lino fur 1I.L1.0W
Fr.VFH. HI,0011 anil KIHNKI 1‘OISOMM. I.. infVrlil iiialariiil sreUimo.
c
llv tin
liMillaumi
a F( >Kl\MI I.K AF‘ \\ k[!i
•HMi’kii niiiiKiK- mi i r, \i!i.i;'i m \i. i
.:
<
<li>r"V ivi| KU)\K(.l N. w hi i
-!-«•« hmi!

deceased.
Ordered, That the -aid Widow ui\. nmtret md!
persons interested by eau-iuy a copy of this .o-into In*

published three weeks -ueee--i\ely in the lie
publican .Journal printed at lb-lfa-t. that they may
appear at a Probate ( ourt, to lie held at lb-!t'.; ;.
within ami for -aid ( ounty, on tin* -re.uni I n -day
of Marei
next, at ten <-f tin* rl..ek before mm,
and -how < aii-e, if any they have, why the -ame
be
should not
granted.
JAM1> l>. I.AMsi »\. .Judife.
A true copy. \ t te-t
\. \. Ft K I«'ll I'.w, llcai-ter.
\. a Probate Court held at Uelfast. within amt t'«• r
lhi* ( ounty of Waldo, on the -ceond T n -<lay
f
1 ebruary, A. I>. 1»1.

McKKKN,

Administratrix ot CKO.

late of lb Ifa-t.

.n ty
-aid (
presented her lir-t and
ate claim aaain-t -aid dem

of
final account and her pri\
ceased for allow am e.
Ordered, That the -aid Administratrix -rive m*ti> c
to all persons interested by causing; a copy of thionler to he published three week- -tieee--i\ely
in tin- Republican .Journal printed at lb-lfa-t, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at
Ib-lfa-r, w ithin ami for said ( ounty, on the -e.- n.d
Tuesday of Felu-uary next, at ten <u tin- do. k be.
v noon, and show cause, if any tiny have, why
tin- -ante should not be allowed.
•JAMKS l». LAM-ON. -tu
-A.
1T.I-It IU K. Kcai-tcr.
A true copy. Attest
\t a Probate Court held at lb-lia-t, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second I' m-day
Kebinary A 1>. l"M.

>0

>. HARKIMAN and (.l-.olH.i: I
i I A KKl.MAV named Kxeeulors m a <ai in-tru
to he the la-1 u ill and te-lament
of .JONATHAN KLWKLL, late of N
I-aid ( ounty «•! W aldo. d.-.-ea
d. ha\ in: pr<
tin- '•ame for Probate.
the
-ail
Kxceutornotice
That
uive
Ordered,
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot tinorder to be publisln-d three week- -umv--i\el\
in the Republican .Journal, printed at lb-lfa-t, th .!
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt. to he held at
Ib-lfast. within and for said ( o:u»ty, on tin- -mm.ml
Tuesday of March next, at ten f the .-lock b.
fore noon, and -how cause, if any they have, why
the .-aim- should not be proved. appn»v» laud ul
-I \M1> 1 » I \ M-< »\. Indye.
lowed.
\ true copy. Attest
II V K l. 1:
P \|.M H|{, Keyi-ter, pi- ten..

J\M1>
mirporting

mei t

<

Probate ( our! held at Rella>t, within ami
County ot' AValdo, on tlie -ee«»nd Tue-tia\

At a
the

i*>r
"t

Kebruary.’ A.

1 >. ISS1.
"I
NOKTi'N. Admini-tr;it"r ot I'm
RENJ. SIloREY, late of Palermo, in said
•
m
County of Waldo, deceased, ha\ iu.tr pre-cnE
lirst and linal account for allow amv.
< M dercd. That the -aid Ydmini-l rat_i\ e m>ti ■.
t
to all persons interested by
eau-ino a
py
t hi
order to 1m* publi-hed three week- -urn
-i\« iy
mat
in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Relf
acid at
limy may appear at a Probate Court, t..
Relfa-l. w itniii and for said < ouuty *m t!u• -»••*•:o
Tuesday "1 March next, at ten of the !*«-k h, imv
noon, ami .-how cause, if any tl
y h.i.e.why th
same should not be allowed.
w s
JAMES l> I. \ M m »N. JmlLte.
\ true copy. Attest
\. \. Li.t n mat. Re-i-tci.
<

S<«.

...■

■

—

subscriber hereby j;ive- piiblie notice !•* all
concerned,that he has been duly appointed

’’I'll L

1

and taken upon himself the tru-t
tor of the estate <*t
CLEMENTINE 11

<<f

.WEN LK, late

*»t

Administra-

W

interp.-rl.

the County of Waldo, deceased, by -him; bond
as the law directs; he therefore request-all per
-on
wltii are imiebted to said <leeea-ed's «--tate to
a
make immediate pay incut, ami those w bo i
demands thereon, toexhibit the -aim* t<*r •••ttleim-n;
to him.
CLoRt.L L. II A 1 N LIE
Keb. 10. Issl.
m

hereby -he- p.iMhrpiIL subscriberthat
he ha- l*een *tn!y
X eoneerued,

and taken upon
of the estate of

him-elf tin*

I

tru-t

aml l imar « >1 maim. it laam w
a: I au\ -trainiim'.
a'!;:
imrati-'ii in tin- w atrr \ :i
_i\ n_ tin n:
Mivimth. \ i_r,,, a ii- I a
iiT t lira it!", a ,, wan. I «atl'-u
iifim*.
It ran In* : ikni at .«i! tinu-. m a,
in.
climate.-, u it In uf ini111
t
tin
I n. ik< at:
"tln-r pi rparatn-u l«»r Ki• iin > lirtirnitir-■. .t Ini'
wt\
a
111
an!
ai-w
amvi
ta-tr ami iiavn
It
pin
‘Main' posi(i\c diuretic pi p:«
\\
not
:ik«
nauseate. Ladles especial!)
t.enl-.\ ta.
K
tlettien will timl Kll»M
T> •nti c'i it a •('■!!
V >Tl< li.
I .a<-h
111
Prav~ tin
•;..
-:an
'■
1. WYUL.M li .V M.VK n\. aiI'r
truim-nt <t.ia-p, wln< Ii prnnit- K i I )\I «. K s
-<*lii
without iirrn-r 1>\
riurai-t-. vr-><«
other pi r-i-n- r\ n*\ wild
/'at up i
>!otths
Quart •o':
I\rr.-ut>
/'amif// f '.<<
no

RICH \ R t )>"N.

the !\i*int*\

posits in tia' llla-Mi
lirat

|

nr

—

>

1

■

t rat-

Kim*.

i<

,,

LYYVULM'L A YlA|{T1 \. Prop’rs, t hieuKo. III.
\nd ♦> Barela) street. New \*>rk.

s>'Miiy

l »ni_mi-t

.«.r.»r.-r-an-1 1 )i-a!«r

Sold in Belfast l>\

li.

In

r\ri' u

||. M0M|1\. Briii'glsl

STATK OF M VINK—W VLDO ss.
r» the Hon. .iustins ol'lhr supmnr .ludlriaH oun
next 10 he lioiden a( llrlfaM. within and l'«»r lit
Fount) of Waldo, on the ti rv t Tur-da) of'.lane
i»p). Vnno Domini 1 s\ 1
l.‘ A 11 \.
\ HV I iK.
; "i Waldo. w iF.■ -t

t 15
1111.i;i.. in -,ii•'
m|; li I \ 1
<
V 1C \ t i;.
t t
pee t full v libels and jiive.- the honorable (
be informed rial -lievva- law full) married :■>
-old Mrrin I*'. < arver. at liuniltaiii. in -aid (
•'I Wald-*, on the twentv tir-: dm
>f Man m.
Domini 1ST.**. b\ Uev A. I Hatch, a mini-h r of ;
authori/.ed to so lent ni/« marriai:*
ao-pel. law t
at -aid 15nr .ham
\ mi t bat -ai- 1 lim : .a ai and It",
re-ided w D Din tin ‘Mate
M urn a- lui-baed
wife until the -JUtli da\ of September. Anno Domii
1 hat
I"77.
mr iib. .lam -.'.'V -aid inletanarriay
ha.-alwa\- behaved her-t !t a- a chaste and aiV<
tiouale wild toward- -aid < >n in 1'. < 'arver. but in
the -aid ‘brill 1. < arvet vv [• 1 i
n-cardie—
niarriauv eov enant- and dutie- -imv .-anl interma
iaa'e. ha- become er-and trrit.dde
ia
n
ip.
and di-po-nioii toward- our lilt llant w itlnmi
au-t on lu-r part.
\ml that on doers da.v
n
lime-, -ii.ee -aid intei mam. a«
-ai i Mrrin i
t ha- committed unprovoked per-*ui.-il vndem
on the I ah da) <>i dub
upon v our libellant, to w it
\ nun 1 »■ >miui I S7
I>
..on, -aid < u
fun t
A
oi, the
to W it
day o| .line, \ |* | 7,;.
ud I! lrnliam. -aid » b
I » at u er with hi fi.-med li-r beat, brut -e.! and :!!tr*-ated
.mr libella:.'
e
M-o to vv it
on t!
t
J"i), d..'
'a
hi-:;,
k iioa ! a -aid < ai a v
W .ado,
id
»rri n t
<
v er ix at. bruised ami liiircalt -t s
•.
im.-l'ant. Vito vv it
on the \Mh da) <d s pn ,.aer, \. h
i>77.
fair field. in the ( -mitv of soiner-t t. -aid Mrrin !
(’arver sci/ed your libellant b\ the hair.*t her in
and threw her down a tli.ahi <>l -tair-. ar> at P.
.iuriiic lu r, bv rea-on vvliereot she -titlered
bodilv pain. V ml v our libellant furl her -ii.,v\
it;
without rea-oiiabh* eau-e -aid Mrrin I < ;trv *-r,
a
N
■uni
the -Jhlh dav
\
1 >. ! v:. I'ii. P.
er.
pi
-erte. 1 and aVim P-m-l ;.
bbeila at. ai d ; hut la
place of ii--iden.ee ;- {■> her unknown, ami that -I
■•.,-«■ tail, me -a ..
has toed rea-on,aide .pi
p. do
but i- unable
W her. I* -re. ami in all
i; i- » e:i enable
oin
proper, conductve to dom
-i-tcii: vv it ii the p. a. e and urn rant v
I societ'
libellant prav
that -he may be .iiv .need f> ,m.
bond- of matrimonv
.vv
exi-jinj; betwcm
lu-r -aid lilt-band
Dal.
III nihum D.
11. \ I > I —o.
( V U\ I ii
VII \ 11 \

S\

>

s

Uli>

..

■

■

<

—»

->

..

-o

appmit*

\ hi.:

REGULATOR

AiND DIURETIC.

<>;

of said

LRLNLZLK P

rent,

u

SEAMEN WAITED.

tin- I■••• ate an-1 ln-• »i\ ent
u
! ter I that I fan render
Ml
!
lia\ini:
:•> ail

pro-.

matter- iii -aid ( 01111
i:-.ita-t. .Kin. !". I 1

At a Probate Court held at Ib-llaM. within and tor
tile County ot W aldo, on the second I'lie-day of
February, A. 1>. 1»1.

k.
W. Tl (

kidney. No It--- than -es« ;. plty-i-a an-were etn
ployed at different time-, t-> whom Mr. Iieaeh paid

-T<» >1.1.1.-

In the New England States.
The he-t of testimonials required, Hood wages
anti stead) employment given to successful men.
Tor term.-, etc., address, -t.iting age, previous oeeu
pation and names of references.
mv>*
M. V. B. HI ASK. Augusta, Me.

at

■

kKK.
VNNIK
Waldo, deceased, having

that ha-

»t

-a

Iieaeh had -tillered

hundred.- of

>

remark.f

brought to the notire

Mr. .1. S.

aroun

»

»

Having

"Ur! f.tr II:,' pa-t 1 —11
valuable eoun-,‘l and

o

The -ul»-eriiier "Her- for -ale sehr.
Mol N | \ KKN'oN. An ton- new meas
\l-» two »the>. -ehooners of
nrement
! Tll"h-. well found in everything. Will
-ell or exchange vc—el-'for mining
K c. \KKY.
-tocks. Achlre-- or call «»u.
\V interport. IVh. -jl.— I. -dw--

h

lower than those wh

No. I, Ha rad rn Block. Belfast. Me.

k I\< i ~d‘d l; Y
Km
\duiini.-t rator
e-tate of (.KOlK.i; M. klAM Y, lao-W a!
<
-aid
of
in
do,
Waido, de.n-a-ed. havina pr
ounty
sented Ids first am ount of \dmini-trntion for a!
lowancc.
Ordered., TTiat the -aid Administrator aivo noli. e to all persons interested by causing a copy
of this ordei to lu- published three week- .-’.le.v-sively in the Kepublit an .Journal, printed at lb-lfa-t.
that they may appear at a Probate » "itrt.to i»eheld
at liolfa-t, within ami t'or -aid County. on the-eond Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
-k
before noon, and show cause, it any they toi\ e. w fty
the same should not be allowed.
.JAM1> I> I. A M "< *\. I
tac.
A lri„-fopv. Atte-t:—A. \. F t. 1- < lit.u. Kcai-t. r.

ft in

kenned}*H “Favorite Kemed}” ahoiil two weeks.

r

W A NT K I

tti

the Kidne> expelled after uvim lie. David

Slone in

<

A ( i K NTS

a

>s
P»« >?
«>etober IP, l*7o.
Dear SirYou procured for
It. H. KDDY l.sy*.
"imv men you have
me. in Isfo, m\ tir.-l patent,
acted for and advi-ed me in hundred? of eases, and
procured main patent?, r. i-- n at d extensions. I
Inme o<-ea?ionaliy employed the best agencies in
New ^ ork. ]‘!iil:idelplua and Washington, but 1 -till
irive you almost the whole of my Ini-mes-. in v our
line, and advise other- to emplov von.
Your? trulv
<.K‘d;(;i; Dlt \PKIt,
Boston, J.-m. |. Is-'} _|v ,1

Schooners for Sale.

ol.
\\ I.. >1.1 M Hoi ND. IMIOW N TAN
face, all hlaek along hack, with while
1 neck, hrea.-t and legs, -potted tail,
hlaek with while tip. i."-l between Belf.mtaml tiiis
place. An\ inlonnatiou that will lead tom;, finding him w i’ll he amply rewarded. Address
I KI’m iN. Winterporf.
I
Jw >*•

ot

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

l.il K HID 1 :\2
"11 measurement: well found in
chains, anchors and rigging. Kart of
-ails nearly new.
Can in* started
with trifling expense.
Knquireoi
11 \ N I’OUD m D. I. \ \ 1:
A
!'. I.*., I>M.
711

•red
VT
ring

empiov
capable of

ft hat //aj>jn

<

LOST.

one

cannot

or more

—

hr. N ATHAN

a-

person im re trn.-t
-eeurista t*• r them an
earl\ and favorable <-"ii-ideration at tin* Patent Oftire.'
KPMl'ND BT Klv K.
I
( omniis-ioma ot* Patent?."

worthy

FOR SALE !
^

regard Mr. Kddy

■•I
and

;•

*

EDDY.

of the claims "t any Patent fnrni-lied
remittitur
one dollar.
V--iaiunent? reeor-ded at Washington.
sses superior
Xo Agency in the fuited States p>
acilities for btaining Patents or as-ret lining the
patcntabUitn < f inn n'tions.
U. II. KDDY. "ola it or «d Patent-.
TKS'I'I MON | \ | ?.

«
’111
apied b> W. ( Tuttle, and is e.•.
ti::« d up t >r the !m-me--.
Vhundance ol
’■> tin- roomiaa
by pump-, and the -kv
light is one of the be-t in the '-tale. Tin* hall our
:»i lc, Jafcct. well
aa
tIn*
adapteo for any meet
big- -rati) 1 id pt!r; >-e-. Km plire < f the pr* >prie
t'M-at hi- -r :
Higti -treet. adjoining .Masonic
I
15. KNOW! IT »N.
'Temple.
Hel t’ Feb F 1 —i
-Til
■

H.

R.

71» Matt* M., opposite Kllb>. Huston,
*?ecun-? Patent? in the l imed state?
in <.r at
Britain. France and other foreign count vie-. Topics
>o.

photograph room- over
Hie photograph gallery

& Counsellor at Law,

Atty.

SAMIKI.

PATENTS.

R115KR <»FFK!!- To RKNT, VT A

d lN

-tore on

THE CASTINE BRICK COMPANY
KKICK YAKD.
I) OKInine
containing large l»ed
excellent

It

PHILO HERSEY,

••

1AYKRKTT

ly r40

to Let.

yol

huj^
priej^

<

M« >RT( »N, named K\• uT•
r
in a
tain instrument purportiny to he the last wi”.
U
of
\N
VAC
M.
of
and testament
\KKFV late
Jack
a. -e>!. ha in-j
»r«
son, in sai<l County ot \\ a ldo. d«
-ented the same for Probate.
Ordered., That the -aid Iweenc-i yi\e notie.
to all persons interested by eausiny a copy of tin et
del* to he pit Mi-lied three week- sue.- ---i\ 1
lli
Republican Journal printed at Belt a-i .that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at R. t'a-t.
-. the -eeond
!
lawithin and foi -aid County.
id March next, at ten of’ the clock before no. :i.
and show cause, if any they have. v. by the -aimshould not he allowed.
JAM1> 1C 1. VM"ON. Judye.
\. \. Ki.i:k iikk, RYyi-tcr.
A true copy. \ ttes!.

CURED AHHUALLY.

IJtT

Ii

tnjk

<

*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on ,lu» seo.ml 'fue-day
February, A. 1C 1>S1.

^I
§

years at;o,

Under these circumstances he compounded this

9

>

^nug

><

< >rdered. That the said Administratrix
yive noth e
to all persons intere-ted by eau.-iuy a copy of thiorder to he published three week- -ueccs-ively in
the lb-puhliean Journal printed at Beifa-t. that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bei
la-r. within and for said
ounty, on the -eeond
Tuesday of March next, at ten "oi the lock before m><.r. and sliow eau-e, f any tin
i»..t•. w
the -aim should not he allowed.
J A M1 > 1C I.AMm *.N. Judy.
\ true copy. Attest
\ \ \-Cl. I« lll.U, Ibyi-;. r.

I

Downs
given |
up by his phy-leians to
die with Consumption,

[A

cur-

y

an

ouli

fl

etc.

Lid

reeommeml

I)

cheap, and

d%tonn proof fisherman's boots will keep

IROX BITTERS—the only Iron
Preparation that trill nut blacken the teeth
or
give headache.
Bold by all druggists.
Write for the A i! C Book,32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

ffj.

by -ayitt^:

calf and

I up

operj^
bargai^j

kid

a

snlr hand made at arirat

T

e

U

—

season.

e
****

FOR SALE.

-' "—S3 g-rf

wr

ha\

\\ e

bargain,

his

r

in mind that

where

ited from reliable parti.

Photograph Room & Hal!

MAINE.

SEARSMONT,

diseases when

O

2
O

!"■■ -i-1 i1

OIL--

f—

Srarsmont.

\T\YOOU. VYinterpori, Mo.. General Agent.
Non England and Provinces.
-•

I

-aid to h< the be.-t burning >,1

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

\ M AM>\ F. lb >\\ l>< >1 \. Administratrix of the
-tate of J< fsKPill
ib >i. FR". late of Frankfort in -aid County of Waldo, deceased, ha\lny
her
second
and
final account tor allow
presented

Gs.O,

remedy

sure

a

CoUL'hs, Colds,
ing Cough, and

5

iwT

!’• -In tcia it"r
mdenee is
*ii•

n il

Room \o. l, Centennial Block. 1*3 Exchange m..
POIITL4X1F Mini;
.i t~ :n
Ml. Hadh'ek will continue
attend the
•m'Hancock and Waldo untie*

ehruary/

■1

w ar

Whieli i-

Is

-i

rrill

Chemical Paint!

®

Tiii- favorite nr over i- ottered p* fanner- for the
.a-on
coming
Fifteen \ car.- of continued success
i- -uttiri. nl o\ i• i.•;i■
..t merit
l inner- are invited
t-• give it
A! 1 V l x >\V K1 \«. an examination. They
will «•■.-!-uu their own intere-ts in buying a reliable
mower oi re-pi a. i Me parties.
V full stock ol repairs on hand. < irculars free.

A

apt.

H. D. HADLOCK,

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the .-econd Tuc-da\ of
y
\. I>. 1SS1.

CO]

|a 1

MOWER!

ia

\i.s<i Tin-:

J|ear
|^|ak
||itf

burn,

r

o

“MEADOW KING“

FKKIt

F. (

><.

<

final account for allowance.
the-aid Administratoryive notice
to all persons interested by eausiny a copy of thiorder to be published three week- -uece--ively in
the Kepublii an Journal printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, -m the -eeond
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why ire
same should not he allowed.
J \M1> l» I \M"< »N. Jubyc.
A true copy. Attest:—A. \. Fi.kh lU'.K, Ib-yi-tcr.

iiuMMtiH

I other t» the public at actual cost l'oi
the next
day-. Thankful for past patronage I
•licit a continuance of tin* same,
■•me and learn
( oine carle.
m\ prices for the\ will plea-e \mi.

irnod stock of

>KI.T. THK

Belfast, within and
the second Tue-dn\

F, A dm mi-traP >r de boni- non
IlKMd >TAP1 F>, late ot
County ot Waldo, deceased, ha\

Stockton,

13w5

CROCKERY 4 GLASS WARE, 4c.

M I’UKl’AKKD T<» "KI I

1»L‘11

runs

twu

--

iltey

neil

\ 11 of which

Re-peetfully.
'I. /
.1/00/) 1

tea nun* t AM

until further notice, leaving Lincoln's Wluirf. lin-.
ton, every Tuesdav and Frida v at .>.Oo I*. M
Leaving Belfast'evorv Monday :pid Tnur.-da\ a;
2.20 1*. M.
Passengers forTortland Laving Belfast Monday,
connect with Portland -teanici* at Rockland.and ar
rive in Portland same night.
I hiring the winter months extra care u ill l»e taken
that perishable freight is not chilled r frozen.
Freight taken at l<*w rates.
.1\" LI ITI.1.FI F LI >,
1‘ANIKLLANL.
Agent for Belfast.
-dipt., Boston,
Belfast, Feb. *>:t, 1 ss 1. —2

Fpon the foregoing petition. Ordered, that the pegive notice to all persons interested, l.v
a copy of said petition with this order therehe
on, to
published three weeks succe-sivelv in the
Republican Journal.a paper printed tit P.clfa-t. that
they may* appear at a Probate C ourt to be held at
the Probate Ollice in Belftist ttfuresaid, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show cau-e if any they have, whv

iny presented his
Ordered, That

BOSTON&NEW YORK

Giods, Boots and Shoes,

Dif

Corn. Meal & Shorts.
\

>

lOris iMiKAiiAM. commencing
Tuesday, Feb. 22, ISM, will

titioner

1* AKTK11

?

BOWKER FERTILIZER

VIso

Fell. i:». I'-l.

To the Public:

recommended for all diseases
certain and efficient tonic.
1
IROX BITTERS
i,h the Hood,
strengthen the 'muscles, aml glee 'new life to
the nerves.
IROX BITTERS act like a charm
on the
digestive organs, removing all
dyspeptic symptom-, sued as tasting the
food, belching, heat in th s'umach, heart-

I.

goods embraced in the grocery
a lull lint of staple

other

line

Paper.Curtains & Fixtures.

At a Court of Probate, held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of February, A. 1). Is-).

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

IfKR\ IA

C MA IN

Wlnterport, Burksport, Searsport.

at

Belfast, Camden and Rockland.

of the* estate of
TM.
J%
in said

r.<

1 HAVE

~~

highly
requiring a

ir*WLET.

HALF A CEMTURY

lIVTs. ( IPs. GLOVES. SCARES. OVERALLS. .11 VIPERS. Ill BBEli ( OATS. LADIES’ GOSSAMER
ClliCl LARS. I MBKELLVS. Ac.

Touching

anee.

FINE WHITE SHIRTS !
From $1.00 upwards.

GENTS’

of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and bathe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
February, A. I c 18*1.

From 30r. to $1.50.

(‘it nil

are

are on
o*

BANCOR & BOSTON.

HKRVKI, Administrator of the estate
ANA. IK It, late of Belfast, in said

OAKKS
CALVIN'

County, deceased, respectfully represents that the
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased, at. not
sullieient to answer his just debts and charge-of
administration by the sum of ten thousand dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pravs vour honor to
grant him it license to sell and'convey at public
auction or private sale so much, f the real estate of
said deceased, as will satisfy said debt-, and incidental charges and charges of Administration.

Also for salo ST0CK6RIDGE MANURES.

Mens’ suits, $6.00, s.00, 10.00, 12.00. 15.00,
16.00, 22.00; Mens’ listers and Overrents,
$2.75:, 6.00, 6.50, 7.50, s,00. II.(lO. 15,00.

dor Sprains, Wonnds, Scalds, Ttheuinatism, and
any pain upon Man ox Beast,

BITTERS

AMI and

<

price-, "ii-i-ting

at in'tttnn

Ihli'a-t. 1

IRON

L,

mum at cost \

m

Fevers,

'.it

30 DATS.

READY MADE CLOTHING!

A pleasant, cheap, and
Valuable remedy for fretful and puny children,

mittent

|1

1

"

J

This is a true 1
may bn used
or Orendoa.-'t.* ith
and will prodm o a i.
crop. In tie* K. |.i! t• r th
of Fertilizers, its vale \ti.
£10 per ton higher t h..f
which sell at the am
year over 3000 tons we
tons three
irs a. ",
liki d ! > the I mini s.
It t).
arteut near y«.u. send to us.

Jws*

M

\ft-ns' f ndtrs/i iifs and l>ran-i

DRILL

■ ■

Tickets to the concert $1, and every one draws
>ine article «*i stock, value 1 from 25c to $350,
including wat hc~. diamond Jewelry, Ac. Ticketfor-ah* at FilF.D I*< >TK>. who will gi\e all int »imation.

-BETWEEN-

stime should not be granted.
JAMK- I). I. VMstiN. Judge.
\ true copy, petition ttn.l order thereon.
Utest —t hawks Pai.umi, Regi-ter. protein.

phosphate!

Norombega Hall, Bangor, April 14, 1881.

CLOTHS FOR MEN A BOVS’ WEAR.
Here Is a list of Prices : 12c., 15c.. 17c. 20c.. 25c..
2'c., 30c., 32c., 35c., 40c.. 50c., 55c.. 65c.. 75c.,
sor.. s5c., !!0r„ $1.00. $1.10, $1.20. $1.30. $1.35.
1.75. 2.00, 2.50 Per Yard.
I hav e different kinds of goods in the-r tirii.
I also have

35 cents

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy,Loss of Strength,
Want of Appetite, Inter-

HILL

I

SEND rO i

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

The Sanford Steamship Company.

Probate for the Couiiiv

of

the

ri:o wexaoi: com-ekt:

f

Judge

causing

MULLAN,

-it uate*i having been so damagedby FlllK Jan.
1S>1. as to deprive them of a plan* of business,
lias
been derided to dispose of the IMMKNM!
it
ST< K K of

...

35doses

lyl.l

hit'll the elegant .Jewelrv store of

opthu a fvm v boons, FivmtKs. at..
IS A anAND

no .xor fofoet the elm'e.

(astoria

Price HI) cents.

\\ a-

C lothes Wringers, both Bench and C ommon, Hand
saws. Ke\ and Bracket Saws, Framed Wood saves,
from sOe, to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac.

Ash-ToniC

a

Jewelry, Walctres, Clods, sil?er Ware.

HARDWARE !

1

lWKNTY

Prims from 5 to sc.: Sheetings from 5 to 10c.;
Crashes from 4c. upwards; Dress Goods from
an se. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool CashAlso Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
mere.
Silks and Satins, Laees,Edgings, Ruches, KurilIngs,Shetland Shawls,Long and Square Shawls.
Cardigan Jackets, (both fur ladies and cents
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Repellunts,
Table Oil Damask, u dozen patterns, White
Linen and Turke} Red Damasks.
A
A niee a> can lie found in this vieinitv.

great variety

\\

DOE

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

-Jw'd

Having had numbeiless inquiries for advertising
cards from ladies in all parts of the country who
are interested in tie- prevailing fashi..n » i making
“Card Collections.” we are having printed tor them
a set of sever Lu-aiititui cards, eac!: .11 six colors
and on a gold background. «u the very highest
degree of art. illustrating tsliakespi arc's 'Seven
Ages 1 h Man." We have spared 110 exper.se in
these cards they are simply little art gems, our
only aim has beam to publish the linest cards yet
shown. Applications for them have come in so
rapidly that nearly the whole edition is engaged
before toe receipt by us of the cards from the art.-'.
We have, therefore, neen obliged load-pt the tot
lowing plait for the distribution of the remainder
No more of the gilt Shakespeare cards, se veil m
the senes, will be sent, excepting upon the receipt
of a statement from a grocer that the person
applying tor the cards has bought of him on that
dav at least seven bars of Dobbins' Kleetre Soap,
with price paid for same.
All applying in this
manner will receive the full set <•! seven cards
gratis by m.ul Ti.is will insure us that our
friends ami patrons get their share
those bea in
t'ul designs, although if in no mamur repavsusfor
the cost of the cards.
Your grocer has the sm-p.
or will get it. and the purchase by >••;. of seven
bars of it at <->.e time will secure tor you gratis
The soap- improves
seven really beautiful cauls.
with age. and s an article of iiecesspy in your
house every week. Therefore, you are not asned
to buy a useless article, blit one that you mast
have ;;nvw.t\.
l’lease send us your applications
at once, and tel! your lady friends making “card
collections" to do flic same*. Trice to ladies m.t
buying soap m cents a set Yours respectfully.
I I. Thai;in a To
7tf
!!»'■> Fourth street. Philadelphia. l*a.

block in

nice line of

a

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

CURK for

certain

n

F IRE!

The

have

I

Friends.

our

caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions ami Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
e.vvt CVRF IS GCARAXTEED.^Z
Price 2.5 cents. For sale b) all Druggists.
Try it ami you will bo convinced like thousands
who have used it ami now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotlerbeek's Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
iyrs

—A L S O—

Kennedy's
you only Due

State your case

have

Lined Buffaloes from $6.00 to $16.33 : Lap Robes,
from $2.25 to $6.12; Horse Blankets from $1.22
to $6.12: Halters, 10c., 50c.. 65c. and $1.00.

David

Y.

j
Kntirely harmless: is not

r

Liver
Constipation,
Biliousness,
Troubles, Piles, Indigestion, Sick
Headache and Dyspepsia
Their cleansing and tonic action on the
iircr and digcstiec organs remores all impurities from the system,purifies the blood,
relie res the orertared kidneys and establishes regular and natural action of the
bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleasant or debilitating action and ran be
used freely with perfect safety.
For sale
by all druggists in half lb. glass jars.

S< H LOTTE It KECK'S

CASHMERE ROBES,
I

A

BY USING

-A N D-

To be found in Waldo County.

PROBATE NOTICES

Cure Your Corns ! Smith’s Medicated PRUNES

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

friend says that bachelors are like a batch
of bi>enits. good enough alter they are mixed
To

have just received direct from the maim farhirers the best line of

!

lady

A

11.
Correspondence N V World]
great stu'Ui is out a thing to rejoice over, but
1 ready Oc ieve that
many people are thankful just
how r .it they are obliged to think and talk about
I
something else than the reign of Parnell in Eng..i: d and Ireland and the dismal state of
polities
W tu-i; ou see halt tne shops in London closed, the
st reels blocked
up and the Prince of Wales driving
about m a sleigh, it must he admitted that one’s
attention is likely to be diverted for a time from
the vdlapse of a great government and the ridicu
ions \' -11 ion of the II mse of Commons
1 have
s’-eii some vtrv pretty lads of snow in the I’nited
S‘ates and in Canada, but never one that did its
business in a more expeditious and thorough man
ncr than that which visited England this week
A very few hours sutliced to reduce London c
*. state of
complete helplessness. The drifts wer.oieui and soon choked up the principal streets
Lor several da\s previo sly the intense Host had
cut "tV the supply of water, and when the slow
came there was none to be had
throughout a iarge
tiie metropolis
For nearly half a day
j ••dmt
the trains wen.- unable to get near the city, and
Lid the blockade lasted four and twenty hours
milk w < nd have been a guinea a pint, for that is
“t.e of the articles which Londoners ran uiilv
get
Emu ou\*uie
ihe managers of English railways, howeve r are
t •oiwiei. active and enterprising, and before the
•mow j ;.d ceasvd to fall thoiisa. ds • fun
were at
w.,rk oil the main lines shovelling ;t awav
Com! munieatiou was reopened and there proved to he
:;o
■!:
f
on
r
the
a-t
alarm
of
;
the Londoners lest
they should be driven to straits similar to these
which befed tiie Parisians during the siege
Hut
the
is still full of sii'ev. and another downfall
would pretty neaily put an end to the power of the
rur.d districts to supply the markets with the
pr>
v.sious whi«*h Londoners cannot
produce for them"•Ivi.and for w hich, consequently they are
obliged to depend day by day and hour by hour up
on tin- exertions of others.
Farmers cannot go to the railroad stati >ns and
it is difficult even tor them to attend to their dailv
work about their farms
Cattle and sheep canno't
Le sent out. and over the larger part of the
country
the roads are obliterated
The fields look like
iilaeit*rs and in the hollows of the hills the snow
lies m masses
deep enough to bury an army of
:• -’‘•
>!<ch a scene has never been witnessed in
I England before
In the par' « f the countly which 1 know best,
•■mow is not a
frequent visitor even in hard wiuters.
but it w as not spared from the tremendous storm
<>: ias- 1
uesduy. 1 woi.t out early in the morning
.1 Happening to he in London that
day), but
mu: d it
impossible to stand before the fury of the
blast, charged as it was with particles of
driving
mow as hard as bullets
Before evening most of
the familiar landmarks Lad been effaced
Loads
were en a level with the
hedges, and one old road
was
filled
in.
to
the
of
at
Last
completely
depth
tei or twelve feet.
It forms a long narrow elelt in
Lilly reg. >n. and the snow had drifted into it and
i .' d ilselt up in all sorts uf fantastic shapes
In one place it resembled the waves jf the sea
tumbling in up »u tne shore : in another it lay in
aeE i.caialled strata, like a section ot the earth’s
mii.u
Hugh masses of snow o\erhung a steep
bank
above, and the scene had something wild and
j
terrible about it. especially when the sun went
! dow a behind the* hills and the short January twiI light quickly closed in. One could understand
w
easily a belated traveller in the darkness
;
uld be caught in such a storm and buried alive
i
i.cTieath the snow.
That night the frost was again
intense, and upon going into my garden early the
following morning I found two or three dead birds
ami picket; up a blackbird stupefied w ith cold and
hunger Starlings, robins, thrushes and blackbirds
were Minn assembled around an
ample feast spread
1 «»r theiu in front of
my library window
During
the day hey
s<
much
confidence in me
displayed
that when 1 opened the door to
carry out a fresh
mj'pH tlu-y advanced more than halfway to meet
me. and one particular robin stood at
my very feet
for his share.
Dec song from the blackbird or the thrush is
worth more than all
threw out
I found foxes
!racks up to the very doors of
iny poultrj* house.
L'H La- i
arrived tuei- Master Leynard was fain
to turn
Hares and rabbits came
empty awav
lo vti from the hill side almost to the
garden in
M-aich f.f food yesterday
morning. I noticed
trucks upon the snow which have puzzled us all
tl.ov u*v not like those of an animal ever seen neai
the South Downs before. Perhaps it is a caribou
and 1 had better send for Lord Dunraveu to come
and shoot him. and send him over to our old friend
John Sutherland, in exchange for the Minnesota
venison ami the canvass back ducks witn which
like a very superior Santa Claus, he causes the
la;-c> of \ oting and old to shine and their hearts t<
leap with jov
The

PAIN
KILLER
Farmer,

leave port without

I.« >NDON

bottle of Dr.

Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy
for the relief of coughs, colds, sore throat, whoop
ing cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc than Dr.
It gives
(Daves' Balsam of wild Cherry and Tar.
immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occasions
n«> unpleasant nauseating feelings
Sample hot
ties, only 1<> cents : large bottles. .'.0 cents
Dr. Crave*’ Blood Purifier eradicates all itnpiiri
ties from the system, cleanses the td ;od, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and inert, by its use become uuusnady stimulated,
aud, in fact, gives a healthy tone t.» tin entire sysPrice. > I
tem.
Improved Family Cathartic l’iils are the best
piil ever given a patient by a pin >icum. and are
frequently prescribed by them. They gi\»* prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
movement ot the bowels, give the Improved Fan
ily Cathartic Piils a trial. Price, ‘S> cents per box
Dr. (? raves' remedies are for sale by W. n. Pooka
4w7
S<>n, Belfast.

A pitiful dirge.
Avery, in >' Y Sun

in

a

Ti Hi Flic:

He came home tipsy again the other night and
told his wife he had Leon sherryuadiug.

A

UNFERMENTED
and

HNES

from this cause, lose not

buying

Dollar, and take it to cleanse your blood. You can
i(f</ trust it to this. Or drop a line to Dr.

England's Great Storm.
'<

come

in

"Favorite Remedy:" which will cost

And a half twain !
And a half twain !
The keel strikes the rock
With a shivering shock
\nd parts asunder:
The mainmast goes o'er
W ith a terrible roar
And crash like thunder :
The riven sails fly
Through the dull, leaden sky.
Like white spirits driven
From the anger of heaven
They have finished the shroud
r or the sailor man
proud.
And down in the surge
>ca maidens are bringing
Bright sea flowers, and singing

D.

Actual blindness is not easy to cure, alBut remember that

disease of the eyes otten result troin impure blood.
It you have any reason to think your bad eyes may

Where now is the brave
Bold man of the wave
He is looking aloft.
And his feelings are solt.
For he thinks of a home
Far. far from the i'cam.
< >f children at
play
lu the >oft summer day
< »f her-!

-•

attitude has not yet been

though it is sometimes done.

half three
half three !

A quiver, a pause.
In twain flies the hawse.
A ribbou of gauze!
Nearer the boom.
Deeper the gloom.
More surly the roar
From the death breeding shore

uR.

an

“Now I See!*’
So said the blind man after the Saviour had healed

three !
three !
to
the chaius:
Away
Our anchor remains!
Ne'er hammer wrought out
Such a true one and stout:
He'll hold us I know—
Stand by
Let him go !

LIFE-INVIGORA TING

who struck

Have WistarS Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs. Colds. Bronchitis, Whooping Cough. Croup. Iulluenza. Consumptio n, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. f>0 cents and $1 a
bottle.

And weaving a shroud.
Oh, shipman. why come
From thy dear, happy home,
To light with the foam
(if the conquering sea

SHAKERS’

man

prosecuted for assault and battery.

They are waiting for thee
Oh, sailor man proud.
Down deep in the sea.

CANTERBURY

of Malt Bitters increases the lie.sh and
or wasting diseases.

use

prevents pulmonary

By the mark tour!
By the mark four!
To thy knees ! to thy knees!
Bold man ot the seas.
For the storm monarch rides
On the deep rolling tides.
He is driving the surge
With his terrible scourge.
Till maddened and wroth
It rears as in pain,
And shakes from its mane
Great foam flakes of froth.
Hark! hark! through the gloom
Comes the sullen boom. boom.
Of breakers that roar
On a death-breeding shore.

W

h-

vlim>

_• i.

\. |

n

i—e

l i.eii [ler-onailv appear.--1 -arah V
arver
mide oath to the 'truth of the -ev -ra! all. a at ion
built in the above libel, and tiiai -lie ha- used re
"'liable di 1'pviH'i to .-.-certain tin- place ..f f, ddei

a *ml
m
in the County of Waldo, deceased, 1**
una ■!.I "f the -aid Mrrin Id ( arver. but
as the law direct-; he therefore m .{11«• -1- all p. rand that it is to her reallv unknow n
He f..r
I
-i*-tat>
!
deeea-e
imiebted
t<*
said
s«»iiswlio art'
d \ vii:- Limn .i u.. lii-t i< .-1 the p.
ai >
make immediate payment, ami those w h*> ha\
t
-et; iemeni
demand- thereon, l«» exhibit the -aimS'T VT). Ml M VIM.
W VI. Dm .nA' II I I'' Kl< II \RI>so\.
11» him.
>1 fbi.vti; di mi
vt Fn| nr,
lvnox, Keb. 12, |ssi.
lamiarv Term. \
1*. I-M. \
I p •:« the i. r< a i:
lihei. *rdm
I i. »5
subscribe!-hereby a i\•■- pul*li« m ■! me t o al i lint
-.- t,. the libel!e«» "I the
a i v
noti
concerned, that -he ha- been duly appointed
pendemv It.
and taken upon herselt the tru-t **t Executrix ot of bv publi-hiuc an atte-ied e..pv oi (he-aimot Pm- order Iher.-on tht *•«
w
eek-m ees>ivelv
the w ill of
the Uepulili a
d. a new-paper priuttul
of Relia-I.
TIIOMAs s. 1.1 M LIU RN I .IE la!
V
llclfa-t. in the fount ol Waldo, the la-t pn ;•
ad
to be not le-.- than thirty da)
before tin- ne\: t«
in tin* County of AYaldo, deceased; -lie therefore
«*l tin- t oiirl. to
bidden at li.-it.| i, VV 1! II.l
requests all perstms who are imiebted to -aid de
for the fount)
Wald", on the th;
I'm.
ceased’.- estate to make immediate payment, and
of April next, that In- mm lliea and fieiv ap]
those who have any demands thereon, to e\hil*:i
and show cause it ai.v he haw h) i;i.• pr:t'
Hie same for settlement to her.
lb-' -aid libellant -lioiihl n u
1! \ N\ Ml IE LIMLP.t RSI IE
amm. -I
w
1 1
Vi ie-t
v Vi Hi u u V
lvvv
Relfasi. Leb. i2. hs|.
l,
V t rue e..p\ ot the Ii1 e 1 l!a t in
rdef d t la 1
AV 1 I t AM Hi i:i;\ (
\tle-l
thereon!
II L subscriber lie re by ui\ es
notice l" all
X concerned, that be has necn duly appointed and
taken upon himself tin* trust of \dniini-trator
iln- estate of
\V \
U "I’ll LK Ml iKiETT, late of Prospect
.| c\
11!
in \\ hi. I, ,ll I— l; | n II I I
'IMM \
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by t;i\ini; bond
"IAMKS (I. ItAtilMNl., Mll.x IN 1(. i ll
1
a- the law directs: In* therefore requestsall p< r-*nand ls.\ v< m UNs
and \\ \ I I *
w ho are imiebted to said deceased’- e-tafe t * make
I > \ ! ir A
V'-SOf I ATION.
u
corporation duly
immediate payment, and those w ho ha\e any de
!i-In** 1 by law not created lor rhe purpo-e- *i
-ettlemeut
mauds thereon, to exhibit the -aim
«• a I i«»*
ha\
it- place oi Im-im--religion,
ing
A\ m H. Ml l><.LTT. \dmr.
to
Maid-. in -aid County, is debt <•:. will
Prospect, Leb. K», Isst.
"ii the -111
I
public amnion to the biglie-l 1 id«I.
•1! Mitreli,
\. D
ISM, at nine ot the eloek in t
L subscriber hereby $;ives publi- not r e |<. all
on the promi-e- in -aid Wald**. -o mu
Puvuoon,
concerned, that he has been duly
•d the right, title and ini-■••c-t which -aid
up
ami taken upon himself the tru-t <>t -ettlement,
ti»*n ha- or had onthelT;! da> u February. \
as suniving partner, of the business ot tin* late
when
the
-ame wa- -ci/ed <*n -aid i'\« c;
ISM,
lirm of
!•■-* ribed real e-tatc a
in and to the foll.n*
MlIXiLTT .Y I.IRRA of Pro-pe.-t.
*id execution and inriden:
necessary to -iti-tv
in the Countv of AValdo, by giving bond a- the law
<'barges, \i/ Mtual*- in -aid Wal lo. ami being !
directs; he therefore request all persons who are -.inn* on w hi> b lie < liee-< factory **i -aid* r;1
lion now '!.111d- in -aid \\ aid**; hounded on the*
imiebted to said deceased's estate to make inline
diate payment, and those who ha\e any demands
by land “i \ 11**11 *J. Mmmon- on the west ui
north
by laud t -l .-cph Kill-: ami on the -«*uth
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to
JOHN L. 1.!RR\. survi\ini; Partner.
County roa !, leading from F.vans’ Corner in
i" Morrill, together w ith the
NVaid**,
building thei
Prospect. Leb. b"», 1 ss 1.
I Imitig eertitied «»u -aid exrcuti
on -tan*ling.
I
am
unable (*> tiiid personal
that
**l
property
subscriber hereby j;ivcs public notice l<* all *
I’h. intere-t of -aid
orp**ra!ion
eorporatiou
X eomvrftcd, that he has been duly appointed, -aid
real e-tale being an estate in tee
simple.
and has taken upon himself the trust of Adminis( iI VKI.I-.s It \ l\ KU. Sheri
trator of the estate of
I'el'i uar\ IT. \
1». i-M. -:i\Vs
ESTHER JELLIm >N, late of Monroe,
>

sp;.u7L0.V.i..)J

I>istril>ultoils unpaid...
Death losses unpaid
Matured
Kndownn-nl

...

i•»Jej:;..
nj.ton.no

unpaid.

1

7. on

.2

■

Surplus.s_»,;»s.s,iM;n..'>*j
37th Annual Report now ready for distribution.
Free to any address.

rpilL
X

■

-e

I5I*:n.i. 1
dOSLPIl M. t.IRRI'Ns.
M vufti 11, isso.
Ivrl I

r 1:\ i Ns. i‘».

id.-ni.

s.-.-i-etar
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V. J. BEALS.

A. M. ROSS.

Messrs. Beals & Ross
Having leased the Mrhols Block on Main st.,
and bought for CASH the

Largest

•Vill be mailed kuk to all applii
ts. and tucust-nmrs w It li-t.
It »
rt .1 pl.it- s, tioo e
live <
rderirig it.
•it.out 2U0 pages, and full descriptions, prices and. dir... ti..i
4
1500
varieties
of
\
egeoldt? and I I. w. s .1-,, 1‘ tt.ts,
planting
—
Ad
Kuses, etc. Invaluable t all. Send pt

Rivek,
Fellows, Esq.
Fall

.F ames I.

M

vss..

March 20, IsT'.i.

Sir:

About three years ago 1 was attacked
with bronchitis and tubercular disease of the left
lung, and suffered for two years so severely that 1
Dear

business. About a year ago
I was advised to try Fellows’ Syrup of Ilypophosphites, and before I had finished one bottle my appetite and strength were greatly improved; my
cough became less troublesome, my sleep was sound
and refreshing, which had not been the case for
was

unable to attend to

had suffered from nervousness and
difficult breathing all the time I was sick; but your
syrup has cured it all. 1 advise all persons alllicted
as I was to use Fellows’
Syrup of Ilypophosphltes
JAMES IF STEWART.
(Signed)
An endless chain of good effects is formed
by
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Ilypophosphltes, and
we are safe in saying, from a
long experience in
medicine, its virtues are not possessed by any other
combination.
IvrlT
For sale by WM. 0. POOR A SON.
over a

year.

I

I
o

Corn, Flour & Groceries
Which win be sold at prices to suit the times.
We shall make a specialty of

HOLIDAY

GOODS!

CONSISTING OF

Brackets. Wall Pockets, Fancy Baskets, &c.
-O U R-

Furniture, Carpets, Clocks,
BRACKETS. &c.,
Were bought direct from the manufactories, and
arc carefully selected.
tfi-We deliver goods to any part of the Village
free of charge.

BEALS Sr
Sear*i»ort,

0, l?Mi.

ROSS.

send

Catalogue

our

Sheriff's Sale.

for
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Contain:nir a full aiM descriptive lint ofV'
FLOWER SEEDS,
VEGETABLE SEEDS,
BUt
Ifm
Gladiolus, Lilies, Roses,

I

Eo\VEE, Chemist, Boston,

SEND

BOSTOH

-E V E li V-

and

Friday.

All orders promptly attended to.

8tf

Office in Boston, 91 Kilby Street:
J S. LITTLE & CO., Proprietors.
W. P. THOMPSON.

R.

K. OUNTON

THOMPSON & DUNTON,

Attorneys

and Counsellors at Law,

BELFAST,

MAINE.
Office in Masonic Temple, entrance High street.
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$500 REWARD !

On and after Monday will leave

Wednesday

>

>

\\ L will

PENOBSCOT RIVER EXPRESS,
Monday,

\
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BELFAST FOR
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Plants, etc.
beautifully illustrated with colored plates,
, rce to all who send their address.
I n'
it
Application may *e ma< W- to
II l
179,181.and 183 Main Street,
Rochester,N.Y.
/
V*/
I

F.ver shown here, present to the Citizens of Scarsport and vicinity, an opportunity to purchase
goods In above line never before offered.
We also have a large and carefully selected stock of

will

itcow;;

J lTARHAATON E B<>TTEK a perfect cure
for all the worst forms of 1*1 EEs, two to four in the
wors eases of EEPIB)SY. srROFl LA. PSORIASIS. i'ANTKII, L< ZEM
>ALT RIILl .M, RULE
M AT hM. KIDNEYS. DYSPEPMA. < YTARKll,
and all disease-«>t the>I\lN and BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use I author
i/.e and f/»/w£all dealers to return the money ana
charge it hack to me iu all east's of failure. Sent by
Express to all parts of the E. S. $1 bottle. Sold
everywhere. Staid for nkw p.\mi*iii.kt free. II. D.

public

p
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D. M. FERRY & CO., Det roit, Kid

-O F-

Tubercular consumption of tin* lungs is that form
of the disease most common, most; fatal, and until
recently considered incurable. Tubercle, from
which the name is derived, is a morbid product, deposited from diseased blood in various parts of tin*
body; and in proportion as that fluid is impure, ami
length of time it remains so, will tubercular diathesis continue.
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and most Varied Stock

1---—-----9
TIBERCULAR DISEASE OF LINOS AND’BUONCHITIS.

1

pay the above reward for am ease of
Liver Complaint. Dyspepsia, sick Headache. Indi

gestion, Constipation or (-osti\ eness we cannot cure
xyitli West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions arc strictly complied with. They arc purcl\
Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction. Sugar
Coated. Large boxes, containing do Pills, 2.1 cents.
For sale by it. II. Moody, Belfast, Me. Beware of
counterfeit and

imitations.

The genuine manufactured only by JOHN <
WLSI’ A CO., “The Pill
Makers,” 181 it 18d W. Madison St., Chicago. Free
trial package sent by mail prepaid on receipt of a d
cent stamp.
lyreow-M
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in the County of AValdo, deceased, by uiviim boml
as the law directs; lu* therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased s estate to
make immediate payment, and those w ho have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
P M M ERE
E. I
to him.
Keb. 22. 1881. —JwS

Savings Bank.

VVK BKMOVKD to their new Banking Boom
in Custom House Square, are prepared to receive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September,
and December, January, February and March. Interest being
on same, the lirst Mondays ot
J line and December.
I>eposits received daih (ex
eepton Sundays and Legal Holidays.) from !* to 12
a. m., and 2 to 4 i*. m.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12,
I10OU.
ASA FAVNCL. President.
John ll nt turn Treasurer.

H

computed

appointed

MANHOOD RESTORED.
early imprudence, causing nervous
debility, premature decay, etc., having tried in \aiu
every known remedy,has discovered a simple means
A

victim of

of self-cure, which he will send free to his fellow
sufferers. Address J. II. KKKVKs, 4.‘t Chatham >t.,
N. V.
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('hromo Cards, the prettiest you
with name, 10c. Nc<J\r ( \iti>c«»

new
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To the creditors of
In the bounty of

hKOIlhF. W.bOOKSON. oflnln
ttalrioamt state of Maine. In
solvent Debtor:
\r°l \KK HKKIiin \OTIFIKI). Thai win.
1.
approval of the dodge of the court of ln-i
\enev tor -aid
(’ouuty of Waldo, the seeond me*
ing of the t reditors of sai*l In-olvent is appoint*
t"
held at the I’robate ( ourl Doom in llelfa.1.
ouuty of Wald**,-*n Thursday, the loth
«*t M fi ll. A. I>. ISM, at lo oYloek in the foron**
^ oil will govern yourselves
aeeordingly.
t.ivmi under im hand ami the *>r*lerot Court
h*th ilav of Feb., \. D. tssi
( »I.VItI.l> I'AI.MI I
Uegister pro tem of the Court of Insolvent
-ai«l ('ouuty of Waldo
:!ws

.1 | \
g Rumples an*l Catalogue of Vat se
H K M. M. ing articles *>• earth. Work*
JLvJuIXJ Mfg Co. 122 Nassau St. s.
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